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The War & Peace of a New Ontological Perception
Peer Review II – Historical Development
The following one page summations emerge directly from the issues discussed in Tractate 18:
Why Now: A Short Introduction to Western Philosophy. The numbering system is left intact to
facilitate the reader’s ability to quickly cross check the context from which the questions are
extracted. Both the numbered table of contents and the panel orientation are provided.
The questions are at times expressed as addressing issues regarding a particular philosopher and at
other times the questions appear to be addressing issues regarding a subject area of philosophy as
opposed to originating from an individual. The reason subject areas of philosophy are included as
focal points is due to the understanding that subject areas represent the perceptions of groups
composed of individuals as opposed to being a single individual. As such a group of individuals
have as much impact upon philosophy as do individuals themselves.
As the questions and answers progress, one will begin to understand how it is that the forty
philosophers/philosophies each represent a piece of the jigsaw puzzle which when fully assembled
created a picture of a complete model of reality. The problem up to the time of this work was that
neither the Cartesian nor the non-Cartesian models explained reality in a manner eliminating
contractictions as opposed to creating contradictions. None of the philosophers/philosophies had
put the puzzle pieces together as a complete picture, a complete system. As such, each
philosopher/philosophy fought to preserve their personal piece of the puzzle.
Assembling the forty puzzle pieces generates the concept of the individual acting within God
being in addition to the concept of the individual acting within God being. In short assembling the
forty puzzle pieces generates item # 41 of Tractate 18.
This work: The War and Peace of a New Metaphysical Perception deals specifically with the
aspect of the individual acting within God, understanding individuality, as it pertains to
metaphysics and leaves the aspect of the individual acting within God to a field yet to be named.
The question becomes: Why does the new metaphysical understanding being introduced emerge
now? The new metaphysical perception emerges now because we have reached the limits as to
what it is the Cartesianism metaphysical system and the non-Cartesianism metaphysical system
have to offer us intellectually both as individuals and as a specie.
We as individuals and as a specie have progressed beyond the confining limits Cartesianism and
non-Cartesianism impose upon us as intelligent explorers of the vast expanses of our physical
universe. In fact: We as individuals and as a specie have progressed beyond the confining limits
Cartesianism and non-Cartesianism impose upon us as intelligent explorers of the vast expanses of
future universes we begin to discover.
Having explained the limits of Cartesianism and non-Cartesianism as opposed to the
expansiveness a non-Cartesian system powered by a Cartesian system, the individual acting within
God creates, we can now begin a detailed examination of the system through a short summation
format where the forty isolated pieces of the puzzle, as listed in Tractate 18, are exposed to the
new Metaphysical system’s examination.
The first short summation outlines twelve major questions and themes, which define the essence
of humankind’s search for its identity, its purpose, its meaning, for the very meaning of existence
itself. In fact the twelve questions and themes strike at the heart of the most fundamental of human
inquiry: Is there such a ‘thing’ as existence itself.
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1. Introduction - Q1:

What are the major themes and questions of philosophy?
There are many, but the most persistent of these would
include the following:

What is existence?
Do we exist, and why?
What is reality?
What can we know?
What is knowledge?
What is truth?
What is the purpose and meaning of life?
Why is the individual important?
What is our function within society?
Is there a difference between “appearance” and “reality”?
Do we possess free will, or are our actions determined?
What is morality?
S: This work introduces a new metaphysical perception, which presents specific answers to these
twelve questions. All of the questions are addressed in great detail throughout the work, The War
and Peace of a New Metaphysical Perception. In fact the very purpose of the work is to explain the
shortcomings generated by the Aristotelian Cartesian system and the Hegelian non-Cartesian
system in regards to their developing conflicting answers to these twelve questions.
But the work does more than simply point out the shortcomings of the two metaphysical systems.
This work provides a solution, builds a model, which answers our questions regarding the whole
of reality itself. This work provides reasonable/rational/non-paradoxical answers to all twelve
questions simultaneously. The means to finding the answers to the twelve questions
simultaneously lies in expanding our perception of reality. The single model, which answers the
twelve questions, inserts the Cartesian within the non-Cartesian. Such a process can occur only
with the development of a metaphysical model, which is original but not original. Such a system
merges the Cartesian system and the non-Cartesian system into one system, a Cartesian system
within a non-Cartesian system. When taking into account the active existence of the verb being,
symbiosis, as well as the passive form of the verb being, panentheism, one obtains the simple
description of the system, symbiotic panentheism.
Philosophically a description of the new metaphysical system might better be described as the
individual acting within God. The reason the system is not titled the individual acting within God
is because we in philosophy are concerned with our, ‘beings’ role in reality. We are concerned
with what it is we/‘beings’ are to accomplish in reality. We are concerned with the
individual’s/‘being’s role in terms of existence. We are concerned with the answers to the twelve
questions listed in terms of our/‘beings’ function.


The point: The twelve questions and themes as well as questions and themes similar to those
listed, are relevant to the public and those controlling the arena of philosophy have no right to
exile discussion of such questions from the field of philosophy just because they/the leaders in the
field of philosophy religions, and science consider such questions to be irresolvable. The leaders
in the fields of philosophy, religion, and science may believe the questions cannot be answered
while their separate fields remain isolated one from the other but that does not mean we as a
specie cannot answer such questions if we bring philosophy, religion, and science together to
tackle the problem as opposed to our present approach of keeping these fields of study isolated
one from the other. And who would benefit from such a cooperative action? You and I would
benefit. Our specie would benefit. Future ‘being’s we encounter on our travels throughout the
universe would benefit. The whole itself would benefit.
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1. Introduction - Q2:

Can you provide a brief simplistic explanation regarding
answers to the twelve questions?

What is existence?
Do we exist, and why?
What is reality?
What can we know?
What is knowledge?
What is truth?
What is the purpose and meaning of life?
Why is the individual important?
What is our function within society?
Is there a difference between “appearance” and “reality”?
Do we possess free will, or are our actions determined?
What is morality?
S: A brief answer to these twelve questions is provided as a one-page synopsis preceding each
Volume of this three-volume work. A slightly longer answer is provided as Tractate 12: Resolving
the Problem of Nihilism.
Having stated where it is one can obtain a brief answer to the twelve questions; let me attempt to
answer the questions in light of the new model - symbiotic panentheism where a greater reality
exists as abstraction within which the physical universe is located:
What is existence? Existence is both physical in nature and abstractual in nature.
Do we exist, and why? We exist. We exist to circumvent the concept of eternal
recurrence Nietzsche introduced which in scientific terms might be referred to as
permanent equilibrium as opposed to the process of growth or decay.
What is reality? Reality is both physical in nature and abstractual in nature.
What can we know? We can ‘know’ what we create and experience abstractually
and what we create and experience physically
What is knowledge? Knowledge is that of which we are aware.
What is truth? Truth is what is relevant to an existence functioning within either of the two
regions of existence: the physical and the abstract.
What is the purpose and meaning of life? The purpose in life is to add to the Whole
Why is the individual important? It is from the individual/multiplicity that the
Whole/singularity becomes more than what it is.
What is our function within society? Our function within society is to ‘create’ and
experience and to be responsible for what it is we as individuals ‘create’/’experience’
for it is what we as individuals ‘create’/’experience’ that we add to the Whole.
Is there a difference between “appearance” and “reality”? Appearance is what
composes the abstract and ‘reality’ is what composes the physical.
Do we possess free will, or are our actions determined? If we exist we possess free
will. Without free will we are not who we appear to be, ourselves.
What is morality? Morality is universally acceptable knowing action of free will
which initially emerges from the categorical imperatives a metaphysical system
(systems encompassing physical universes and what it is physical universes lie
within) generates. Morality then progresses as knowing actions of free will which
one initiates based upon the combination of beliefs/religion, observations/science,
and reason/philosophy.

The point: Answers to such questions can be stated and the rational/reasonableness of such
answers are available in their entirety in The War and Peace of a New Metaphysical Perception.
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1. Introduction – Q3:

Philosophy appears to have formed many specialized
branches of study, all of which ignore the question
regarding the individual’s purpose for existing. Can you
comment briefly regarding:

Above all, philosophy, which comes from the Greek work philosophia, means the love
of wisdom.
The study of philosophy, in the Western tradition, began in Ancient Greece early in the
6th century B.C. Since that time, the range and scope of its journey has expanded into
very specialized and distinct branches. Among these branches are:
Metaphysics
The Study of Existence
Epistemology
The Study of Knowledge
Ethics
The Study of Action
Politics
The Study of Force
Esthetics
The Study of Art
Logic
The Study of Reason
Language
The Study of Communication
These in turn consist of many subcategories, including: …
Going back to first principles is a reoccurring theme, as is the reassessment of wellestablished or even forgotten works. It is organic. It changes constantly. … philosophy
continually returns to its past in order to formulate new philosophical perceptions. As
we change, so does our appreciation of our philosophical heritage.
S: The significance of philosophy with respect to ‘the love of wisdom’ and significance of
philosophy’s role regarding ‘the love of wisdom’ is addressed in the introduction to Volume III.
Regarding the branches of philosophy: One cannot begin to examine branches two through six,
nor can one begin to examine the subcategories of philosophy until one embraces the validity of
existence itself. The action of embracing the validity of existence then moves into answering three
basic questions in a very precise sequence:
1.
2.
3.

Where are we?
What are we?
Why do we exist?

The process begins with the examination of the basic question: Where are we? In other words are
we in the physical, meaning is the physical the limit of existence or are we in an existence other
than the physical. This question led to the concept of Cartesianism/physicality/cause and effect
existence versus non-Cartesianism/abstractual existence. Such a debate led to the ethical
foundation, the ethical base for behavior of physical hedonism versus abstractual/altruistic
behavior.

The point: What is ethical or moral behavior? The foundation for such an understanding lies in
understanding the answers to the three questions listed above. Philosophically such an
understanding leads to the development of what is often referred to as universal/categorical
imperatives or what some would refer to as first principle, second principle, etc.
Regarding first principle, Tractate 6 dealt with the issue of Kant’s first categorical imperative and
why this categorical imperative was not a categorical imperative. The tractate outlines just what
the first categorical imperative would be under the new metaphysical perception of the individual
acting within God and then lists the second categorical imperative. The issue is addressed in great
detail as to the rational behind the establishment of the two categorical imperatives and their order.
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1. Introduction – Q4:

Philosophy appears to have lost its way. Would you care to
comment regarding the statement:

But what should the future of philosophy look like? Should it continue on its present
course, a course that excludes metaphysical speculation, or should it return to a more
inclusive and broader understanding of philosophy’s function?
Philosophy, in its present form, has turned away from the very questions that it was
created to answer. As such, it has become less and less relevant to the public, a public
that still seeks answers to questions regarding meaning and purpose.
S: Perhaps the best response to the statements given lies in the next paragraph presented in the
introduction:
One response to the present impasse is Symbiotic Panentheism. It explores the model
of a new perception that could integrate the three disciplines of philosophy, science
and religion. In so doing, it outlines how the conflicts that have defined our species
could be eliminated. As our perception of our significance changes, so do we.
Regarding the issue involving the validity of the subject of metaphysics. If we do not know ‘where
we are’ we cannot begin to understand ‘what we are’ which in turn prevents us from knowing our
function for existing, the purpose for existing.
We have a long way to go before we can say unequivocally: There is no ‘outside’ to the physical
universe. Until we can state such a fact unequivocally, the study of ‘meta’ - beyond, ‘physics’ –
the physical, will remain a critically relevant subject for the public regarding the efforts to answer
questions regarding meaning and purpose.

The point: Philosophy has a moral obligation to return to the basics of its intended purpose, which
is to address the questions:
Where are we?
Where is the individual in the scheme of it all?
What are we?
What is this ‘thing’ we call individuality?
Why do we exist?
Why does individuality exist?

This work is an attempt to help philosophy return to its moral task of finding
answers to the most basic of questions, which have haunted our specie as far
back in time as we are capable of remembering.
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2.

Before the Pre-Socratics – Q1:

Why is the individual important?

Before the Ancient Greeks, two great Empires existed in close proximity to the Eastern
Mediterranean: These two Empires, though they differed outwardly in many respects,
had much in common with each other. Both the Egyptian and Babylonian Empires
were the first two examples of urban civilization, each of which supported large
populations.
Despite their size there was little or no diversity of outlook or opinion. It was the kings
and priests – possessors of magical powers – who ruled their people. These
civilizations, with their theocratic and monarchical institutions, had little tolerance for
diverse viewpoints. As a consequence, there was little scientific or technological
progress or innovation other than that employed to support the prevailing belief
systems.
S: Diversity of viewpoint existed before the ancient Greeks. Diversity of viewpoints existed
through the acknowledged forms of heads of state: the kings and priests. It took many millennium
for the concept of diverse viewpoints existing through individuals as opposed to the state. In
essence it took many millennium for the concept of multiplicity/individuality/diversity to rise to
the level of superceding the concept of the state being more important than the individual.
The argument regarding the concept of multiplicity versus singularity was fully addressed in
Tractate 11: The Error of Philosophy. But what does the issue have to do with a new metaphysical
perception?
The new metaphysical perception being presented in this work, suggests that what the multiplicity
of individuality our universes spawns, suggests that what the individuality the Cartesian concept
of ‘cause and effect’/’beginning and end’ generates is vital to the concept of abstractual existence
of the whole/singularity, non-Cartesian existence. Understanding such a model helps civilizations
to simultaneously strengthen both the concept regarding the significance of the state and the
concept regarding the significance of the individual.
In the ancient civilizations of the Egyptians and Babylonians, the kings and priests symbolized the
state and those they governed as a whole, represented individuality. Individuality exhibited by the
person was not encouraged or tolerated because it represented independence. Historically our
specie has been waging a long and often violent struggle to raise the value level of the individual
to that of the state, to that of the heads of state, to that of those who wield power.
With the onset of this new metaphysical perception, symbiotic panentheism, the value level of the
individual rises to the level of the most knowledgeable, powerful, and all present entity we as a
specie have been able to conceive, namely – God.
Symbiotic panentheism not only raises the value level of the individual to the level of the divine
but explains the dynamics of the individual acting within God, of individuality being a part of
singularity/God. Without the understanding regarding the interrelationship of singularity/God/God
and individuality/’being’, without the understanding regarding why individuality is significant to
the whole, the argument regarding the legitimacy and importance of the individual simply
becomes an interesting dialectic of suppositions.
The point: This work, using reason and rationality as a tool, clearly demonstrates the argument
that the individual has importance, clearly demonstrated that the individual verifiable significance.
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2.

Before the Pre-Socratics – Q2:

What is knowledge?

This isn’t to say that there weren’t advances in knowledge. It was that these advances
were the sole domain of the kings and priests of the time. These cultures relied
exclusively on custom, priestly revelation, and divine authority for their social
cohesion. As such, all knowledge was used to maintain the prevailing view. For
example, Egyptian geometry was used to build the great pyramids, while Babylonian
astronomy and mathematics were used - exclusively by the priests - to make “magical”
predictions. In essence, the prevailing outlook of both the Egyptian and Babylonian
empires was that the world was explainable in strictly mythical terms. The gods had
created the world, and were responsible for all aspects of it.
S: The question becomes: What is knowledge. Knowledge is the awareness of ‘what is’ with the
understanding that ‘what is’ is. Such a statement both is and isn’t circular in nature. Within either
a Cartesian model of reality or a non-Cartesian model of reality such a statement is circular in
nature and thus nonsensical in understanding reality itself.
This work, however, is not an examination of reality in light of either a Cartesian model of reality
or a non-Cartesian model of reality. This work fuses the two, the Cartesian model with the nonCartesian model. As such, this work establishes a new model, a new metaphysical perception of
reality, which combines both the Cartesian model ‘and’ the non-Cartesian model into a single
model where the non-Cartesian System is ‘powered’ by a Cartesian system which finds itself
located within, finds itself to be an element of the non-Cartesian system.
With the fusion of the two, one can understand that ‘what is’ is the summation of the Whole but
because the Whole is void a universal fabric of time and space ‘what is’ can become ‘what could
be’ without ever losing its characteristic of being ‘what is’. Again the examination of the topic
becomes to complex to address on one page but the details of such dialectics can be found in
Volume II of this work.

The point: Knowledge is a noun versus being a verb. Knowledge does not belong to the outdated
scientific principles of physics, which characterized the nature matter and energy:
Matter cannot be created or destroyed.
Energy cannot be created or destroyed.
As we have discovered, both statements are incorrect and have now become the conservation of
matter and energy:
The sum total of matter and energy cannot be created or destroyed.
This work, this new model of reality, clearly demonstrates that the philosophical principle:
Knowledge cannot be created or destroyed.
is as invalid as were the two previously perceived inviolate principles of physics.
The new metaphysical model clearly demonstrates that it is more logical to argue knowledge ‘can’
be created than it is to argue that knowledge ‘cannot’ be created. The new metaphysical model
accomplishes something philosophy has not accomplished until now and that is to clearly
demonstrates why it is knowledge is ‘something’ which cannot be destroyed while simultaneously
being ‘something’ which can be created without interfering with the concept of ‘what is’. (See
Tractate 6: The Error of Kant: Resolving the Problem of Universal Ethics.)
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3.

The Pre-Socratics – Q1:

What is morality?

Western philosophy began with the pre-Socratics. …The pre-Socratics developed a
fresh and dynamic way of looking at the world. They turned away from the established
theocratic and monarchical structures of their neighbors, and created social structure
based upon republican city-states. In these city-states, those who governed did so by the
consent of the people.
S: The quote does not appear to be directly related to the concept of morality but in fact the new
direction society took immensely impacted our perception regarding what it is we ‘believed’
morality to be. The act of initiating ‘republican city-states’ governing with the consent of the
people was an action clearly embracing a new perception of morality.
The establishment of city-states governing by the consent of the people established the concept
that each person/individual is significant. Granted the ‘right’ to ‘provide consent’ did not apply to
all people universally but the fundamentals of the concept were begun nevertheless. In essence the
pre-Socratics initiated the move to extend the significance of a few, the kings and priests, to being
individuals in general having significance. The task of extending the concept of significance to all
individuals universally had a long way to go but the journey was begun.
The pre-Socratics intuitively understood the concept regarding equality of unique entities of
individuality but the pre-Socratics lacked a philosophical model rationalizing such a concept.
It was Aristotle who initiated the concept of metaphysics. Aristotle understood Zeno’s paradoxical
concepts, understood the concept of an existence ‘beyond’- meta ‘the physical’ – physics. The
concept of a ‘location’ beyond the physical universe may not have been the perception Aristotle
grasped but today science, observations, suggests such an existence may in fact be the ‘location’
within which our universe lies.
Should a ‘location’ literally exist ‘outside’ our universe or should the ‘location’ within which our
universe exists be of a slightly different perceptual orientation, the concept of the physical not
being the ‘greater’ reality still emerges as a rational/reasonable concept.
But what does metaphysics have to do with morality? The foundation/rationality regarding the
establishment of morals begins with an understanding of the location of our very existence.
1.

If we exist solely in a physical world then physical hedonism/materialism becomes
the foundation of our morality.
2. If we exist solely in an abstractual world then abstractual hedonism/altruism
becomes the foundation of our morality.

The point: We know we exist in a physical world so it would appear that materialism would be the
foundation for our moralities.
This work, The War and Peace of a New Metaphysical Perception, however, suggest that we do
not exist solely in a physical world nor do we exist solely in an abstractual world. Rather this work
suggests we exist in a physical world, which in turn exists solely in an abstractual world.
The result of such a model suggests materialism is the foundation of morality for the short term
but in the long term, in terms of the most fundamental of foundations regarding morality, the
model suggests altruism is the foundation of morality. Morality is thus steeped in an understanding
of the abstractual versus our present perception of morality being steeped in an understanding of
the physical.
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3.

The Pre-Socratics – Q2:

What is knowledge?

From the very beginning, the Ionians were willing to embrace new ideas and
perceptions. In so doing, they were able to shape those ideas and perceptions to new
purposes. For example, both Babylonian astronomy and Egyptian geometry were vital
as an aid to maritime navigation. Using these tools, in such a revolutionary new
manner, allowed them to trade with diverse cultures scattered all around the Eastern
Mediterranean. In so doing, they were exposed to new knowledge and perceptions.
S: Through the new metaphysical model, we obtain a new understanding regarding what
knowledge is. Knowledge is ‘what is’ and in fact knowledge is ‘created’ thus producing ‘what
could be’ but ‘isn’t’. Knowledge is the means by which ‘what is’ ‘grows’. For such a creative
process to exist, knowledge must not just ‘be’ but knowledge must ‘be known’. In other words, the
verb of action must be applied to the noun of existence. Such a process of ‘creating knowledge’
circumvents Nietzsche’s concept of eternal recurrence.
The new metaphysical model of the individual acting within God suggests the engine of such a
dynamic model lies with the concept of multiplicity/individuality. If such is the case, then the
means of changing the historical vector generated by human behavior lies within an understanding
regarding the significance of the individual and the role the individual has to play regarding the
very expansion of the whole of knowledge.
The Pre-Socratics may not have consciously understood the process of ‘creating’ knowledge’ but
the Pre-Socratics did intuitively understand the significance of knowledge and as such the PreSocratics expanded the respect due a greater number of individuals, which in turn increased the
potential development of the practical use of knowledge, which in turn exponentially expanded the
potential development of new knowledge (the noun) itself.
We create knowledge, which in turn circumvents the state of permanent equilibrium for the whole,
which in turn circumvents the state of eternal recurrence for the whole. If new knowledge were
never created, the whole/singularity/God would have no choice but to eternally watch and
experience the sum total of knowledge reruns, since the whole/singularity/God is eternal in nature.
We create knowledge in many ways. We ‘create’ new knowledge through art, music, literature,
and perhaps as Hegel suggests through observation/science itself. We create knowledge in the
form of experiencing be it the forms of experiencing natural events occurring within the physical,
which surrounds us, or in the form of actions we intentionally precipitate through choice, free will.
Knowledge is created but knowledge created with ‘no knowing’ capable of perceiving knowledge,
be it perceiving by the whole/singularity/God or be it perceiving by various forms of
multiplicity/individuality, is no knowledge at all for knowledge the noun exists only through
knowing the verb, through action.
Passivity of knowing is knowledge but simultaneously passivity of knowledge is no different than
‘life’ without action. Just as life is an action noun, knowledge is an action noun. Knowing of
knowledge is the action, which gives knowledge its life.

The point: Multiplicity/individuality/the individual is the key element in the process of
singularity’s/the whole’s/God’s ability to circumvent the boredom of eternal reruns.
Understanding such a concept, possessing such knowledge leads to the recognition regarding
morality: the first of society’s obligation is to protect the right of the individual to travel life
unimpeded and the second obligation is to travel life unimpeded is a critical issue to the system.
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4. The Invention of Philosophy – Q1:

What is reality?

Thales of Miletus (585 B.C.)
The invention of philosophy is attributed to Thales of Miletus … Thales was
considered to be one of the Seven Wise Men or Sophoi…. They desired to strip away all
dogma in order to get to the underlying truth of nature. The study of the origin and
nature of the physical world was their highest priority: all else was discarded.
S: Of the twelve questions presented in ‘ Section 1. Introduction’, perhaps the least complex to
question to answer is the question: What is reality? This is not to say such a question does not tax
our scientific, religious, and philosophical abilities to the limit. In the time of Thales of Miletus the
question was thought to encompass the ‘underlying truth of nature’. But through time the concept
of ‘nature’ has evolved to mean the physical and eventually to mean the universe.

The Physical
The Universe
Action
Process/reality
being

Abstraction within the Physical
Multiplicity
Individuality
‘being’

*

The diagram illustrates why our philosophical thinking has gravitated towards the perception that
the abstract is an innate characteristic of the physical.
It was not the speculation of Thales of Mellitus, which led us to such a perception. What led us to
such a perception was our predominant reliance upon observation spurred by science, which did
so. We can use graphics to demonstrate what reality is in terms of the new metaphysical
perception presented in this work.

*

Abstraction
Singularity
The Whole
Reality
God

The Physical
The Universe
Action
Process/reality
being

Abstraction within the Physical
Multiplicity
Individuality
‘being’


The point: The new metaphysical perception leads us to the understanding that the abstract of
individuality, the abstract in the form of multiplicity, is not an innate characteristic of the physical
but rather that the physical is an innate characteristic of the abstract as opposed to our present
perception that the abstract is an innate characteristic of the physical.
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4.

The Invention of Philosophy – Q2:

What is reality?

Anaximander (612-545 B.C.)
Thales’s student, Anaximander … recognized that the world, and cosmos, was in a
constant state of change. He proposed to explain this change by referring to the
Apeiron. The Apeiron was something both infinite and indefinite. Within it, the four
states – hot, cold, wet, and dry – arose. Anaximander believed that the conflict and
interaction of these states gave rise to the cosmos, the earth, and to life.
S: Anaximander’s ‘Apeiron’, simply becomes the name for abstraction within the new
metaphysical model being examined within this work.

‘…both
infinite and indefinite’

Apeiron

*

Abstraction
The Physical
Abstraction within the Physical
Singularity
The Universe
Multiplicity
The Whole
Action
Individuality
Reality
Process/reality
‘being’
God
being
The concept of the world now expands to become the universe and the cosmos, which now
expands into being the region outside the universe within which the universe finds itself located.
In other words the universe/the physical is located within abstraction or the Apeiron.
The ‘constant state of change’ becomes the means by which Nietzsche’s dilemma regarding
‘eternal recurrence’ and by which present day science’s dilemma regarding the concept of
permanent equilibrium become resolvable.
‘Newness/change’ is ‘created/initiated’ within the mechanism of the universe and becomes a part
of the Apeiron but does not ‘change’ the Apeiron in the sense we perceive change to take place.
The full discussion of such a concept is addressed in Tractate 6: The Error of Kant. It is the
tractate regarding Kant that the dialectic regarding a region changing but remaining unchanged is
found.
If one then proceeds to ‘… strip away all the dogma of order’ from within the new metaphysical
model of reality, as Thales of Miletus suggests, one can then find ‘…Within it, the four states –
hot, cold, wet, and dry existing as forms of abstractual existence. Anaximander believed that the
conflict and interaction of these states gave rise to the cosmos, the earth, and to life’.
Abstractually the states of hot, cold, wet, and dry take on a symbolic analogous state represented
by the concepts of ‘being’/multiplicity/individuality – noun, being/existence – passive verb,
being/process – verb of action, and God/singularity/the whole – noun within the new metaphysical
system.


The point: Through the development of symbiotic panentheism, the individual acting within God,
reality now becomes an expanded perception of what we previously perceived it to be. Reality
now becomes the sum total of physical reality as well as the whole of abstractual reality within
which physical reality finds itself.
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4.

The Invention of Philosophy – Q3:

What is reality?

Anaximenes (545 B.C.)
… Anaximenes believed that there must be a single form of “stuff” as the primary
source of everything. He suggested that vapor or mist was this “stuff.”

S: We know now that vapor is simply a gaseous form of water. Does having learned the nature of
vapor mean Anaximenes was incorrect in his perceptions regarding the source of ‘everything’?
Absolutely not, Anaximenes used the concept of vapor merely to exemplify the potential source of
‘everything’. Just because we have shown vapor is not the source of everything does not mean we
have invalidated Anaximenes’ intuitive grasp of everything having a source from which it forms.
Tractate 10: The Error of Heidegger provides an in-depth examination regarding the source of
every-thing’ Within Tractate 10, the ‘vapor’ or ‘mist’ to which Anaximenes refers is examined in
light of metaphysical thought as it relates to modern science. The underlying principle of physics,
namely symmetry, is factored into the dialectic along with the very functionality of’ nothingness’.
To discuss the details regarding the ‘source’ of every-‘thing’ within the context of this conclusion
is impractical. What can be practically stated at this point, however, is that many philosophers
believe that any newly developing metaphysical system demonstrates its validity through the
process of reinforcing past philosophical concepts as opposed to casting out all the ‘old’ to make
room for the new. The new metaphysical model presented in the work, The War and Peace of a
New Metaphysical Perception, embraces the ‘old’, embraces past philosophical ideas and rejects
the concept that it, the new system, should replace the ‘old’ concepts of philosophy.
Simply put abstraction is substituted for the Anaximenes’ ‘vapor’ in the new metaphysical
perception of the individual acting within God being.

*

Abstraction
Singularity
The Whole
Reality
God

The Physical
The Universe
Action
Process/reality
being

Abstraction within the Physical
Multiplicity
Individuality
‘being’


The point: Anaximenes’ concept is not being rejected as incorrect or inadequate by the new model
of reality being introduced by this work. What the new metaphysical system does do is validate
Anaximenes’ intuitive thoughts through the process of updating them with science’s more
advanced observations regarding our physical universe.
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4.

The Invention of Philosophy – Q4:

What is reality?

Heraclitus (500 B.C.)
… He saw the natural world as an environment of struggle and difficulty and
concluded, “all was flux” and was ever changing.
S: If reality is as Heraclitus perceived it, the question emerges: How is it that the new
metaphysical model embraces a Heraclitus’ concept of ‘all’ being in flux if change takes place in
the universe and constancy is a universal aspect of the fabric which lies ‘outside’ the universe?
Wouldn’t an unchanging exterior to the universe imply change in fact was not occurring?
The answer to the question lies in the understanding that an unchanging ‘outside’ in fact changes
while remaining unchanged. It would appear the concept of the ‘outside’ of the universe being in
constant flux while never changing is a nonsensical concept. The issue was discussed in great
detail within Tractate 6: The Error of Kant. Again the issue is too complex to address in the short
space provided here.
The concept of change is a concept, which requires the entity changing to be immersed within
time as opposed to having time immersed within the entity. Since the region ‘outside’ the universe
is void time as a universal fabric the region ‘outside’ time cannot change even if it appears to do
so. Again the understanding of such a concept is discussed in great detail within Tractate 6: The
Error of Kant.
Again we can use diagrams to illustrate the new perception of reality. The diagram not only
illustrates the passive state of existence, timeless existence, and the universal fabric of time but
also illustrates both forms of action, the passive state and the active state, as they are found to exist
in reality.

The
Interrelationship
Dynamics
Of the system

Abstraction
Singularity
The Whole
Reality
God

*

Timelessness
The Physical
The Universe
Action
Process/reality
being

Time
Abstraction within the Physical
Multiplicity
Individuality
‘being’

Again we find the new metaphysical system embraces the ‘old’ rather than replaces the ‘old’. As
illustrated, the concepts
initiated by the ‘Wise Men of Sophoi’ are fully embraced within the new system being introduced
within this work..

The point: Heraclitus’ concepts are not replaced by the new metaphysical model of reality but
rather Heraclitus’ concept of ‘all’ being in flux, the idea that the verb of action as well as the
passive state of existence, is a part of reality, is a concept which becomes a critical element of the
new metaphysical system.
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5.

The Eleatics – Q1:

What is reality?

The Eleatics rejected the views of Heraclitus, and defended the stability and unity of
the natural world. Parmenides, founder of the school of Eleaticism, stated that “what
exists” cannot come into being, nor can it pass away, because it would have to either
come out of nothing, or to become nothing – whereas nothing, by its very nature – does
not exist. It follows that there can be no motion, for how can one object occupy the
space of another? Our perception of change is thus an illusion. This idea – for its time
– was revolutionary. For the first time, it introduced the idea that there are two forms
of truth: the real and the perceived.
S: The paradox regarding the very existence of ‘nothingness’ and the functionality of such an
existence is extremely important metaphysically and therefore the concept regarding the existence
of nothingness and the functionality of nothingness is given its own tractate within this work:
Tractate 10: The Error of Heidegger. In terms of the new metaphysical model espoused by this
work, the Eleatics are correct but simultaneously the Eleatics are not correct. The Eleatics’
observations and their intuitive perceptions that nothingness does not exist are accepted as
observationally correct and intuitively correct when examined from within the reality of the
physical. (See Tractate 10)
Physical Existence

*

The
Interrelationship
Dynamics
Of the system

Abstraction
Singularity
The Whole
Reality
God

The Physical
The Universe
Action
Process/reality
being

Abstraction within the Physical
Multiplicity
Individuality
‘being’

Abstractual Existence

Within the reality of abstractual existence, however, nothingness is demonstrated to both exist and
to exist with a purpose, to exist with a function, just as do all forms of existence found within the
whole, found within singularity, found within God. (See Tractate 10) As we have found so often to
be the case, the new metaphysical model does nothing to expunge our repositories of human
knowledge but rather embraces the ideas of previous thinkers. The new model of reality acts as the
mortar, which holds together the intuitive perceptual building blocks developed by humanity.


The point: Nothingness may not exist within the ‘reach’ of our present day abilities defining
scientific study. Nevertheless, nothingness does exist within the ‘reach’ of our present day
abstractual abilities to reason, within abstraction, within Apeiron’s existence. With the existence
of two ‘realities’ comes the realization that their can be ‘… two forms of truth: the real and the
perceived.’ and that each form of truth is in fact ‘truth’.
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5.

The Eleatics – Q2:

What is reality?

Zeno of Elea,
… he attempted to demonstrate the absurdity of the idea that the world is constantly
changing. …Zeno used these paradoxes to demonstrate that by accepting the idea of
motion - and change of any kind – we arrive at absurd conclusions. We should
therefore reject “change” as a natural part of the world. How can there be unity in a
world that appears to be multiple?
S: The new metaphysical model demonstrates how and where it is possible to have change occur
without change taking place. Such a location occurs where there is a lack of a universal fabric of
time and thus in essence a lack of change. (See Tractate 6)
The lack of a
Universal fabric
of time

The
Interrelationship
Dynamics
Of the system

Abstraction
Singularity
The Whole
Reality
God

*

The Physical
The Universe
Action
Process/reality
being

Abstraction within the Physical
Multiplicity
Individuality
‘being’
A Universal fabric of time

The new metaphysical model also demonstrates both how and where it is possible to have change
emerge out of the very seed of this ‘thing’ called nothingness. (See Tractate 6)
In essence both the Eleatics and Heraclitus were correct for each had a piece of the puzzle
regarding the nature of reality.

The point: The great thinkers of the past, who represent humanities journey to understand reality
and our function within reality, have been in conflict not because their intuitive instincts were
incorrect. The deep thinkers of the past were in conflict with each other because they rejected each
other. The thinkers of the past perceived reality to be ‘either’ physical in nature or ‘abstractual’ in
nature when in truth there is a third possibility: The new metaphysical model demonstrates reality
can be literally both abstractual and physical in nature simultaneously. When one stands in
physical existence the physical is real while the abstract is a real illusion. When one stands in
abstractual existence the abstract is real and the physical is a real illusion. (See Tractate 1)
There are many existing pieces to the puzzle regarding the complete picture of reality and we
cannot, must not, throw away any of them if we are ever to complete the entire mosaic of reality.
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6.

Empedocles, Plurality, and Greek Atomism – Q1:

What is existence?

The Atomists – Leucippus (440 B.C.), Epicurus (341-271 B.C.), and Democritus (460370 B.C.) – attempted to counter the position put forward by Parmenides by
introducing plurality back into our worldview.
S: Singularity or multiplicity, ‘…there is but one solid being’ (Zeno section 5 of Tractate 18) or
there is plurality of existence (Heraclitus section 4 of Tractate 18, all knowing or individual
elements of knowing, singularity of knowledge or elements of knowledge, the knowing of all or
the knowing of parts, monism or dualism: These are all fundamentally the same conflicting issues.
The past debates hinged upon which of the two choices was the correct choice.
The new metaphysical perception clearly states we have been debating the issue as an ‘either’/‘or’
issue due to the fact that we perceived we only had two choices available from which to chose.
We perceived either:
Cartesainism exists: multiplicity, individuality, ‘being’s’ (plural), elements of knowledge
(plural), elements (plural) of knowing, souls (plural), change, nothingness and something,
… exist
or
Non-Cartesianism, singularity, the whole, God (singular), the sum of Knowledge, the
sum of Knowing, God, constancy, no nothingness, …exists.
The new metaphysical model suggests we have a third perception from which to choose. It is
possible existence is both singularity and multiplicity simultaneously.
Magnified

The
Interrelationship
Dynamics
Operating
between multiplicity
and singularity

Abstraction
Singularity containing
Multiplicity of individuality
The whole containing
Singularity of experiencing
Reality containing
a real illusion – the physical
God

*

The Physical
The Universe
Action
Process/reality
being

Abstraction within the Physical
Multiplicity containing
Singularity of the individual
Individuality containing
Multiplicity of experiencing
reality contained
within a real illusion – the abstract
‘being’

The point: The third option for a metaphysical system is developed through the fusion of the two
as opposed to being forced to accepting only one or the other metaphysical perceptions.
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6.

Empedocles, Plurality, and Greek Atomism – Q2:

Do we possess free will
or are our actions
predetermined?

Contrary to Parmenides’ argument, the Atomists argued that “nothing” does, in a way,
exist. It takes the form of empty space. As such, there are two fundamental principles
that govern the physical world: empty space and filled space.
The filled space consists of indivisible atoms, which are tiny, indivisible, and
unobservable. Within the framework of these “atoms”, there is, contrary to
Parmenides’ position, constant change. Since these “atoms” exist, their motion is not
only possible, but also inevitable. The Atomists concluded that everything that happens
in the world is caused by these “atoms” colliding with each other. The activity and
change we observe in the world is due to the effects of these collisions. This pluralistic
view of reality became a dominant trend in philosophy for many later generations.
Anticipating much of the deterministic positions taken by modern philosophy, Epicurus
ventured to conclude that all our actions, on account of fundamental physical laws, are
inevitable.
S: ‘Empty’ space or ‘filled space’ – two regions of existence leading to two potentially
contradicting ideas: ‘pre-determinism’ or ‘free will’: Again the intuitive reasoning behind each
concept appears to be indisputable on its own and irresolvable contradictory one to the other.
Nothingness

Magnified

The
Interrelationship
Dynamics
Operating between
multiplicity and singularity

Abstraction
Predetermined actions
Location of elements of
Nothingness

*

The Physical
The Universe
Action predicated upon
Physical laws of
‘creation’
Process/reality
being

Abstraction within the Physical
Actions of free will within a
Region of predetermined
actions predicated
upon physical laws of
‘creation’

The point: Free will can coexist with predetermined action. Both have a place within which to
operate and both have a unique and critical function to fulfill within the new metaphysical model
put forward by this work: The model:
Scientifically speaking:
Religiously speaking:
Philosophically speaking:
Metaphysically speaking:

symbiotic panentheism
symbiotic panentheism
symbiotic panentheism
the individual acting within God being
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7.

The Sophists – Q1:

What is our function within society?

Athens in the 5th century underwent a series of external attacks, and some internal
rebellions, which contributed to a renewed interest in practical philosophy.
S: The question becomes: Where does the ‘practical’, the sensible, and the realistic lie?
In terms of a Cartesian model of the whole of reality, the ‘practical’, the sensible, the realistic, the
‘no nonsense’ lies within the physical and as such the physical, materialism becomes the sensible,
the realistic, the ‘no nonsense’, the practical.
In terms of a non-Cartesian model of the whole of reality, the practical, the sensible, the realistic,
the ‘no nonsense’ lies within the abstractual and as such the abstractual, altruism, becomes the
sensible, the realistic, the ‘no nonsense’, the practical.
The two conflicting perceptions generate two conflicting forms of action, which in turn generate
two conflicting forms of exponentially accelerating multiply reactions, which in turn generates a
society within which constant conflict abounds. In such a scenario, society’s function is in
continual conflict as to which side of the philosophical debate to support, materialistic principles
in the form of materialism or abstract principles in the form of altruism.
The function of society becomes confused and the action of its members, which in the form of
summation is society, becomes confused. The confusion often becomes so intense it becomes what
society classifies as ‘violent’ in nature, ‘destructive’ in nature to the very members of society who
create the environment within which they voluntarily or involuntarily live.
The means to reducing such confusion is to find a means by which the materialists and the altruists
can coexist without generating a high degree of intense conflict.
The means of accomplishing such a task, reducing conflicting issues regarding the function of
society itself, is to choose one perception of reality. Such an action, choosing to accept one form
of reality, will not take place as long as those who embrace materialism will not concede the
higher ground of rationality to the altruists or the altruists will not concede the higher ground of
rationality to the materialists.
As long as the two opposing philosophical perceptions, reality is the physical or reality is the
abstractual, remains an issue the conflict will not abate. Two conflicting perceptions of reality will
only intensify with the increase in population density our specie is experiencing.
Is it possible to come to a consensus regarding the structure of reality, which in turn will define the
function of society, which can define the function of the individual within society? An either/or
scenario will not resolve the answer. The answer can, however, be resolved through the merger of
the two conflicting perceptions of reality into a single model of reality enfolding both perceptions
into itself as two independent and equally critical aspects of the model.
Such a model now exists. The model is technically identified as a non-Cartesian system powered
by a Cartesian system located within the non-Cartesian.

The point: The first, primary function of society generated by the new metaphysical model of the
individual acting within God is to protect the ability of the individual to journey and grow
unimpeded. The issue is address in great detail within Tractates 5, 6, and 7.
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7.

The Sophists – Q2:

What is morality?

The Sophists rejected almost all of the philosophy that preceded them. They were not
interested in abstract speculation. In the truest sense, they were phenomenologists:
they focused exclusively on the “phenomenal” everyday world as opposed to the
abstract “real” world described by earlier philosophy …Thrasymachus of Chalcedon
declared openly that “right is what is beneficial for the stronger or better one.”
S: The question then becomes: ‘What is beneficial for the stronger or better one’? and what is
meant by ‘the stronger or better one’?
If the universal fabric of reality is simply the physical then materialism is the answer to both
questions. What is beneficial for the stronger or better one is the attainment of both ‘power’ and
material goods for hedonistic purposes. Within a reality whose universal fabric is the physical, the
‘better one’ is the ‘one’ who is physically and/or mentally the ‘superior’, who is physically and/or
mentally capable of dominating others.
Morality is based upon our perception of reality. A model of physical reality could be illustrated
as:
The Physical
The Universe
Action
Process/reality
being

Abstraction within the Physical
Multiplicity
Individuality
‘being’

*

If the universal fabric of reality is the abstract within which physical reality is immersed then the
model would be based upon a universal fabric of abstraction and appear as:

*

Abstraction

The Physical

Abstraction within the Physical

In such a scenario individuality exists, evolves, temporarily within the physical but once fully
developed exists timelessly within the abstract.

The point: The new metaphysical model presented in this work would suggest morality is a
perception based upon one’s interpretation of reality. Conflicting moralities therefore emerge
from conflicting perceptions regarding what we perceive reality to be. To eliminate social conflict,
therefore, one must construct a uniform perception of reality.
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8.

Socrates (469-399 B.C.) – Q1:

Is there a difference between ‘appearance and
‘reality’?

… Socrates was dedicated to truth. … He was concerned primarily with questioning all
previous assumptions and wouldn’t settle for anything less than a rigorous account of
the nature of things.
S: For the ancient Greeks, the nature of ‘things’ did not apply only to ‘things’ composed of matter
and energy, as we perceive of them today. To the ancient Greeks, ‘things’ included ideas, music,
art, emotions, knowledge, etc. as well as those substances composed of matter and energy.
Socrates’ concern with questioning previous assumptions in order to obtain a rigorous accounting
of the nature of things was no less than an attempt to understand the root structure of reality. An
understanding of the nature of our reality leads to the understanding of the nature of ourselves
which in turn leads to a potential understanding regarding our function within reality.
In essence Socrates’ was seeking to understand the answers regarding three questions:
1. Where am I? – What is the nature of the reality within which I find myself to exist?
2. What am I? - What is the nature of myself?
3. Why do I exist? - What is the purpose of my existence?
Questions 1, 2, and 3 are questions 3, 2, and 1 in the list the twelve questions facing philosophers.
Understanding the answers to questions 1 – 3 leads us to understanding the answers to the
remaining nine questions put forward previously in Section 1 of The Peer Review II.
Philosophers have always sought to answer the twelve questions. The reason philosophers have
such a difficult time answering the twelve questions is because they do not ask the questions in the
correct sequence.
To understand one’s function within reality one must first ask ‘where one is’ in order to
understand ‘what one is one’. It is only through understanding ‘what one is’ that one can begin to
understand one’s function within reality. In short the function of an entity depends upon what it is
the entity is capable of accomplishing. The entity’s function based upon the capabilities of the
entity are in turn characterized by the evolutionary development, be it intentional or unintentional
development, for which the entity evolved within its natural environment.
The ultimate environment may be physical in nature such as the universe (what we perceive reality
to be) or ultimately the environment may be abstractual in nature (an appearance of reality) as is
the case of the universe being located ‘within’ the abstractual as proposed by the new
metaphysical system of symbiotic panentheism, the individual acting within God
The metaphysical model presented within this work evolves through the process of examining
answers to the twelve questions and in particular the first three questions in a specific order.


The point: Philosophers can come to a semblance of consensus as to what is ‘reality’ and what is
‘appearance’ if they priorities their questions, focus upon the task of answering their questions one
at a time as best they can, and then address the next question. The process suggested is not an
evasion of ‘truth’. The process suggested is an understanding that ‘truth’ is not an easy thing to
find and even science bases its development of truth upon establishing models as best they can and
then moving towards answering the next question and then developing conclusions implied by
such a model. Scientific models change all the time and there is no reason philosophy should feel
any less of itself if it uses such a process. The process works well for science and there is no
reason the same process should not work well for philosophy.
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8.

Socrates (469-399 B.C.) – Q2:

What is truth?

… He was more interested in engaging everyone – old or young, rich or poor – in a
debate about the nature of things. In doing so, he felt that the inconsistencies of
many opinions and actions could be revealed – thereby revealing the truth of things
by eliminating the flawed assumptions.
S: The perception that truth is either truth or an illusion of truth is no more accurate than the
perception that the physical is either ‘real’ or an illusion. Tractate 1: The Error of Zeno, Resolving
the Problem of Abstraction, fully addresses the validity of both the abstract and the physical being
real. One is real while one stands within its existence at which point the other becomes not an
illusion but a ‘real illusion’. If on the other hand one changes location and stands in what
previously was regarded as the real illusion then the ‘real illusion’ becomes what is real and the
real becomes the ‘real illusion’. In short reality is not based upon either one or the other. Reality is
based upon both simultaneously.
The truth regarding what is real and what is an appearance is simply a contention of semantics.
But what of all forms of truth? Is there such a ‘thing’ as ‘truth’ and if so, what is this thing we call
‘truth’? Truths are perceptual in nature and as such take on the ‘appearance’ of being ‘truth’ based
upon ones perceptions which in turn are based upon the point of view, location, from which one
speaks.
This is not to say there is no such thing as truth. Truth is the foundation upon which societies are
built and as such, truth is the foundation of civilizations. The type of civilization, which emerges
from the cooperation of its ‘citizens’, is where free will of choice enters the dynamics of
civilization building.
Tractate 11: The Error of Philosophy dealt with the foundations of civilizations in great detail. The
concepts of monism/singularity/conformity as represented by Nazism versus the concepts of
dualism/multiplicity/individuality as represented by the Western democracies is a prime example
of opposing ‘truths’ based upon the civilization emerging from group actions.
Both are based upon ‘truth’, however both are in stark contrast one to the other and as such the
two collided in a violent explosion of traumatic actions which saw more than a fifty million people
die and countless other lives thrown off their course of traveling unimpeded.
The same conflict is epitomized within the science fiction of Star Trek wherein the Klingons and
the Federation clash.

The point: Appearance (A) – Reality (B) or Reality (A) or Appearance (B) appears to be a reversal
of words but it is not a reversal of words rather it is a reversal of position from which one
perceives.
Which then is the ‘true’ choice? Which represents ‘truth’? The position we take regarding ‘truth’
from which all actions arise becomes a matter of choice, becomes a matter of free will. The
choice, the stand we make, becomes one we as individuals and we as a society choose to take. It is
taking ‘the stand’, making the choice, wherein our responsibility lies. But: Responsibility to what?
then becomes the question. Responsibility to the whole of reality is the answer. Truth becomes the
understanding regarding the complete model of reality and the internal dynamics of such a model.
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9.

Plato (427-347 B.C.) - Q1:

What is the purpose and meaning of life?

… According to Plato, an ideal society would be ruled by an elite, an elite skilled in the
art of reason: the philosophers. There would be two other classes within that society:
the warriors, who would protect the society from external threats, and the working
population. Neither the philosophers nor the warriors would be allowed to own
property
S: The three classes – philosophers, warriors, and workers - have a purpose, which adds meaning
to their life, but what is the purpose of each class and why is it significant?
Within present day society there is no rational universal answer to such questions, no answer
steeped in reason. In society, throughout human history, the answers to these questions have had
only one constant characteristic – change. The answer has constantly been in flux depending upon
the perceptual means one uses to examine the question. If one uses science/observation the answer
becomes: One exists to continue the specie. If one uses religion/faith the answer becomes: One
exists to serve God. If one uses philosophy/reason the answer becomes: One exists to be happy.
Even such answers vary depending upon the branch/school/group within which one stands as the
question is asked and depending upon the time in history one stood within a particular
branch/school/group.
In short, humanity has never found ‘an’ answer to the question. Humanity has been unable to
define the function and meaning of life for Plato’s three classes and humanity has been unable to
define the function and meaning of life as it pertains to the individual.
Why have we been unable to reach a consensus as to the meaning and purpose of life. The answer
becomes obvious with the examination of human history. We have been unable to reach a
consensus regarding the meaning and purpose of life because we have not applied Ockham’s
Razor to the problem and we have not applied Ockham’s Razor to the problem because each of the
three means of our perceiving, science/observation – religion/faith – philosophy/reason, have
refused to ‘let go’ of their most cherished principles in order to begin the process.
The War and Peace of a New Metaphysical Perception, however, releases our three means of
percieving from their dogmatic stands and having done so discovers that all three means of
developing perceptions have their own role to play in terms of verifying the validity of symbiotic
panentheism. Symbiotic panentheism, in turn, provides meaning and purpose to the very
existence of the three classes:
The philosophers/scientists/theists are to discover and create new truths
The warriors are to protect and defend civilizations as they function to create.
The working population is to maintain civilizations as they function to create.
The purpose of all three classes becomes: To circumvent the nightmare of eternal recurrence.

The point: As a specie, we have three means of developing perceptions of ‘truth’. We form
perceptions through observation/science, faith/religion, and reason/philosophy. If the three
disagree as to what is true and what is not true, conflict arises. If the three come to a consensus
regarding what truth is, then the ‘truth’ upon which they agree becomes the strongest form of
‘truth’. This work, The War and Peace of a New Metaphysical Perception, provides overwhelming
evidence that the three not only can come to a consensus but have unconsciously come to a
consensus regarding the make-up of reality. The three agree that that both the physical and the
abstract exist simultaneously and the three agree that the abstract and the physical have their own
unique purpose. The three have formed their own arguments supporting the concept of symbiotic
panentheism and as such concur that the ultimate application of Ockham’s Razor leaves both the
abstractual and the physical in place which in turn confirms altruistic action as being the most
fundamentally logical form of action/truth.
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9.

Plato (427-347 B.C.) – Q2:

Is there a difference between ‘appearance
and ‘reality’?

… Plato concluded that this Idea or Eidos exists in the world beyond our senses. Plato
called this the world of Ideas. … Plato said that we are like people in a cave who are
looking at a wall – and seeing nothing but the shadows of the real things that are
behind our backs being projected on the wall
S: An incomplete model of Plato’s metaphysical system can be demonstrated as:

The Physical
The Universe
Action
Process/reality
being

Abstraction within the Physical
Multiplicity
Individuality
‘being’

*

Such a perception is counter to Plato’s intuitive sense regarding the structure of reality. The
illustrated system does not account for a world ‘beyond’ our senses. Most present day
philosophers would suggest that Plato’s world of Ideas is found ‘beyond’ our senses when looking
inward. Such a perception is Eastern in scope but ignores Plato’s clearly verbalized suggestion that
the world of Ideas lies ‘beyond’ our senses. To suggest Plato meant otherwise is to put words into
Plato’s mouth in the attempt to validate one’s own perceptions regarding what and where the
‘world of Ideas’ must lie.
The new metaphysical perception of the individual acting within God does more than ‘suggest’
there is a ‘world of Ideas’ lying beyond our senses. The new metaphysical perception of the
individual acting within God flatly and categorically states that such a region exists and can be
rationalized as a region of existence when one hypothesizes what remains when the physical along
with its innate characteristics of time and space are removed from the discussion. Such a model
appears as:

*

Abstraction

The Physical

Abstraction within the Physical


The Point: Plato’s ‘world of beyond the senses’ was not symbolic in nature but rather Plato meant
such a region existed in the literal sense. As such the shadows in actuality are the physical objects
and the physical objects are in actuality the ideas themselves. Reality is in essence the reverse of
what we perceive it to be. As we look at reality we are looking at the negative of the picture, we
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are looking at the reverse of reality. Understanding the concept of the ‘real’ and the ‘real illusion
is fully addressed within Tractates 1, 8, and 9 of this work.
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10.

Pythagoras (570-495 B.C.) - Q1:

What can we know?

… However, scholars believe that he introduced the concept of the “transmigration of
souls” because of what he had learned in the East. But Pythagoras’ most influential
contribution, both for philosophy and for science, was his doctrine that “all things are
numbers,” meaning that the “essences” and “structures” of all things can be
determined by finding the numerical relations contained in them.
S: What may be of primary interest to science and philosophy may not be of primary interest to
the individual. Philosophy and science are not ‘living’ entities with knowing of their own, rather
science and philosophy are inanimate fields of study established by knowing/aware elements of
individuality, namely persons of unique individuality. The point of developing such fields of
study, science and philosophy, was to establish an orderly and comprehensible means of gaining
insight into what reality is and what the individuals function is within reality.
In essence the purpose of establishing a field of study which would use observation, namely
science, as its foundation for developing an understanding of reality and establishing a field of
study which would use reason, namely philosophy, as its foundation for developing an
understanding of reality was to answer the twelve basic question confronting humanity and in
particular the individual. These twelve questions are in fact the very questions the Peer Review
Part II uses as its basis for examining what it is Western Philosophical History has to offer the
individual.
Science has been unable to verify through observation, the concept of ‘transmigration of souls’ put
forward by Pythagoras. The concept of ‘transmigration’ thus became an issue of religion/faith. In
fact the concept of ‘transmigration’ is a primary element of all religions be they religions based
upon concepts of reincarnation or based upon the concept of resurrection. The War and Peace of a
New Metaphysical Perception does what science failed to do. This work makes a reasonable
connection between the physical and the abstract, which would establish a rational or reasonable
explanation regarding the ‘need’ for the ‘transmigration of souls’.
No scientific or philosophical model of reality, no demonstratively observable or demonstratively
rational argument based upon reason, previously illustrated the ‘need’ by the whole of reality for
‘transmigration of souls’ nor did any previous model demonstrate that ‘transmigration’ was a
critically element for the interactive dynamics of such a model.
The model presented by this work, The War and Peace of a New Metaphysical Perception does
both. The model ‘being’ being ‘Being, symbiotic panentheism, establishes both the ‘need’ and the
explanation regarding the interactive dynamics such a concept provides to the whole of the model
itself.
The need - panentheism – all in the whole – Without the ‘soul’ transmigrating the whole
cannot become whole unto itself.
The interactive dynamics – symbiosis – without the symbiosis an element of the whole
takes on a function of unnecessary redundancy.

The point: The concept of ‘transmigration of the soul’ now becomes a reasonable issue for both
philosophy/reason and religion/faith and thus two out of the three means we have of developing
perceptions – religion/faith, and philosophy/reason - now support the concept of ‘transmigration of
souls’ and as such the individual now finds a majority of our perceptual tools concur with
Pythagoras’ intuitive sense that an individual’s life has meaning for if life had no meaning there
would be no ‘need’ for the ‘transmigration of souls’.
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10. Pythagoras (570-495 B.C.) – Q2:

What can we know?

… But Pythagoras’ most influential contribution, both for philosophy and for science,
was his doctrine that ‘all things are numbers,’ meaning that the ‘essences’ and
‘structures’ can be determined by finding the numerical relations contained in them.
… He concluded that the aim of human life was to live in harmony with this natural
order.
S: ‘… to live in harmony with this natural order.’ And what is this ‘natural order’? Abstractual
existence is the natural order. The concepts of numbers are abstractual. The concept of the
perceptual existence of individual numbers, individually unique numbers, individually unique
knowing, individually unique… is abstractual.
The physicality is but temporary and exists only as long as time and space exist. Time and space in
turn are innate characteristics of matter and energy as demonstrated through Einstein’s equations:
Energy equals the product of mass and the quotient distance squared over time squared (velocity
of light squared). The details of such a relationship, the relationship between the physical and the
square of the abstractual are provided in depth within Tractate 8: The Error of Einstein, Resolving
the Problem of Imaginary Numbers.
The philosophical model of the individual acting within God demonstrates the validity of
‘transmigration of the soul’ and now we see through Einstein’s equations that the theories of
science demonstrate the validity regarding a direct relationship existing between physical
existence and abstractual existence.
As we assemble the pieces of knowledge past philosophers had developed, our picture regarding
the nature of reality is beginning to take a definite form. Our learning curve is pointing toward an
understanding that reality is not just the physical universe. Our learning curve is indicating that we
can ‘know’ and study both realities, the reality of the physical and the reality of the abstractual.
We have seen throughout this work that paradoxical puzzles can often be resolved if the concept
regarding the simultaneous existence of two realities, the reality of the physical and the reality of
the abstractual, is taken literally regarding the composition of the whole of reality.
Science has demonstrated there is a direct relationship that exists between the physical and the
abstractual. As such if the abstractual does not exist then Einstein’s equations of relativity are
invalid. Likewise if the physical does not exist then Einstein’s equations of relativity are invalid.
In short, what we are learning scientifically regarding our physical reality is that there is a direct
correlation between the physical world and the abstractual world and if either the physical or the
abstractual do not exist then all our scientific suppositions regarding reality are false.
In short we can know not only the physical but we can know the abstractual even though we
cannot observe the abstractual through the same means we observe the physical. It should be of no
surprise that observing the abstractual takes a different approach than does observing the physical
since one reality is physical in nature and the other is nonphysical in nature.

The point: We are physical in nature and as such we can know the physical, but we are also
abstractual in nature and as such we can know the abstractual and in fact have begun to do both
without being consciously aware of just how far we have come in understanding the nature the
physical and the abstract both in terms of their location relative to the w
hole and their function to the whole.
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11.

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) – Q1:

Do we exist and why?

Aristotle, a contemporary of Plato, soon raised objections to the theory of Ideas put
forward by Plato. Aristotle declared that it is unnecessary to assume that there is a
separate realm of perfect Ideas. He rejected Plato’s claim that we are but imperfect
copies of perfect Ideas.
S: Aristotle may have been correct regarding the need for a location of ‘perfect ideas’ such as a
perfect circle and a ‘perfect’ square but Aristotle’s perception of perfection was skewed. Any
circle is perfect. A circle drawn within reality may not be ‘perfect’ by geometric definition but it is
perfect in terms of its own uniqueness. No example of a circle can be drawn perfectly in terms of
being a ‘perfect’ circle. The only duplication of itself comes in the form of the idea/definition of
perfection itself.
Likewise no individual can be identically reproduced as itself. The concept of what is meant by a
‘perfect’ individual may be definable to a greater power but the reproduction of such an example
is not possible as a physical entity. The physical is the arena of chaos wherein a pattern of
complexity emerges. The discussion regarding the connection between chaos, complexity, and
metaphysics is touched upon in the Postscript following this section: Conclusion: The Peer
Review.
Regarding the necessity for a separate realm of perfect ideas, Aristotle overlooked the value of
examining the potentiality regarding the literal existence of just such a region. This three-volume
set clearly demonstrates the advantages of examining just such an idea. The simultaneous
existence of an abstractual region existing within which infinite time and space are located in a
limited manner (See Volume 1, Tractate 2: The Error of Aristotle, Resolving the Problem of
Cartesianism,) provides a means by which the great paradoxes of philosophy can be resolved.
Neither the Cartesian model nor the non-Cartesian model offers such solutions. In fact both the
Cartesian and the non-Cartesian systems when taken separately, do nothing but confuse the great
debate regarding the great philosophical paradoxes that face us as a specie.
The confusion generated by the either/or debate, as opposed to the ‘and’ solution this work
provides, generates great havoc within the social debates regarding moral and ethical behavior we
as individuals and we as a specie face on a daily basis.
The very concept of existence and the meaning for such a state of being is thrown into disarray by
our accepting Aristotle’s conclusion ‘… that it is unnecessary to assume that there is a separate
realm of perfect Ideas.
This is not to say Aristotle was ‘wrong’ in his perception that the physical existed but it does say
that unless the physical provides a means of resolving the philosophical, religious, scientific,
ethical, moral, social, individual, … dilemmas and paradoxes we face day by day, week by week,
year by year, century by century, then we should seriously consider reevaluating our
philosophical, scientific, and religious stance regarding the validity of metaphysics and begin to
give this subject area another serious look.

The point: Metaphysics is the study of what lies ‘beyond the physical.’ Aristotle himself
developed the term. The concept of a separate region existing for perfect ideas, perfect beings
(defined as simply completion of being), provides the means by which we can resolve many
academic and social dilemmas and as such the idea deserves a serious consideration as to its
validity and vitality as opposed to our present action of tolerating its presently perceived annoying
existence.
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11.

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) – Q2:

Do we exist and why?

Aristotle recognized that all living things develop from an imperfect state to a more
perfected state. A seed grows into a plant; a baby grows into an adult.
S: The first question to emerge from Aristotle’s intuitive sense of an ‘imperfect state’ is: What is
meant by a ‘prefect’ state? In terms of the new metaphysical perception of the individual acting
within God, the perfect state is the completion of existence being what it is, complete. For an
abstractual entity developing through experiencing the physical, the perfect state is reached when
the entity of abstractual formation is no longer capable of experiencing the physical, no longer
capable of using the physical to develop itself. The point of completion is not defined as having
reached the level of ‘attainment’ others think such an entity should take nor is completion having
reached the level of attainment others define as a goal for that entity. The entity reaches a state of
completion when it no longer continues to develop its unique pattern of
complexity/experiencing/affecting....
For a Giant Sequoia seedling the point of completion may be two days after germination of a or
thirty seven hundred years after germination moves to becoming an ancient Giant Sequoia Tree.
Aristotle may have rejected the concept of a region existing solely for the ‘perfect’ state of being
as we previously perceived ‘perfection’ to be, but Aristotle understood the concept of a region
existing ‘beyond’ the physical well enough to name such a region ‘metaphysics’.
Without existence being timeless in nature, existence does not exist. An existence defined by time,
an existence limited by time, an existence snuffed out when time ends, is no existence at all. An
existence limited by time will eventually end for by definition time has a beginning and an end for
time is defined by the very nature of matter and energy themselves as Einstein’s equations so
eloquently point out to us. Time, as with matter, energy and space, is an element of the Cartesian
model – the ‘beginning/end’ model – the ‘cause and effect’ model.
What then of the seedling and the baby to which Aristotle referred? The seedling and the baby are
complete entities when their journey, when their pattern of complexity has ended, has terminated.
Patterns of complexity, as we presently understand the concept of complexity, never end rather the
pattern of complexity become terminated and it is the termination not the potential continuation of
the pattern which finalizes/’completes’ the pattern.
The seedling therefore becomes a complete entity/element of individuality with the termination of
its pattern formation be it one hour into its development or five years into its development.
Likewise the baby becomes a complete entity/element of individuality with the termination of its
pattern formation be it one hour into its development or 100 years into its development.


The point: It must be noted at this point in the discourse that the perceived instant of human
origination, virgin formation, is, as is the case of all entities of individuality, dependent upon one’s
definition of a human’s function within the whole of its environment. As far as we are able to
determine a rock exists as a function of the physical and thus begins to emerge from virgin-ness
into actively being at the moment of its formation. If the whole of the human individual is only
physical in nature than the same can be said of a fetus and thus one can rationally define the
virgin-ness as occurring at either conception or at birth. This conflict, life begins at conception or
life begins at birth, is in actuality a debate regarding the moment when the pattern of complexity
begins. This discussion initiates one of the greatest social debates of our time. If on the other hand
the whole of a person’s environment is abstractual then the point of the brain wave function,
which in turn defines the point of awareness, defines the point of virgin-ness. As such the point of
virgin-ness occurs approximately in the second trimester of fetal development. Such a
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development has no other conflicting point of abstractual origination which in turn leads to a
consensus of opinion and an end to the of one of the greatest social debates of our time. .
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12.

Hellenistic and Roman Philosophies - Q1:

What is morality?

Stoicism
… It stressed the importance of endurance and self-control. The Stoics taught that
pleasure and pain were of no importance to a person’s happiness. The possession of
virtue, and not worldly wealth or power, was of prime importance. The Stoics also
believed in divine providence.
S: If reality follows the model of Cartesianism/cause and effect/physicality as demonstrated by
the diagram:

The Physical
The Universe
Action
Process/reality
being

Abstraction within the Physical
Multiplicity
Individuality
‘being’

*

Then the stoics are wrong for the physical then becomes the ultimate environment within which
our knowing exists and as such physical sensations of pleasure, pain, wealth, power become the
ultimate expression of ‘happiness’.
There is little logic to support the concept that the physical does not exist. As such if we ignore the
concept that the physical is an illusion and move instead to the concept introduced by this work,
the concept of two separate locations of existence, the Cartesian within the non-Cartesian, then the
ultimate region of reality becomes the abstract:

*

Abstraction

The Physical

Abstraction within the Physical

The illustrated model demonstrates that the stoics are ultimately correct. Within the model, the
abstract becomes the ultimate environment within which our knowing exists and as such physical
sensations of pleasure, pain, wealth, power … are secondary expressions of ‘happiness’ and
altruistic pursuits are the primary expression of ‘happiness’ since abstractual existence is the
ultimate form of existence.

The Point: The in-depth examination of reality, the attempt to model reality as science models the
atom, is no task for society or the individual to take lightly. The metaphysical model we create
becomes our fundamental bases for understanding reality, which in turn becomes the very
foundation upon which all our actions become rationalized.
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12.

Hellenistic and Roman Philosophies – Q2:

What can we know?

Epicureanism
… They held that pleasure was the very essence of a happy life, and that the gods were
indifferent to human being. … Epicurus felt it was important to look upon the gods as
perfect beings, in order that men could also approach perfection.
S: The issue of the gods’ indifference to human beings implies that if the gods do not ‘assist us’
then they are indifferent to us. Metaphysics would say the implication is not necessarily the case.
The metaphysical issue is not ‘can’ the gods overrule the laws of physics/natural occurrence but
would the gods logically do so.
If the universe were created from of the realm of nothingness through the laws of symmetry (See
Volume II, Tractate 10: The Error of Heidegger) then the act of initiating creation must have a
purpose. But what possible purpose could the act of initiating creation have and is it even possible
for a limited creature as ourselves to understand such a purpose? The answer to the first part of the
question is specifically addressed in Volume I, Tractate 5 The Error of Leibniz, Resolving the
Problem of Theodicy, and the answer to the second part of the question is addressed in Volume
III, Tractate 16: Introducing the Problem of Being Right and Tractate 17: Introducing the Problem
of the End. The answer to two questions can, however, be briefly stated as: We not only have the
ability to understand the purpose for the need to ‘create’ a universe but this work actually proposes
a specific purpose for creation.
What possible connection is there between the last few statements and the concept that there is a
difference between the gods being able to interfere with the laws of creation and their willingness
to do so?
If the gods/God created the universe with the intent that the physical aspect of the physical follows
the physical laws established to govern the very region of physicality itself, then why would the
gods/God interfere with the very laws they established in the first place? Wouldn’t the act of
gods/God interfering with the laws governing the region of the physical simply be a conscious
effort upon a knowing creator to supercede its own purpose creating a universe? The act of
interfering with its own creation would therefore appear to be an irrational act performed by a
defined rational source/being
What then of ‘free will’, isn’t free will an interference of an entity of creation to overrule the laws
of the physical universe? Any action occurring as a reaction to nature or for that matter any action
occurring as an attempt to supercede the acts of nature only succeed if they follow some law of the
universe be it a law we understand or be it a law of which we presently have no comprehension.
Can the gods/God supercede the laws of the physical? The answer to this question is not a subject
of metaphysics but rather is subject of ontology.


The point: If we have the ability to ask the question that in itself means we have the ability to both
understand and develop the answer. Granted the answer may not be immediately perceivable but
given time we as a specie have the ability to understand the whole of our reality which in turn
leads to understanding the contents of the immediate environment within which we find ourselves
(the physical) but leads us to understand/know the purpose of said contents and
understanding/knowing our purpose for existing.
If we can ask the question we can eventually come to a scientific, religious, and philosophical
consensus regarding the answer to the question we ask. This work develops a specific model that
provides extensive in-depth answers to the twelve fundamental questions humanity has attempted
to answer since the advent of philosophy.
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13.

The Skeptics – Q1:

What can we know?

Pyrrho of Elis (365-270 B.C.) founded the school of Skepticism. The main doctrine of
this philosophy was that we could never know anything with certainty.
S: Because we are physical in nature, we can know the physical. Because we are abstractual in
nature, we can know the abstract. We are capable of knowing both the physical and the abstract.
Because we exist, we can know of existence. Because we pass out of the physical, leave the
physical, become nothing within the physical, we can know of ‘nothingness’ itself.
We cannot only ‘know of’ but we can understand the physical, the abstract, and nothingness. It
may take time for us to learn of such ‘things’ but we can, nevertheless, know them.
We cannot, however, know of that which we are not ‘a part’. Such a statement would imply we are
‘a part of’ abstraction, ‘a part of’ the physical, and ‘a part of’ nothingness. It is only symbiotic
panentheism, the individual acting within God which fully details the rational of our being ‘a part
of’ the physical, abstraction, and nothingness simultaneously.
It was Descartes who stated: ‘I think therefore I am.’ But one cannot think without awareness.
Knowing (verb) is the process of being aware. If one exists because one is aware/knowing then
one must be aware/knowing of some ‘thing’ or ‘concept’. Without some ‘thing’ or ‘concept’ of
which one can be knowing/aware there is no ‘knowing’ (noun).
What can we know? We can know and understand the passive state of existence - being. We can
know and understand the active state of existence – being (italicized). We can know and
understand the individual, an element of the whole of knowing ‘being’ (in quotes). And we can
‘know of’ and understand ‘the concept of’ the whole of knowing – God (in quotes). This is not to
say we can know all elements of knowing, nor does it suggest we are capable of being the sum of
all knowing itself, for to be the sum of all knowing is to be the whole which in turn would mean
we are no longer ‘a’ sub-element of the whole.
Metaphysically we transform the discussion regarding ‘knowing’ into a discussion regarding
existence or the state of being. The transformation becomes a discussion regarding four forms of
being: being – the passive state of existence, being – the active state of existence, ‘being’ –
multiplicity/individuality of existence, and God – singularity/the whole of existence. The
discussion then moves towards understanding the being of ‘being’ being ‘Being.’
What then of the being of the individual acting within God? What then of the whole? What of
‘Knowing’ knowing ‘knowing’? The question regarding what the whole of Knowing knows is not
the question put forward by the Skeptics. The question put forward by the Skeptics was: What can
we, you and I, know? The question directs itself to each individual’s very existence and places
into question the very significance of the individual, raises the question: Does the individual have
a purpose for existing.

The point: The model illustrated within this work suggests: We know of the physical for we exist
‘inside’ a physical reality, which is a part of the model. We know of the abstract for we exist
‘inside’ the physical, which in turn is ‘inside’ the abstract. We know of nothing for ‘nothingness’
exists as a part of the model.
We know nothing less and nothing more than this for as yet we have no concept of what lies
‘beyond’ the abstract within which the physical and nothingness lie.
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13.

The Skeptics – Q2:

What is existence?

… We cannot even trust our own senses.
S: The Skeptics position that ‘we cannot even trust our own senses’ is perceived to be a true
statement because we presently think in terms of the ‘either/or’ scenario:
Either reality is physical in nature or reality is abstractual in nature.
Presently we believe: If reality is physical in nature, than abstractual concepts, thoughts,
awareness of experiences, perceptions, knowing, etc. are not real. On the other hand, we also
believe that if reality is abstractual/composed of ideas, thoughts, awareness of experiences,
perceptions, knowing, etc. then the physical is not real. In short we have fallen into the trap of
thinking the only option is to choose ‘one or the other’ form of reality. This either/or trap is what
creates philosophical paradoxes – paradoxes of reason, scientific paradoxes – paradoxes of
observation, and religious paradoxes – paradoxes of faith.
This work introduces a third option. The third option substitutes the term ‘and’ for the ‘either/or’
conjunction. Symbiotic panentheism folds into its model all forms of being/existence:
1.
2.
3.
4.

being – the passive state of existence
being – the active state of existence
‘being’ – multiplicity/individuality of existence
God – singularity/the whole of existence.

- verb: passive
- verb: action
- noun: elements of
- noun: the ‘universal set’

The result of substituting the ‘and’ conjunction for the ‘either/or’ conjunction is that the ‘and’
model, symbiotic panentheism, embraces all the arguments of those advocating reality being
physical in nature and all the arguments of those advocating reality being abstractual in nature.
Symbiotic panentheism provides no alternative ‘location’ for those rebutting the arguments. In
other words, If those rebutting symbiotic panentheism state there is no such existence as the
physical, nothingness, or the abstract (all of which have a ‘location’ of existence and a function for
existing within the model of symbiotic panentheism) then the question put to them becomes: What
is your explanation? What is the model you suggest supports your position?
If the response from the skeptics is that: I have no model of reality to present. Then their argument
becomes mute for they have nothing to offer which supports their position. Those arguing the
model of symbiotic panentheism, on the other hand, have an overwhelming supply of arguments
to draw upon. Not only do the advocates of the individual acting within God have an
overwhelming supply of arguments to draw upon but the arguments emerge from all three of our
means of developing perception regarding what reality is: perceptions developed through
observation/science, perceptions developed through faith/religion, and perceptions developed
through reason/philosophy.

The point: Existence begins in the passive form of: a state of being, moves to the active form of
being, and it is the knowing (noun) of existence both in the passive state and the active state that
makes knowing a noun of multiplicity – ‘being’ and makes the total/summation/whole of what is
known the noun of singularity - God. In short it is only the metaphysical system introduced within
this work, the being of ‘being’ being ‘Being,’ that simultaneously resolves the paradoxes of
philosophy and society. It is only the model of ‘being’ being ‘Being being, symbiotic panentheism
which absorbs all possible locations of reality, the physical, the abstract, and nothingness, into
itself. It is only symbiotic panentheism, which demonstrates that all three locations play a critical
role in reality that only they as a unique realm of existence can fulfill.
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14.

Medieval Philosophy – Q1:

What is our function within society?

… During the medieval period, western thinkers sought to create a synthesis between
religion and philosophy. ... In every instance, the goal was to create a philosophical
foundation for religious thought.
S: The attempt to lay a foundation of reason beneath religion was no small task. On the other
hand, the need for such a foundation was no insignificant matter. Religion had an intuitive sense
that eventually reason/philosophy and science/observation would compete with faith/religion for
the minds of the individual, for the commitment of the individual, and for the loyalty of the
individual.
It was intuitively obvious that science/observation would be the last of the three perceptual tools,
faith – reason – observation, which would be capable of providing overwhelming support to
religions. The ability to ‘observe/measure’ abstractual concepts would be a long time coming. So
it was that religions looked to reason/philosophy to be the next means by which the individual
could justify its intuitive sense that physical existence was not the ultimate region of existence. So
it was that religions looked to reason/philosophy to be the next means to substantiate altruism, as
opposed to materialism, as being the ultimate goal of life.
The human specie appears to have an innate sense that altruism is the epitome of human behavior.
It is faith represented most prominently by religion that supports such a concept. It was obvious to
religious groups during the Medieval Period that faith alone could not remain the most prevalent
perceptual tool forever. It was beginning to become obvious that observation/science would
become the more convincing of the three perceptual tools. It was also intuitively obvious that it
would be a long time before science, through observation, could substantiate a region of nonphysical/abstractual existence.
Faith/religion had little choice then but to look to reason/philosophy to reinforce its very belief in
the existence of an abstractual realm.
Try as it may, philosophy was unable to develop the rationale to support faith/religion in its most
fundamental principle: There is an alternative form of existence to the physical. There is a nonphysical form of existence, an abstractual existence. This work overcomes philosophy’s inability
to provide the rationale regarding an existence of a specific ‘location’ for all abstractual existence.
This work does what philosophy was unable do. This work moves beyond the self-imposed
paradox: Either reality is physical in nature or reality is non-physical/abstractual in nature.
This work resolves the paradox, which the ‘either/or’ scenario generates. Philosophy could not
move beyond the ‘either/or’ scenario and as such philosophy became mired in the quagmire of
linguistics.
The obvious solution to the paradox, which in turn would fully support faith’s/religion’s
fundamental intuitive principle regarding the location of an abstractual existence, is to replace the
‘either/or’ scenario with an ‘and’ scenario: The physical ‘and’ the abstractual exist. Reality
contains a physical region within its abstractual realm.

The point: The solution to philosophy’s paradox is simple, obvious, and rational once one
identifies the large number of potential models which could emerge from such a perception (See
Volume III, Tractate 13: Introducing the Problem of Metaphysical Systems 7 and 9.).
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14.

Medieval Philosophy – Q2:

Do we possess free will or are our actions determined?

… Their goal was to use philosophy as a means of giving a rational interpretation of
Christian faith.
S: It was more than just Christian faith, which sought a rational interpretation. All forms of
religion and all forms of religious arguments sought a rational interpretation to support their
intuitive positions.
Cartesianism existing within non-Cartesianism, the individual acting within God, symbiotic
panentheism illustrates a perception of reality, which accomplishes the feat. Symbiotic
panentheism lays a foundation of rational interpretation beneath not only Christianity but beneath
all religions be they theistic, atheistic, scientific, or mathematical in nature. The model of
symbiotic panentheism is addressed in detail within this work as well as the book, Stepping Up To
The Creator, Daniel J. Shepard, Proctor Publications, 1998. The work can be accessed and
downloaded free of all fees in its entirety in the library section of the web site:
www.panentheism.com.
What, however, of the Medieval Philosophers? How does symbiotic panentheism specifically
address the issue regarding the reconciliation of reason/philosophy and Christianity?
The rationality goes as follows: If a creator of a region as complex as the universe did in fact
create the universe then the creator may have placed itself in a dilemma. If the universe had the
function of allowing ‘newness’ to germinate uninhibited then the creator of the universe would
have had a tremendous incentive not to interfere with the very ‘newness’ the universe was in fact
generating. Likewise if part of the ‘newness’ being created was being generated through strange
attractors governed by the laws of free will, then the patterns of ‘newness’, complexity, they were
developing (see Volume III, Postscript: Chaos, Complexity, and Metaphysics) would eventually
became a part of the whole of Passive Complexity – the whole of abstraction (see Postscript) and
if such developments generated though strange attractors (individual humans and others) governed
by the laws of free will were generating an undue proportion of harmful effects upon the whole of
abstraction within which individuality of all forms eventually became a part, then the creator
might feel an obligation to reverse such a trend. The means to do so might very well be to
introduce a piece of itself, ‘the son’, into the mix of physicality in order to plant a seed, to bring
into creation an idea. The idea, the seed, may have been the concept: love unconditionally. This
seed of ‘love’, this seed of behaviorally expectation would have been intended to change the
directional formation of the whole itself within which each and every individual would find
themselves eventually immersed. The difference between a general strange attractor governed by
the law of free will and a strange attractor sent for a specific reason is that the general strange
attractor begins at the point of virgin-ness and evolves from the point of virgin-ness/zero-ness/lack
of awareness, whereas the strange attractor sent with a message is sent knowingly by the
‘sender/creator’ and with the consent of the strange attractor of knowing. The sacrifice is great and
the consent on the part of both parties, the sender and the sendee would have been extraordinary to
say the least. Such speculation would be ontological in nature and not metaphysical in nature. As
such the argument is not the issue of this work.

The point: The objective of using philosophy as a tool to provide a rational interpretation of
Christian faith, all faiths, becomes possible with the model of symbiotic panentheism, the
individual acting within God. Such an objective may not have been possible before the advent of
symbiotic panentheism since we did not know then what we now know regarding our physical
universe. It can now be demonstrated, through model building, that it is possible to lay a
foundation beneath religious messages using the rationality of philosophy. The development of
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symbiotic panentheism does not destroy religious arguments. Symbiotic panentheism reinforce
religious arguments regarding the significance of the individual and free will.
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15. Saint Augustine/Augustine of Hippo (354-430) - Q1:

Why is the individual important?

… Augustine believed that philosophy was only useful or meaningful to those who
already had faith. He said, “I believe in order that I may understand.” … This view has
much in common with Descartes. Augustine, for example, believed that there existed –
beyond the world of the senses – a spiritual and eternal realm of truth. This truth is the
object of the human mind, and the goal of all our striving. He identified this truth with
the God of the Christian faith. Augustine felt that man was a combination of two
substances: the body and the soul. The soul is the more important and the superior of
the two.
S: Without faith in what one reasons, reason has no bases for acting as a foundation for one’s
actions.
But reason would argue that if ‘I exist’ then so do others. If I am aware, if I have knowing, it is not
reasonable to suggest that I am the only sub-element of knowing to which these statements apply.
It is not reasonable to suggest that it is I who creates, initiates, develops all manner of scientific
models of the universe, mathematical equations defining the universe, biological – chemical –
geological – genetic – technological – astronomical – psychological – pharmaceutical –
metrological – physics based concepts, laws, and unveilings that take place let alone produce the
creative side of our specie’s music, art, literature, …
It is reasonable, however, to argue that many sub-elements of knowing, billions of sub-elements of
knowing, billions of sub-elements such as myself, could develop and create the vast array of
intricate pieces of knowing, intricate pieces of knowledge, and intricate forms of creativity our
specie has added to its collection.
It is reasonable to acknowledge there is a total summation of knowing/knowledge, which is
‘known’. The total summation of such knowledge/knowing may not be something any subelement ‘knows’ for each sub-element is just that a ‘sub’ element. On the other hand it is more
reasonable to perceive of a whole of knowledge, be it in the form of singularity or multiplicity,
than it is to perceive of no ‘whole’/’summation’ of knowledge.
Thus reason would argue for the existence of both multiplicity and singularity. Thus reason
suggests any existence should be in the form of both singularity ‘and’ multiplicity, as opposed to
philosophy’s present attempt to prove overwhelmingly that existence is an ‘either/or’ scenario.
The only existing model to incorporate a dynamic ‘and’ scenario where all the elements,
multiplicity – nothingness – singularity, have a specified function is symbiotic panentheism, the
individual acting within God.

The point: The model being put forward by this work fully supports St. Augustine’s intuitive sense
that:
… there existed – beyond the world of the senses – a spiritual and eternal realm of truth.
as well as supports St. Augustine’s intuitive sense that:
… man was a combination of two substances: the body and the soul. The soul is the more
important and the superior of the two.
for it is the soul/the abstractual existence of ‘being’/individuality which, within this model of
reality, identifies with the furthest reaches of reality, namely the whole of the abstract itself.
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15.

Saint Augustine / Augustine of Hippo (354-430) – Q2:

What is morality?

… He rejected the epistemological criticisms of earlier philosophers such as the
Skeptics. He argued that even if everything around us is an illusion, then one
inescapable truth will still remain: that I exist. … The truth of existence could not lie
in a contingent and changing world, but in the truth that could only be found by inner
reflection. The mind was the means of finding the “intelligible light” where the real
truth could be found. Consequently, the soul’s immortality is proved by its possession
of this unchanging “truth.” Thus, the “intelligible light” is where real truth is found.
… To prove that God exists, Augustine drew heavily upon the ideas of Plato and
Pythagoras. If we are capable of achieving mathematical knowledge - thereby
transcending the sensory realm of appearance - we can therefore logically conclude
that our souls are immaterial and immortal. Augustine recognized that additional
metaphysical support was needed for this argument. Where does the abstract
mathematical knowledge come from? What is the eternal source of these abstractions?
This, he concluded, must be God.
S: These arguments put forward by St. Augustine himself speak more eloquently regarding the
validity of the model of reality being suggested by this work than anything additional I could add.
What can we conclude regarding the practicality of morality? … Augustine believed that we were
all sinful by nature, but that a good God had given us the freedom to choose our own actions.
But the question then arises: if we are sinful by nature – and have original sin – then how can
we make free and moral choices?
If our actions generate complex abstractual patterns, which remain indissolvable, then we, as
individuals governed by the law of free will, must take responsibility as to what it is we add to the
whole of abstraction. We have a choice as to what it is we will decide to do with our lives and
such a decision will ripple through both physical reality and abstractual reality.
But what of the concept of sin? The metaphysical model being examined would suggest ‘sin’ is a
choice we freely make. ‘Sin’ is the choice we make to impact the physical and the abstractual in a
negative fashion. The model suggest ‘sin’ is an act of free will committed in a conscious effort to
fashion positively impact ourselves while knowingly impacting others in a negative manner. The
so-called acts of ‘sin’ lie not in the act but in the intent of the act.
Are we sinful by nature as St. Augustine suggests? The metaphysical model of the individual
acting within God would suggest we are ‘sinful’ by nature since ‘sin’ is the ‘chosen’ act of
succumbing to the attraction of the physical at the expense of our own abstractual existence, the
physical existence of to others, the abstractual existence of others, as well as the whole/God itself.
If we did not have ‘free will’ ‘sin’ would not be an issue. But, we, have free will. We have a
choice as to what actions we take. It is our intent to look out for number one and step on number
two that gets us ‘repulsive’ dilemmas. ‘The end justifies the means.’ will not absolve one from the
irreversible affects one’s actions have upon themselves, others, and the whole.

The point: The model suggest that the ultimate form of action/behavior would be altruistic in
nature since it is our abstractual form which is timeless in nature. Action based upon materialism
thus becomes a shortsighted goal immersed within time. The more visionary goals, actions
intended to impact timelessness itself are actions based upon altruism, principles, and practical
idealism. Acts of altruism, principles, and practical idealism, however, are not acts of selflessness
since such acts affect the very environment within which one eventually finds oneself existing
once having completed their journey within physical reality.
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16.

Boethius / A. M. S. (480-525) – Q1:

Is there a difference between
‘appearance’ and ‘reality’?

… Are “universals” real? If so, are they corporeal or incorporeal?
S: The corporal/physical is ‘real’ when the incorporeal/abstraction ‘appears’ to be an illusion and
the incorporeal/abstractual is real when the corporal/physical ‘appears’ to be an illusion.
It ‘appears’ to be undeniably apparent that:
Either the corporal/physical is real or the incorporeal/abstractual is real.
It ‘appears’ to be irrefutably apparent that:
Either the corporal/physical is an illusion or the incorporeal/abstractual is an illusion.
It ‘appears’ to be unquestionably apparent that:
Either what I ‘see’, ‘feel’, ‘hear’, ‘smell’, ‘taste’ is real or what I think I ‘see’, what I
think I ‘feel’, what I think I ‘hear’, what I think I ‘smell’, what I think I ‘taste’ is real.
Again and again and again we come back to the same paradoxical dilemmas, which the ‘either/or’
scenarios germinate. Again there appears to be no reasonable solution we can model which
resolves the vast diversity of ‘either/or’ dilemmas, which confront us philosophically, religiously,
and scientifically.
The social, religious, scientific, philosophical, … paradoxes have been with us for thousands of
years, have been with us since we began attempting to resolve the issues. The existence of these
seemingly irresolvable paradoxes have been with us for eons not because we cannot resolve them
but because we choose not to do so. We are not willing to seriously consider any scenario other
than the ‘either/or’ scenario.
But is there a different scenario than the ‘either/or’ scenario’? There is another scenario. The
second scenario is the ‘and’ scenario. We can simply replace the words ‘either’/’or’ with the word
‘and’.
This work examines eleven historical ‘either/or’ philosophical paradoxes and replaces each with
an ‘and’ scenario. The replacement is modeled within the framework of ‘location’ of existence/the
where, a move to composition of existence/the what, and finally formulates the purpose of
existence/the why. The work, The War and Peace of a New Metaphysical Perception, immerses its
examinations within the realm of metaphysics. Metaphysics becomes the initial field of study for
the new model of reality because metaphysics is in the most expansive field of study regarding
‘location’. It is through an expansion of location that the ‘and’ becomes clearly exemplified as
‘the’ means of resolving the less emotionally volatile issues of philosophical paradoxes.

The point: We can resolve our religious, scientific, philosophical, … contentious issues once we
are willing to think ‘out of the box’, think ‘beyond’ the physical, think metaphysically. The
thought process required to resolve our divisive issues is not a difficult process to learn. The
process simply requires we replace the ‘either/or’ scenarios we have freely and willing established
for ourselves with the ‘and’ scenario.
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16.

Boethius / A. M. S. (480-525) – Q2:

What is truth?

If incorporeal, do they exist in the world of our senses, or apart from it?

S: Both in the world of our senses, singularity of the individual, and apart from our senses,
multiplicity of individuality, time exists as a ‘perceived’ concept. Within the model of the
individual acting within God, time does not exist as a universal pattern found ‘everywhere’ rather
time exists as a part of some sub-elements of ‘being’. Other sub-elements of being may have
evolved within universes lacking time as an innate characteristic and thus sub-elements emerging
from such existences, existences wherein time is not found, will have no comprehension of this
thing called ‘time’. The individual generated in a universe lacking time as a universal fabric,
lacking matter and energy as universal ‘things’ within the fabric of their universe will appear
unique to individuals generated in a universe where time is a universal fabric.
As such corporal truth generated by a corporal universe may be different than corporal truths
developed by other universes where the ‘corporal’ as we know it does not exist. ‘Existence is
physical in nature’ may be a ‘truth’ but all universes may not be physical in nature or may be
physical in nature but following different laws of physics unique to their universe.
Where then does the concept of universality regarding universal truths lie?
Corporal universal truths lie ‘within’ the corporal, and incorporeal universal truths lie within the
incorporeal.
Incorporeal ‘universal’ truths, to be universal, must be consistent with incorporeal truths
developed within other universes, must be consistent with any incorporeal existence found
existing within any universe, and must be consistent with each incorporeal sub-element/individual
existing ‘outside’, ‘beyond’ corporal universes.
It is for this very reason that we, being both corporal in nature and incorporeal in nature, can begin
to understand the concept of abstractual universal morality. Abstractual universal morality applies
to abstractual existence. The understanding of our abstractual function/purpose emerges from an
understanding of where it is abstraction lies. The ‘location’ of abstraction thus becomes a critical
issue upon which we develop abstractual concepts such as ethics and morality.

The point: Physical/corporal truths may vary from universe to universe but within the parameters
of any particular physical/corporal universe there are ‘constants’/physical laws which drive that
unique universe.
Abstractual/incorporeal truths may vary from universe to universe but outside the parameters of
any particular physical/corporal universe these abstractual/incorporeal truths are consistent with
each other/’universal’ in the incorporeal sense and are ‘constants’/abstractual laws which drive the
realm of the abstract, which drive metaphysical/timelessness itself.
It is all forms of human faith not just religious faith, which reinforces our sense that such a
‘region’, the incorporeal/the region of the abstractual/the metaphysical, exists. It is this work,
represented by many forms of reasoning, not just philosophical reasoning, which lays out the
understanding that such a ‘region’, the incorporeal/the region of the abstractual existence/the
metaphysical, exists. The next and last human perceptual tool, which will eventually confirm such
a perception, will be observation/science. This order of development regarding the confirmation of
the incorporeal is as one would expect it to be for human history gave birth to the subject areas of
faith/religion, reason/philosophy, and observation/science in the same sequence.
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17. Saint Anselm/Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109) – Q1: Why is the individual important?
… He felt that philosophy, and secular learning in general, were harmful to faith. …
Anselm, in particular, was a keen student of the dialectic method, and of philosophy in
general. … Anselm, a passionate logician, used both faith and reason in his pursuit of
truth. … He believed that faith should come first but also that reason must follow in
order to demonstrate reasons for why we believe what we do.

S: Saint Anselm’s perception that faith comes first is a logical perception. But the question
becomes what is faith? Faith is trust, confidence, conviction, certainty, belief, … There is more
than one form of faith. Generally we perceive faith to be religiously based but when it comes to
philosophical and in particular metaphysical discussions, religion is only one of many states of
faith. As such we shall approach faith as ’belief in’/’certainty of’/’conviction for’/’confidence in’
…
Without faith in ones conviction, without faith in what one observes, without faith in what seems
reasonable, existence appears to become simply an illusion.
Without faith in our ability to observe, science simply becomes a series of questionable theories,
laws, and principles. The state of questioning or not questioning everything science suggests is not
the issue. The issue is that for science to ‘advance’, science has no choice but to accept some laws,
principles, and models. Science must ‘accept’ concepts with which they can have a certain degree
of faith in order to move on with what it is science does, examining our physical reality.
Without faith in our ability to reason, philosophy becomes simply a series of questionable
dialectics, extrapolations/interpolations/critiques, and analysis. The state of questioning or not
questioning everything philosophy suggests is not the issue. The issue is that for philosophy to
‘advance’, philosophy has no choice but to accept some laws, principles, and models. Philosophy
must ‘accept concepts with which they can have a certain degree of faith in order to move on with
what it is philosophy does, examining the whole of reality: Where is existence? What is existence?
And why do we exist.
Without faith in what it is we conclude through observation and faith in what it is we reason,
science and philosophy cannot ‘advance’.
Saint Anselm is correct: Philosophy without faith, be it religious faith or generic faith, is harmful
to our specie, harmful to ourselves as individuals, harmful to all forms of ‘thinking’ entities
universally because philosophy without faith never cuts to the chase, never answers the questions:
Where is existence? What is existence? And why do we exist. The result of leaving its work
unfinished creates societies awash in nihilism, despair, and hopelessness.

The point: This work suggests a means by which religion can build a foundation of reason beneath
its present foundation of faith.
The rationality/reasonableness regarding question one of Saint Anselm and the discussion
regarding science and philosophy found in question two of Saint Anselm is dependent upon the
existence of individuality/multiplicity and a whole/singularity. Again the ‘either/or’ scenario falls
short of addressing the issues of faith and again we see it is only the ‘and’ scenario which has the
potential to resolve the needs of faith itself.
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17.

Saint Anselm / Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109) – Q2:

What is existence?

From faith, we believe God to be the greatest entity. There are two ways to believe
something: either it exists in reality, or it exists in our intellect. If God is the greatest
entity, then it must exist in reality and in the intellect, than simply in the intellect alone.
It is therefore contradictory to believe that God exists only in the intellect, for the
greatest entity must exist both in reality and in the intellect. Therefore, God must exist
in reality.
S: In response to the conjectures:
From faith, we believe God to be the greatest entity.
What greater concept can we conceive than totality/summation/the whole/singularity?
There are two ways to believe something: either it exists in reality, or it exists in our intellect.
There is a third way to believe something: It exists in reality/physical reality ‘and’ it exists in our
intellect/abstractual reality.
If God is the greatest entity, then it must exist in reality and in the intellect, than simply in the
intellect alone.
If there is multiplicity of individuality then the multiplicity of individuality must be a part of the
whole/summation/totality/singularity. If there is such a thing/concept as ‘nothingness’ then
‘nothingness must also be a part of the whole/summation/totality/singularity for there is no
‘where’ else for ‘nothingness’ to be, there is ‘nothing’ else of which ‘nothingness’ can be a part,
can belong.
It is therefore contradictory to believe that God exists only in the intellect, for the greatest entity
must exist both in reality and in the intellect.
There are two locations of existence.
Therefore, God must exist in reality.
If there are two locations of existence then God must belong to both at the same time. To ‘belong’
to both at the same time does not necessarily mean God needs to be within both locations at the
same time. An alternative option is an existence of a location without God’s ‘presence’ being
located ‘within’ God as opposed to being located ‘outside’ God. (An ‘outside to God contradicts
the definition of God being the whole.) Within such a model, even though God is not ‘within’ such
a location, by being a part of God, the location without God is immersed ‘within’ God’s presence
and thus ‘belongs’ to God. (See: Tractate 9: The Error of Russell, Resolving the Problem of NonMembers).

The point: Not only can the existence of the whole/singularity, individuality/multiplicity, and
nothingness be reasonably discussed within the framework of the
‘and’ model which this work presents but the rationality/reasonableness regarding the very
function of all three forms of existence can be discussed. (For the discussion regarding the
existence and functionality of ‘nothingness’ see Tractate 10: The Error of Heidegger, Resolving
the Problem of the Void of a Void.)
It is Metaphysics’ responsibility to address the issue regarding the possible locations of God. It is
Ontology’s responsibility to address the issue regarding whether or not God in facts exists there.
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18.

Saint Thomas Aquinas (1225-74) – Q1:

What is truth?

For Aquinas, reason and faith cannot contradict each other, for they both come from
the same divine source. … Aquinas believed that theology was a science. Careful
application of reason will demonstrate the certainty of theoretical knowledge. … For
Aquinas, it was always preferable to support one’s belief with a rational argument. …
Aquinas objected to Anselm’s ontological proofs for the existence of God. …Aquinas
argued that since we are ignorant of the divine essence from which it began, we
couldn’t even begin to demonstrate its necessary existence. … Aquinas said that we
must first begin with the sensory experiences that we do not understand. Then we
should reason upward to locate their origins in something eternal.
S: Reason and faith to come from the same source must find themselves to be ‘within’ the same
source if the source is the whole. The religious argument regarding God is that God is
characterized by three ‘omni’s’: omnipotence, omnipresence, and omniscience, (See Tractate 5:
The Error of Leibniz, Resolving the Problem of Theodicy to understand why ‘benevolence’ does
not fall into the category of being an ‘omni’ concept.) The three Omnis lead to the metaphysical
understanding that God is the ‘whole’/the singularity of totality. Reason and faith, therefore, both
emerge from the whole. Reason and faith, being abstractual in nature, suggest the whole/God is
abstractual in nature. Thus to be dialectically opposite each other, the two, reason and faith, would
suggest the whole is filled with the lack of universal truth which would be quite a conundrum
indeed.
If ‘universal’ truths, truths pertaining to the whole, do in fact exist, then it would follow that
reason would support such truths. Before reason could emerge as a means of supporting such
‘truths’, however, the truths need to emerge. The emergence of ‘universal’ truths would most
likely materialize from intuitive thought followed by faith in the validity of said ‘truths’. Until
‘truth’ emerges, supported by faith in said truths, vast quantities of energy will continue to be
required of us to formulate the reasoning necessary to validate intuitive truths generated by faith
alone.
In this sense, theology is a science. Theology is preceded by intuition, as is science. Theology
initiates intuitive perceptions followed by faith in its intuitive abilities followed by observational
reinforcement just as science does. Having established its premises, pure theology then questions,
examines, and scrutinizes its premises, as does pure science.
Some would say theology does not question itself, as does science. The statement does not say
‘theology’ questions itself; the statement says ‘pure’ theology questions itself. Many if not most
theologians do not question the basic premises of religion. The same is true of science. Many if
not most scientist do not question the basic premises of science.
Scientist like theologians tend to be narrow minded and work from the premise that what science
or what religions state is truth. It is the theoretical theologian like the theoretical scientist who
introduce radically new ways of thinking into the mix of science and theology. It is these creative
thinkers who introduce ideas, which change the very vector of thinking and change our
perceptions regarding the development of new knowledge and perceived truths. Such thinkers do
not emerge without controversy nor do they emerge sparkling and clean. These thinkers emerge
out of isolation from their associates not as equals but as unequaled.


The point: Truths are universal not in the sense of being physical universals but in the sense of
being abstractual universals. The truths of which we speak are abstractual in nature not truths of
physics. Truths can be established. The process regarding the validation of ‘truths’ first emerges
through intuitive thought and are then, if in fact they are, truths’, supported first by religion/faith,
then supported by philosophy/reason, and finally supported by science/observation
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18.

Saint Thomas Aquinas (1225-74) – Q2:

What is existence?

From our sensory experience, we see that something is moving
To move, something has to be moved, or put into motion, by something else
The series of movements cannot reach back infinitely
Therefore, there must be a first mover
This mover must then be God
S: In response to the conjectures:
From our sensory experience, we see that something is moving
There is a region of physicality as indicated by the operative words of physicality: ‘sensory
experience’, ‘we’, ‘something’. As such it is the physical within which ‘movement’ takes place.
To move, something has to be moved, or put into motion, by something else
The physical is ‘cause and effect’ in nature/Cartesian in nature
The series of movements cannot reach back infinitely
The Cartesian/’cause and effect’ must be ‘located’ within an existence other than physicality.
Therefore, there must be a first mover
The first mover’s ultimate existence has no option other than to exist in some form other than
being physical in nature.
This mover must then be God
God must be abstractual in nature and exist in a region of abstraction within which the physical is
imbedded.
The model of such a concept, the model of the whole of reality, the model of existence could
easily be modeled as:
A
Universal
Fabric
Of:

No
Universal
Fabric
Of
No Time
No Space
No Matter
No Energy

Abstraction

*

The Physical

Time
Space
Matter
Energy

Abstraction within the Physical


The point: The Cartesian/physical/universal fabric of cause and effect is imbedded within the
‘greater’ universal fabric of the non-Cartesian/the non-physical/the ‘greater’ underlying universal
fabric of timelessness and spacelessness.
Faith, like observation, lacking the foundation of reason to support its conjectures and premises,
cannot achieve its full potential.
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19. W. Ockham (1285-1347) -Q1:

Do we possess free will or are our actions determined?

… In his philosophy, he was primarily concerned that an over-emphasis on
“universal” forms would undermine the theological doctrine of free will.
S: The argument of concern to Ockham was:
Either free will exists or free will does not exist.
Again it must be emphasized that the statement not only could be altered with the ‘and’ scenario
Free will exists and free will does not exist.
but in fact the ‘and’ scenario resolves more of the issues than does the ‘either/or’ scenario.
Within the model of symbiotic panentheism, the individual acting within God, individuality, found
within the physical universe, is in some instances governed by both the laws of physics and the
laws of free Those entities of individuality which are comprised of both the physical and the
abstractual are examples of the ‘and’ scenario. Entities of individuality comprised solely of the
physical are governed solely by the laws of physics. It should be noted at this point that we may be
unaware of entities within the physical that are composed solely of the abstract but should such be
the case, such entities may potentially be subject to the laws of free will, to the laws of abstraction
(should such laws exist), or both.
While in the physical there is little doubt that some forms of actions are predestined by nature.
‘Predestined by nature’ simply put, suggests the physical universe is subject to physical laws.
There is little reasonable bases to deny our physical existence other than the argument that the
physical is simply an ‘illusion’. The argument that the physical is an illusion is founded upon the
principle that the abstract is the only form of reality. In a model where the abstract is reality, the
physical becomes either an illusion or an innate characteristic of the abstract.
The reverse of the argument can also be made in which the physical becomes the real and the
abstract becomes the illusion. The model of symbiotic panentheism suggest both models are
incorrect yet correct. Symbiotic panentheism suggest that both the physical and the abstract are
simultaneously real and separate entities but entities which depend one upon the other. (See
Tractate 8: The Error of Einstein, Resolving the Problem of Imaginary Numbers and Tractate 9:
The Error of Russell, Resolving the Problem of Non-Members).
It may or may not be that entities of individuality exist within the physical but the model of
symbiotic panentheism suggests such entities do exist. Symbiotic panentheism clearly implies that
an existence of multiplicity/individuality can be found both within the purity of the physical and
within the purity of abstraction. (see Postscript: Chaos, Complexity, and Metaphysics)
It is within the purity of the physical where free will is often checked by the laws of physics. It is
only within the purity of abstractual existence where free will of the individual takes on the purity
of free will unrestricted by the physical. Such lack of restriction becomes limitless within the
parameters of Metaphysical System 28/symbiotic panentheism/the individual acting within God.
(See Tractate 13: Introducing Metaphysical System 28: Introducing the Problem of Metaphysical
Systems # 7 & # 9.)

The point: It is only through the metaphysical model being suggested within this work that
limitless free will emerges as a form of existence in and of itself. It is only through the
metaphysical model being introduced within this work that eternal recurrence is a non-issue.
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19. W. Ockham (1285-1347)–Q2:

Do we possess free will or are our actions determined?

S: Regarding four conjectures found within the description of Ockham given in Tractate 18:
… For him, God’s freedom is incompatible with the existence of divine ideas. God doesn’t use
preconceived “ideas” when he creates, but creates the universe as he wishes. Consequently,
human beings have no natures or essences in common.
And why not? If there is a ‘greater’ reality within which our personal universe is located, as the
model of the individual acting within God/symbiotic panentheism suggests, and if such a region is
permeated with a universal fabric of timelessness and spacelessness then there would be ‘room’
for a limitless number of universes. Each and every one of these unique universes could
conceivable be ruled by different laws or lack of laws. Universes may be as unique as individual
entities found within our particular physical universe.
… Because God is free, he can create the universe – and its rules – as he wishes. Fire could be
cold rather than hot.
The whole/God is independent and free of all ‘outside’ influences including the concept of limits
because there is no existence ‘outside’ God. God is by definition both, the whole of existence and
non-existence and as such limits may be found ‘within’ aspects of God but not as a universal
characteristic of God
… Light might be dark, rather than bright. Ockham distrusted our ability to find the truth of
things. Instead, he relied on “probable” arguments to support his position.
The concept of there being other forms of universes, within which the laws of physics or lack of
laws, as we know them ‘to be’ or think we know them ‘to be’, does not preclude our being capable
of ‘knowing’ our own universe. We live within what appears to us to be an ordered existence of
physicality moving towards chaos or perhaps chaos moving towards complexity/order as emerging
fields of science suggest The metaphysical model of symbiotic panentheism again would suggest
the perception of either chaos/disorder emerges from complexity/order or complexity/order
emerges from chaos/disorder is again a paradoxical scenario created by an either/or conjunction.
The resolution to such a paradox once again becomes obvious. We simply replace the ‘either/or’
concept with the ‘and’ scenario. (See Postscript: Chaos, Complexity, and Metaphysics.
… A vital principle in his philosophical method was that “plurality is not to be posited without
necessity.” This economy of thought is often referred to as Ockham’s Razor
There is no denying the metaphysical model of symbiotic panentheism/the individual acting
within God introduces plurality/multiplicity to the system as opposed to exclusionism and
inclusionism produced by our two existing systems: The Cartesian System and the Non-Cartesian
System.
The Cartesian system is a system of multiplicity: the multiplicity of individuality/unique entities.
The Non-Cartesian system is a system of singularity: the singularity of wholeness/lack of
individuality. If we refer to the metaphysical system of the Cartesian as multiplicity and the
metaphysical system of the Non-Cartesian as singularity then both systems are less complex than
the metaphysical system of the Cartesian being within the Non-Cartesian. Ockham’s Razor would
therefore imply one or the other of the simpler systems would be the correct perception of reality
since the dual system is more complex. It would appear, therefore, that the metaphysical system
introduced by this work, would then defy Ockam’s principle of simplicity until one includes
Ockham’s qualifier: ‘…plurality is not to be posited without necessity.’


The point: Since neither the Cartesian system nor the Non-Cartesian system can resolve the issues
surrounding philosophical and social paradoxes and the new metaphysical system of symbiotic
panentheism can resolve such issues, the case has been made for the ‘necessity’ regarding the
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simultaneous and independent existence of the physical and the abstractual, determinism and free
will, multiplicity and singularity.
20.
The Collapse of Scholasticism Q1:
What can we know?
In the 14th and 15th centuries, the critical philosophy of Ockham began to undermine
the scholastic project of synthesizing the traditions of philosophy and religion into a
single and comprehensive system of thought. Many argued that the attempt to unite
religion with philosophy had failed. Many prominent thinkers of the time – Jean
Buridan (1300-1358), Nicholas of Autrecourt (1300-1350) – felt that such a synthesis
wasn’t possible.
S: Science had not fully developed by the 14th and 15th centuries. As such, the concepts of an
expanding universe, contracting universe, complexity theory, chaos theory, string theory, matter’s
natural tie to energy, the mathematical relationship existing between matter/energy and time/space
(Einstein’s equation of relativity), microbiology, organic chemistry, genetics, cloning, artificial
intelligence, mimicry, Non-Cartesianism, , the uncertainty principle, anti-matter,
electrons/positrons, sub-atomic physics, the physics regarding the fusion process, topology,
entropy, along with a myriad other concepts were not even comprehensible during the 14th and
15th centuries.
It was science, which would advance our knowledge of the physical universe, of the Cartesian, far
enough for us to rationally speculate regarding the concept of a potential ‘outside’ to our physical
existence. As such, it was to be science, in its effort to limit reality to the ‘observable/measurable’,
that introduced the concept of there being an outside to the physical. It was science which
inadvertently reintroduced the rationality and reasonableness regarding there being an ‘outside’ to
the universe, a ‘beyond’ the physical.
And what is the study of a region located ‘beyond the physical’ as it relates to the physical? The
field of study which examines the physical and what it is the physical lies ‘within’ was named by
Aristotle thousands of years ago. The name of the field is metaphysics.
We exist within the physical and as such we can ‘know’ the physical.
But what of the abstract? Do we live ‘in’ the abstract? The model of symbiotic panentheism
demonstrates how it is that the physical exists within the abstract and thus we exist not only within
the physical but we exist within the abstract. Since we exist within the abstractual, we can not only
‘know’ the physical but we can ‘know’ the abstract.
It may be more difficult to ‘know’ the abstract since the abstract is once removed from us by the
physical but the abstract is ‘within’ ourselves and as such this innate characteristic of ‘knowing’
(innate to our ‘being’ not necessarily innate to our physical existence) provides us the means by
which we can ‘know’ the abstract. This characteristic of innateness of knowing is not necessarily
found ‘within’ all physical entities and therefore ‘knowing’ abstraction is not necessarily found as
a characteristic of all entities of individuality.
Philosophy may not have been capable of being united with religion in the 14th and 15th centuries
but it appears, as clearly demonstrated through this work: The War and Peace of a New
Metaphysical Perception, that philosophy, through the advancements of science, is now capable of
such a union. Not only does this work demonstrates such a union is possible but it demonstrates
such a union need not, in fact should not, destroy uniqueness existing between religions or the lack
of religions.
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The point: It is possible to unite religion with philosophy but such an effort took more knowledge
regarding the nature of the physical than the philosophers and theist had at their disposal in the
14th and 15th centuries.
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20.

The Collapse of Scholasticism Q2:

What can we know?

… Nicholas of Cusa (1401-1464), who deliberately embraced contradiction in trying to
unite religion with philosophy made one final attempt. Cusa argued its logical
consistency was, therefore, unimportant.
S: Ah but if ‘…logical consistency was, therefore, unimportant’ then philosophy was unimportant
since reasonableness is demonstrated through logic as well as other means of reasoning and
rationalizing. Without ‘logical constancy’ philosophy by definition becomes unimportant.
This would appear to imply Cusa was incorrect in his ‘… argument that if God’s perfect unity
can encompass contradictory qualities, then the contradictions evident in the philosophical
tradition should also be embraced in a single comprehensive whole.’ Such is not the case
however.
Contradiction to ourselves is simply that ‘contradiction’. Contradiction occurs from a lack of
broad perception.
We create ‘either/or’ scenarios, which in turn appear to be contradictions when in fact they
represent positions of principles based upon shortsighted analysis. The means of circumventing
such contradictions is briefly described within Volume II: Introduction: A New Tool For Conflict
Resolution. A detailed application of this new tool, metaphysics, is demonstrated throughout the
sixteen hundred pages of this three-volume set.

The point: It is through ‘knowing’ the physical and knowing the abstract that we can then fuse the
two systems into one system through philosophy/reason. We can do more than build a basic
foundation for philosophy and religion, we can build a fundamental foundation for all three means
we have of understanding reality. We can build a fundamental foundation for: philosophy,
religion, and science.
The three - science, religion, and philosophy – can remain unique and independent from one
another and still embrace a common foundation. The three can find grounds for a common
foundation in terms of their perception of reality itself. From a common perception of reality
emerges the very independence each field of study wishes to maintain for itself.
A common foundation established by symbiotic panentheism is no more stagnant then the whole
of the system itself. The common foundation is what might be called a ‘living’ foundation, a
foundation which changes as we learn, ‘know’, more regarding the whole of reality itself.
The source of change, which knowledge generates, emerges from new ‘knowing’ the independent
studies of science, religion, and philosophy generate. The remaining two fields of study must
accept any change in the common foundation generated by any one of the three fields. In short
consensus is a basic principle applied to the foundation of the three. Confirmation by each of the
three fields of study, to the best of their ‘knowing’, to the best of their ‘knowledge’, becomes a
key element, cooperation becomes a key premise for establishing a common foundation,
establishing a concept that would benefit all three equally.
In essence philosophy and religion can be united through what it is we ‘know’ of the physical and
the abstract and what it is we ‘will know’ of the physical and the abstract.
What then of ‘nothingness’? Can we know of ‘nothingness’? The answer is yes for ‘nothingness’
is found within the whole. (See Tractate 10: The Error of Heidegger, Resolving the Problem of the
Void of a Void)
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21.

The Renaissance – Q1:

Why is the individual important?

… Beginning with the Renaissance, philosophers began to move away from theology
as a vital part of their work. … Instead, there was a new focus: the individual. …There
was a renewed emphasis on individual freedom and choice.
…By emphasizing the importance of direct observation, Renaissance thinkers created
the foundation for a completely empirical view of the world, a view of the world that
was completely new. This “new science” coincided with – and was made possible by –
new advances in instrumentation and optics. Without these tools, an accurate empirical
study could not have been made.
S: But why is the individual important? The Renaissance philosophers may have moved away
from theology but they were unable to explain why such a move was logical. To move from
theology, the study of the whole/God, to the individual was significant but was unexplainable in
terms of defining the purpose for individuals existing in the form of individuality.
The movement from one concept, singularity/theology, to another multiplicity/individuality – was
initiated by philosophy through an intuitive sense that the individual was important but the
question as to ‘Why is the individual important?’ found itself to be irresolvable.
Science was simultaneously beginning its quest of multiplicity. Science was beginning its
initiative to understand the concept regarding the multiplicity of the physical/the many laws and
interactions regarding the subcomponents of the physical, both living and nonliving.
But why was multiplicity/individuality important and in the case of human beings: Why was the
individual important? Neither the Cartesian model of reality representing multiplicity nor the nonCartesian model of reality representing singularity were able to answer the question without
reducing the individual to a position of ‘lesser’ significance relative to the whole.
Symbiotic panentheism, however, is a model of reality, which both demonstrates the equality of
significance for singularity/the whole/God and multiplicity/individuality/the individual through
the process of illustrating a critical purpose for multiplicity/individuality/the individual as regards
the model of reality itself.
Was the move from theology, the study of the whole/singularity/God, to science, the study of subelements of the whole/multiplicity/individuality, necessary to fully understand reality and the
importance of the individual to the whole? Understanding the elements/multiplicity/individuality
(i.e. the individual) and how multiplicity relates to the whole/singularity (i.e. panentheism) and
(symbiosis) how the whole/panentheism/singularity relates to its elements/singularity/individuality
is only important if the whole is composed of elements/multiplicity/individuality.
By moving humanity’s energies from theology/the whole/singularity to individuality/multiplicity ,
the Renaissance movement validated the intuitive understanding that the individual must play
some significant role to the whole. What significance the individual/multiplicity/the Cartesian
plays to the whole/singularity/the non-Cartesian would be revealed later with the advent of
symbiotic panentheism.


The point: The individual within the model of reality demonstrated by symbiotic panentheism is
important because 1. Individuality/multiplicity provides ‘a’/’the’ means by which the whole
avoids stagnation/eternal recurrence. 2. Without the individual/multiplicity the whole would not be
what the whole is. 3. Without individuality/multiplicity the region of the ‘you’ as opposed to the
‘I’ would not exist. (See Tractate 2: The Error of Aristotle, Resolving the Problem of
Cartesianism.
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21.

The Renaissance – Q2:

What is the purpose and meaning of life?

… philosophers defined four distinct areas of philosophical enquiry: metaphilosophy,
ethics, metaphysics, and epistemology.
S: Symbiotic panentheism, the individual acting within God specifically addresses the four distinct
areas of philosophical enquiry the Renaissance established: Symbiotic panentheism addresses the
four areas not with questions but with answers.
1. Metaphilosophy: What is the purpose of philosophy? Does it have a place, generally, in
humanlife? The fundamental purpose of philosophy is to accomplish two tasks: (1) Develop a
reasonable/rational model of the whole of reality and (2) Develop an understanding regarding the
function/purpose of the elements found within said model and in particular establish an
understanding regarding the significance of the individual. The two tasks must reach a degree of
reason that is acceptable to our sense of faith, and is capable of being substantiated by our ability
to observe. A mission statement of this type does not establish an ‘absolute’ model of reality but
rather establishes a model approximating reality as best we are able from the knowledge we have
at hand. The construction of such a model allows faith/religions, observation/sciences, and
reason/philosophies to come to a consensus as to what reality is. The establishment of a common
perception of reality in turn allows each area of study to move forward with their research and
debates. This work demonstrates how to accomplish the task of developing a common model of
reality as well as outlines ‘a’ model, which could accomplish such a feat.
2. Ethics: How do we judge and evaluate human behavior? What is “the good” and what
motivates our moral actions? Without the support of religious belief, is a moral life possible? A
moral life is possible. Morality, however, is based upon one’s perception of reality. It is from
one’s perception of reality that an understanding emerges regarding what one’s function/purpose
is within reality. As long as science, religion, and philosophy are diametrically opposed to each
other’s positions, conflict will exist as to what a ‘moral’ life is or is not. In short one cannot
‘judge’ morality without a definition/model of reality and purpose. The only way to resolve the
issue regarding what is a moral life and what is not a moral life is to establish a consensus as to
what reality is and from such a model establish a consensus as to what our function within such a
reality is.
3. Metaphysics: Does God exist? We cannot determine if God exists if we do not know to what it
is we are referring. This work suggests the first three characteristics of God are omnipotence,
omnipresence, and omniscience. Such characteristics mathematically describe ‘the whole’,
scientifically describe the whole, and philosophically describe the whole. The personality attached
to the whole/singularity/God is left to the religious field of ontology. The question then becomes:
Does the whole exist? Science, mathematics, philosophy, and religion would all appear to agree
that the whole does exist.
What is the universe? The universe is what it is, the physical, our reality, which in turn is located
within the ‘greater’ reality of the abstract.
What is the meaning and purpose of the universe? The purpose of the universe is to act as a
‘virgin’ region where ‘virgin’ newness can emerge as ‘untainted’ newness in order to grow
established existence
Why are we in the universe and what is our purpose? We are in the universe to accomplish our
purpose, which is to become unique in our individuality without interfering with others.
Epistemology: Is certain knowledge of the world possible? What does it depend upon?
Certain knowledge is not possible. What is certain is that we can define knowledge to the best of
our ablility. Having defined knowledge, as best we are able allows us to move on with our search
for new knowledge. If at some point we discover knowledge is not what we thought it to be we
then redefine knowledge and move on from that new point.

The point: Questions regarding the meaning of life are answerable through modeling the whole of
reality as demonstrated throughout this work.
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22.

Political Philosophy - Q1:

What is morality?

When secular authority replaced ecclesiastical authority as the dominant focus of
interest, there was a shift of attention from religion to politics … But political
philosophy during the Renaissance was essentially dualistic. It recognized a conflict
between two opposing points of view: political necessity and general moral
responsibility.
S: Again we see the conflict and negative social results of an ‘either/or’ scenario. In this case the
‘either/or’ scenario became:
Either political morality or general morality applies depending upon….
So it is morality became relative to the situation rather than relative to the category of the entity.
And just what is the difference? Morality based upon the situation implies there is no specific
purpose for an organism as it functions within the whole of reality. For instance, rocks, sticks,
water, mountains, stars… most likely have no morality involved with the actions they generate
since they appear to have no ‘choice’ in what it is they do. Their actions are actions lacking the
element of ‘free will’ and it is this lack of ‘free will’ we describe as the absence of moral choice
we assign to individual humans.
It is the existence of perceived ‘free will’, which imposes the element of what we perceive to be
moral and immoral characteristics to our action.
It is the ‘either/or’ scenarios, which then add the characteristic element of ‘relativistic morality’ to
morality itself. So it is morality/ethics became an issue of politics/political ethics/morality,
society/social ethics/morality, business/business ethics/morality, person/personal ethics/morality,
religion/religious ethics/morality, medicine/medical ethics/morality, …
Humans and perhaps other life forms within our universe, on the other hand, appear to have the
ability to ‘choose’ their actions ‘based’ upon what it is they perceive to be ‘right’ and ‘wrong’
which in turn is based upon what our three tools of perception perceive reality to be.
Again, the means to resolving the conflict, the means to establishing morality as morality, is to
replace the ‘either/or’ conjunctions with the ‘and’ conjunction.
Morality is not ‘relative’. Morality is based upon what actions impact the whole in the manner
‘best’ for all of us since we all eventually become directly a part of the whole as opposed to our
present irrational perception of being simultaneously both ‘within’ ‘and’ ‘not within’ the whole.
(See Volume II, Tractate 9: The Error of Russell, Resolving the Problem of Non-Members.)


The point: There is no difference between morality and ethics. There is no difference between one
form of morality and another. We, as a specie, have defined and categorized various forms of
morality and ethics but this does not make it so. Our actions to categorize morality, create
relativistic forms of morality and ethics, has emerged as an intellectual exercise. This exercise has
in turn has been absorbed into our cultures, traditions, and individual perceptions.
Morality/ethics is not relative. Morality/ethics are absolutes. We can reestablish the concept of
‘absolute morality’ if we bring faith - represented by religions, observations – represented by
science, and reason – represented by philosophy together and have them construct a model of our
realty upon which they can all agree. It is from the model of ‘where we are’ that the three can then
define ‘what we are’ and from that point define ‘why it is we exist’. The immediate response
becomes: That will never happen. The reply should be: ‘It definitely won’t happen if we don’t try
to make it happen.’
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22.

Political Philosophy – Q2:

What is our function within society?

… Many philosophers of the time, including Machiavelli and Hobbes, attempted to
resolve the conflict between these two positions. Both struggled with the conflict
between institutional power and human freedom. By different means, they both
concluded that only with a strong institutional base could morality flourish.
S: It is not the strong institutional base, which allows morality to flourish. An institutional base
has no awareness of its own. The ‘institutional’ base, be it strong or be it weak, may act as a
foundation but the institutional base is composed of the individual or individuals who in turn
define the morality, which the strong institution is intended to support.
Individuals develop/define morality based upon their perception of reality.
1. Perceptions of reality being the physical naturally lead to moralities based upon the
physical and thus physical hedonism emerges as the bases for morality.
2. Perceptions of reality being the abstract naturally lead to moralities based upon altruism and
thus abstractual hedonism emerges as the bases for morality.
Once again it becomes clear that it is our perception of reality, which generates our perception of
morality, and our present perception of reality is that reality is either the physical or the abstract.
It is difficult to deny the physical for we see, feel, hear, smell, taste, in essence we experience the
physical outside ourselves day and night.
It is difficult to deny the abstractual for we are immersed within emotions of joy, hate, boredom,
interest, curiosity, longing, memories, … In essence we experience the abstract within ourselves
day and night.
The ‘either/or’ controversy of reality again confronts our basic instincts: Either the physical is real
or the abstract is real.
The controversy of which is real, the physical or the abstract, is what causes our inability to
resolve the issues regarding morality/ethics. If the multiplicity of the physical is what is real then
we perceive morality and ethics to be multiply unique concepts each of which can be divided into
multiple categories and subtopics of ethics/morality. If the singularity of the abstraction is what is
real then we perceive morality and ethics to be ‘a’ singular concept of black and white.
The issue has not been resolved nor will the issue ever be resolved as long as we perceive reality
to be power struggle between religion/singularity/abstraction and science/multiplicity/physicality.

The point: Reaching a consensus as to what our function is within society will only occur with the
implementation of the ‘and’ conjunction: the physical is real ‘and’ the abstract is real. The answer
to the question of which lies within which must come from the metaphysical application of the
‘and’ conjunction, which generates the model: The physical lies within the abstract and the
abstract lies within the physical. (See Tractate 13: Metaphysical System 28, Introducing the
Problem of Metaphysical Systems 7 and 9.). In short: Metaphysical perceptions are important.
Metaphysical perceptions generate actions. Actions generate reactions. Reactions generate social
ambience. And it is social ambience generated by Metaphysical perceptions, which wash over
each and every one of us from the beginning of our living within the physical to the end of our
living in the physical live
.
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23.

Niccoló Machiavelli (1469-1527) – Q1:

Is there a difference between
‘appearance’ and reality?

On initially reading his work, the impression is given that his main concern is solely
with maintaining the power of the state, with little regard for the moral consequences
of doing so. … The term “Machiavellian” is often used in present times to refer to
someone who is politically deceitful and unscrupulous. But this is a
mischaracterization of his real attitude towards morality. For Machiavelli, the
unification of Italy was of prime importance. In order to make this unification possible,
… he believed that only a strong state – based upon the ancient Roman virtues – could
provide the proper environment for morality to flourish.

S: Morality is not a ‘Roman’ virtue. Morality is not a ‘human’ virtue. Morality is itself what it is.
Morality is not something we ‘define’ to our personal semantic liking. Morality is and as such,
morality is something for us to ‘uncover’, discover, and understand. Morality ‘is’ rather than being
what we want morality to be.
We have the perception that morality is what we make it ‘appear’ to be. In our present state of
social development, we do not understand that morality is defined by what ‘reality is’ as opposed
what we wish reality would be. We develop a model of reality for ulterior motives. We develop a
model of reality to suit our needs, desires, wishes knowing that ultimately the way we describe
reality determines what we consider morality to be which in turn, if we do not give the ‘correct’
appearance as to what reality is, will cause us to fail at accomplishing what it is we ultimately
wish to accomplish based upon our personal motives.
Reality is not an ‘appearance’. We may temporarily confuse the issue and define reality for what it
is not, give reality the ‘appearance’ of being something it is not but somewhere, somehow, truth
triumphs and reality’s true appearance will emerge and as such truth will emerge and with the
emergence of ‘truth’, true morality will emerge.
One principle emerging from the complete picture of reality as opposed to emerging from an
‘appearance’ of reality which will help us identify the true morality is: Morality must apply
universally to the whole as well as to the elements of multiplicity comprising the whole.
To understand what morality is, to understand moral behavior/actions one must understand what
the whole is and what the active sub-elements of the whole are which comprise the whole. One
must understand the characteristics of the whole and the characteristics of the sub-elements. One
must understand what is the innate and what is the primal source of the innate. One must
understand what is absolute longevity and what is not. One must understand the whole of all and
the sub-elements/multiplicity of its existence if such sub-elements/multiplicity in fact exists.
All this ‘uncovering’, ‘discovering’, and ‘understanding’ is the very function of metaphysics. Such
a process best begins with a sequential unveiling regarding the answers to the questions prioritizes
as: Location: Where are we? - Substance: What are we? - Function: Why do we exist?
These are the very questions, which act as the nucleus of this work, The War and Peace of a New
Metaphysical Perception. These are the questions, which have haunted the minds of individual
humans since the beginning of our historical development.

There is no such concept as ‘appearance’ to morality any more than there is an ‘appearance to
reality. Reality is what reality is and it is through an honest, unbiased, uncompromised revealing
of the whole of reality that we can come to understand morality not as an ‘apparent’ morality but
as an universal absolute morality emerging from an absolute reality.
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23.

Niccoló Machiavelli (1469-1527) – Q2:

Why is the individual important?

… Unlike the ethical philosophers, Machiavelli held that success in the public arena
was distinct from private morality. The question, for Machiavelli, is not what make a
human being good, but what makes him a good prince. A good prince will use any
means necessary in order to create the foundations of a stable state.
S: Morality exists for the individual. Morality does not exist for itself. But does morality exist
only for the individual or does morality exist for the ‘greater good’ itself?
The concept of morality existing simply for the individual emerges from a metaphysical
perception that the physical/multiplicity/multiple individuality exist be they entities of knowing or
entities of non-knowing. The concept of morality existing simply for the individual ignores the
metaphysical concept of singularity/non-Cartesianism. As such the whole is not ‘the’ whole’ but
rather the whole is the existence of multiple ‘wholes’ and no single ‘whole’ exists. An exclusive
system of multiplicity establishes a void of ‘a totality’/’a summation’/’a ’universal’ set of all
including the all of nothingness itself’.
The concept of there being multiple ‘wholes’ and no single ‘whole’ leads to the concept that any
whole which is capable of being created, such as ‘a’ ‘state’ leads to the concept that such a
creation has the ‘right’ to protect itself, dominate other ‘wholes’. A ‘right’ granted to ‘a’ state to
protect itself generates the rationale regarding the ‘right’ of the state to call upon its ‘sub’elements, individuals found within the state, to protect the state at the expense of the individual.
Such a social condition supports the concept that the individual’s purpose in society is to ‘serve’,
‘serve’ the state, ‘serve’ established authority, ‘serve’ corporations, ‘serve’ institutions, ‘serve’
religion.... In such a state the authority figures, the organizations within the state, and the state
itself acquire the highest ‘level’ of significance and the individual becomes secondary, becomes
‘relatively’ insignificant.
In such a state there is no ‘whole’ of all and as such there is no single ‘greater good’. In such a
state there are multiple ‘greater goods’ each of which is established a power broker and it generate
the power broker who is given ‘control’ of the individual through the rationale established through
the metaphysical system they have established or chosen for the purpose of ‘retaining control’.
The metaphysical model of symbiotic panentheism clearly defines ‘a’ whole of all and as such it is
not the state which is recognized as ‘a’, ‘the’ ‘greater good’ but rather the whole is recognized as
the all of knowing, the all, abstraction within which even the physical is located. The individual is
recognized as the entity of multiplicity.
The element of primary importance within this metaphysical system becomes the individual
because the individual has the function of not ‘serving’ the whole/singularity but of actually
‘causing’ the whole to become more than what it is. Thus the function of the state within such a
model becomes secondary to the individual. Within such a state, the state’s function becomes to
serve the individual rather then the individual serving the state.


The point: Within the model of symbiotic panentheism, the individual acting within God, the
individual becomes of primary importance because the individual is the element within the whole,
which directly impacts the whole. The state in turn becomes of secondary importance because the
state’s function is to facilitate the very development of the individual which in turn directly
affects, grows the whole. The importance of the state is not to be ignored for the existence of the
state allows for the development of the individual but on the other hand the state is secondary to
the ultimate propose of physical reality, is secondary in terms of physical reality’s purpose for
existing.
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24.

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) – Q1:

What is the purpose and meaning of life?

… A century later, Thomas Hobbes – tutor to Charles II - proposed the idea of a
“social contract.” Hobbes believed that the life of man in the “state of nature” was
“solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.” … This “commonwealth” would provide the
environment for liberty, freedom, cooperation, and contentment.
S: Humanity living in the state of nature implies humanity living in the state of the physical and
ignoring the abstractual aspect of the individual. To ignore the abstract and focus upon the
physical is nothing short of mimicking animals. Is there any wonder such a life would be
“solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.” How is it possible to expect anything other than a life
of mimicry if one decides to live by the physical/material alone?
If we perceived the individual to be a part of the whole as this work demonstrates and if the whole
of reality is not the physical but rather the abstractual within which the physical itself is located,
then we would perceive the individual/’man’ to be both abstractual in nature as well as physical in
nature. Recognizing the dual aspects of ‘man’, science would be compelled to observe both the
physical and the abstractual/paranormal equally. Simultaneously philosophy would likewise be
obligated to provide equal consideration regarding the purpose for physical existence and
abstractual existence. And religion would view the individual, as being both the physical and
abstractual/divine in nature and as such would find itself morally obligated to respect and show
due consideration for both the unique physical and unique abstractual/emotional aspects of the
individual.
We have found that when the individual lives to serve the state, individual liberty, freedom,
cooperation, and contentment become secondary issues to the state and as such these issues
eventually become lack of liberty, lack of freedom, lack of cooperation and lack of contentment.
… Thus, in order to live in a civilized world, it was necessary to create a “social
contract.” Within this social contract, we would be expected to surrender our
individual rights in order to benefit from the security of a stable society.
S: To expect the individual to ‘surrender their individual rights in order to benefit…’ is to suggest
the individual has no purpose for existing other than to exist. The lack of purpose existing for the
individual generates the very
rationale that the individual should concede its ‘rights in exchange for ‘stability’, ‘comfort’,
‘materialism’….
If the individual has a purpose for existing other than simply to exist, then to concede one’s
‘rights’ to pursue one’s purpose for existing in exchange for personal physical gain is more than a
‘simple’ request uttered as a minimalistic bargaining position.
But what is the purpose and meaning of life? Answering such a question is the very point of not
only philosophy but the very point of science and religion. As such it is the three together that
must answer the question as best they can in a consensus fashion in order that the individual may
move on from such a consensus and attempt to accomplish their very purpose for existing without
compromising such important endeavors based upon a bartered agreement to give up their rights
in exchange for what Hobbes calls ‘stability’ and ‘security’.


The point: We can come to a consensus regarding the answers to the three questions: Where are
we? What are we? And why do we exist? The consensus can be reached through a cooperative
effort by the fields of science, religion, and philosophy. The process to reach such a consensus is
best known as ‘making the effort’. The tool to be used to reach such a consensus is outlined in the
Introduction to Volume II: A New Tool for Conflict Resolution
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24.

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) – Q2:

What is knowledge?

… Hobbes is also credited with the creation of one of the most comprehensive
philosophical systems of the time. His philosophy – which is usually labeled as
mechanistic materialism – sought to provide a consistent description of man, nature,
and society. … Hobbes distinguished between two philosophical approaches: synthetic
and analytic. When we reason “forward” from causes to effects, we are reasoning
synthetically. And when we reason “backward” from effects to causes, we are
reasoning analytically.
S: Hobbes may have created one of the most comprehensive philosophical systems of his time but
those times are gone and so is the validity of his arguments supporting simple mechanical
materialism. This is not to say that Hobbes arguments are no longer relevant rather it says that
Hobbes arguments now support the existence of a portion of a more accurate model. Hobbes’
arguments, however, fail to address the existence of the second component of the new model
described by this work. The failure of Hobbes’ arguments to support the second element of the
new model does not invalidate the new model, rather it demonstrates the unavoidable shortsightedness that the lack of knowledge generates when it comes to understanding the whole of
reality and our function within such a whole. The lack of knowledge and the shortsightedness it
induces by itself is enough to justify our spending copious amounts of time, energy, and social
resources upon the field of scientific and mathematical research, the arts, the literatures, and all
other manners of expanding upon our knowledge of the physical universe within which we live.
Man, nature, and society are all elements of the physical, all elements of multiplicity. Singularity
becomes an invisible entity within Hobbes’ model of reality. Singularity becomes non-existent
within Hobbes model. What then becomes of the mathematical concept regarding the ‘universal’
set/the whole/totality/’summation of all’ which includes by definition ‘what is not’.
Reasoning forward/synthesis eventually leads to final effect. Reasoning backward/analysis
eventually leads us to the first cause. Some would argue that such reasoning forward or backward
is linear and too simplistic. But the lack of such a perception defies the very laws of observation
which science underscores. Granted there are studies of physics and mathematics, which suggests
a beginning and end may not be essential characteristics of our physical universe but such
suggestions defy both the perceptual tool of reason and the perceptual tool of faith.
This is not to suggest fields of study examining the concept of ‘no beginning’ and ‘no end’ to the
universe are not relevant nor is this to suggest these fields of endeavors are frivolous fantasy.
Quite the contrary, these fields of study will eventually lead us to a better understanding regarding
the whole of reality be it simply the physical or the abstractual or the hybrid model demonstrated
within the entirety of this work, the physical within the abstract.
Knowledge is the means by which we can understand the whole of our reality and understand the
role we play within such a location. Understanding the whole of reality and understanding what it
is we are relative to the whole, leads us not only to understanding our role within reality but
understanding how it is we accomplish such a goal.
The means we use to accomplish our function for existing within the whole of reality defines
morality. Working to prevent one’s self or preventing others from accomplishing their reason for
existing within the whole of reality defines immorality.


The point Knowledge may be a noun of what we call ‘fact’ but knowledge is also the means by
which reason and faith are able to define active action as moral/immoral, just/unjust, right/wrong,
ethical/unethical/, and altruistic/materialistic. If knowledge is incorrectly perceived so to is
morality/ethics incorrectly perceived.
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25.

René Descartes (1596-1650) – Q1:

What is knowledge?

… Descartes defined philosophy … as the “study of wisdom or the perfect knowledge
of all one can know.” In explaining the relationship between philosophy and our lives,
he used the metaphor of the tree. The root of this tree is metaphysics. The trunk is
physics, while the branches are morals, mechanics, and medicine. Descartes primary
concern was with the trunk of the tree, which represented physics. In fact, unlike
Aristotle – who attempted to create metaphysics upon physics, Descartes did the
opposite. He attempted to create a “physics” build upon a “metaphysical” foundation.
S: What we can know of the physical represents the limit of knowledge accessible to ourselves as
entities of knowing within a specific type of physical body which in turn is limited in regards to
what that physical body is capable of receiving as an input. This limitation is restricted not only by
the body but by the physical brain. Our ability to reason is a function of the abstract and the
physical body and brain. As such the limits of our ‘knowing’ are confined to the abstractual, the
physical, and the lack of both the abstractual and the physical or what we term – nothingness.. The
ability of the abstractual self is thus limited in what it is in the process of becoming, experiencing,
and creating.
We as an organism have the ability to expand the limits of our body’s physical functioning
through technological innovations. Such innovations do not allow us to ‘experience’ what it is the
particular technology converts to our form of experiencing. By helping us to beter understand the
whole of reality, this perceptual expansion assists us in better understanding what it is we are in
relationship to the whole of reality, which in turn helps us to better understand what our
function/purpose is for existing.
Knowledge is the key. As is often stated, a lack of knowledge is a dangerous thing, and we are
only now beginning to emerge from such a lack of knowledge. The recent past saw philosophy
embracing Descartes’’ Cartesianism which in turn led to the philosophical development of relative
moralism, physical hedonism, and spiritual self questioning both the significance of the individual
and the significance of religious institutions.
Knowledge is the means of reversing such self-doubt and there is now enough knowledge to
establish fundamental answers for the twelve philosophical questions introduced in the
introduction of this section: Conclusion: Peer Review II.
Knowledge is thus a means for process. But does knowledge exist beyond our means to
understand and fathom? Within the model of symbiotic panentheism the answer is: Yes,
absolutely. The model of symbiotic panentheism embraces the concept that we exist, that we exist
within the physical universe, and that we exist within a whole greater than the physical. However,
because we are separated from the whole by the physical we can only experience the physical and
thus indirectly experience how it is the abstractual aspect of ourselves applies to the whole. This is
not to suggest we cannot abstractually understand how nonphysical universes might impact the
whole. What it does suggest is that there are most likely aspects of the whole as well as aspects of
other forms of universes, which we will never be able to conceive while remaining confined
within the physical.


The point: Knowledge is a means to an end. Knowledge is the most critical element necessary for
our understanding morality itself. While it must be conceded that there is undoubtedly knowledge
which exists within the whole that we can never know while being limited to the physical, we can
know the physical and by learning to know the physical, although this is limited knowledge, we
gain knowledge nevertheless. As such we have an obligation to apply knowledge as best we can to
answer questions regarding our existence and our purpose for existing which in turn leads us to
understanding and defining ‘universal’ ethical and moral behavior.
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25.

René Descartes (1596-1650) – Q2:

What is reality?

… Descartes can also be credited with introducing dualism into our philosophical
speculations. This dualism took two forms: the first was between God and the material
world. The second was between the material world and the mind.
S: The metaphysical model presented in this work embraces the dualism which was suggested by
Descartes.

A
relationship
between
the whole/God/
abstract
and the
material world

Abstraction

*
The Physical

A
relationship
between the
material world
and
the
‘mind’/soul/
abstract

Abstraction within the Physical

Descartes’ work, like that of other philosophers, is not rejected by the model of symbiotic
panentheism, rather the work of Descartes, like that of other philosophers, is fully integrated into
the work.
Descartes employed three distinct methods to build his philosophy. These were as follows:
Skepticis: To systematically question and doubt every belief that does not pass the test of
indubitability
S: This work does just that, questions systematically every belief regardless of whether or not the
belief ‘passes’ the test of indubatiblity.
Subjectivism
To base all knowledge upon a foundation of certainty. For Descartes, consciousness, and in
particular self-consciousness was that foundation. As such, “I think, therefore I am” emerges
as the only innate belief that is unshakable by doubt.
S: This work not only employs first truth as ‘I exist’ but adds to the list of first truth, the first
truths of ‘The physical exists.’ And ‘The whole exists.’ The understanding of how it is possible to
have more than one first truth and still have ‘a’ first truth is fully explored within the topic
‘Relativistic First Principles’ found in Volume I: Tractate 2: The Error of Aristotle, Resolving the
Problem of Cartesianism.
Mathematicism
To reject any idea that is not concise, clear, and free of contradiction

The point: Mathematicism is exactly the point. The new metaphysical perception, model, being
presented in this work is concise, clear, and free of contradiction: You and I exist. The physical
universe exists. The whole exists. You and I are in the physical. The physical is in the whole. You
and I therefore exist in the whole. You and I exist for a reason. You and I are in a symbiotic
relationship with the whole. Concise, clear, and free of contradictions.
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26.

Rationalism – Q1:

What is existence?

If Descartes original intention was to create a comprehensive outline of scientific
certainty, it was his successors – Leibniz and Spinoza – who formulated that intent into
a coherent framework. Leibniz and Spinoza had much in common with Descartes.
They both accepted a mechanistic and deterministic view of reality.
S: The mechanical and the determined are both aspects of the physical. So how does one integrate
the physical into the realm of the abstract? If the model of symbiotic panentheism, the individual
acting within God is correct, how does one extract the physical from the abstract while keeping the
physical ‘imbedded’ within the abstract?
The process of extracting the physical from the abstract is a process of creating ‘nothingness’ and
through the process of symmetry splitting ‘nothingness’ into its two opposite existences/regions:
energy and anti-energy. The process of applying the tool of symmetry is then applied to each of
the two regions obtaining four regions: matter/energy, anti-matter/energy, matter/anti-energy, and
anti-matter/anti-energy. The four regions form four symmetrical universes (symmetrical in terms
of summation of matter/energy/space/time, anti-matter/energy/space/time, matter/antienergy/space/time, and anti-matter/anti-energy/space/time not symmetrical in terms of action
found within). The details of such an event are fully examined throughout the work and
specifically addressed in Volume II, Tractate 10: The Error of Heidegger, Resolving the Problem
of the Void of a Void.
The question becomes: Is such a process an absolute necessity for the model of symbiotic
panentheism to function. No, the process is not an absolute necessity. The process does, however,
demonstrate:
‘Nothingness’ could exist and
‘Nothingness’ could have functionality
If one reasonable mechanism can be found explaining physical creation then if such a mechanism
is later shown to be illogical another could very well emerge in its place.
It is logically/reasonably possible to explain the dynamics of creation from nothing.
The physical could be ‘located’ within the abstract.
The abstract could ‘create’ the physical.
The abstract could exist.
Time and space could exist in a ‘limited’ ‘limitless’ location. (See ‘infinite finites and
finite infinities – Volume I, Tractate 2: The Error of Aristotle, The Resolving the
Problem of Cartesianism. Etc.
In short we have first hand knowledge regarding the existence of the physical for we are directly
immersed within the physical.
To deny the physical’s existence is to initiate the doubt regarding the validity of our very being.
This is not to say one should not ask the questions regarding the validity of our physical existence.
Nor is this to say one should not ask the questions regarding the validity of our abstractual
existence. Both questions are important to ask. Both questions lead us to examine the whole of
reality which in turn leads us to knowledge and as we have discussed previously in these Q & A
sections, knowledge leads to the understanding regarding the very purpose for existence.


The point: The physical exists. To deny the existence of the physical is to deny our senses and to
deny our senses, our ability to observe is to deny our very ability to reason. To deny what it is we
observe/sciences and to deny what it is we reason/philosophies is to undermine our ability to
believe what it is we observe and reason. To deny our abilities to observe, reason, and believe is
nothing short of absolute nihilism. The point of this work is to reverse the very concept of
nihilism, which is running rampant throughout our particular point in history. .
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26.

Rationalism – Q2:

What is existence?

… “True reasoning depends upon necessary or eternal truths, such as those of logic,
numbers, geometry, which establish an indubitable connection of ideas and unfailing
consequences.” But if it was Descartes who regarded mathematical reasoning and
logic as the paradigm for achieving progress in human knowledge, it was Spinoza and
Leibniz who extended these principles even further.
S: Logic, numbers, geometry, ideas, mathematics, reasoning, and knowledge are all elements of
the abstract. So how does one integrate the abstract into the realm of the physical? If the model of
symbiotic panentheism, the individual acting within God is correct, how does one extract the
abstract from the physical?
The process of extracting the abstract from the physical is a process of creating multiplicity of
individuality using the tool of ‘active complexity’, ‘strange attractors’ functioning within chaos
(See Volume III, Postscript: Chaos, Complexity, and Metaphysics), ‘virgin knowing’ emerging,
etc. This three volume work moves through a large number of minute details which explain how
an omniscient existence could wield its omnipotence within its omniscience to create ‘what is not’
while ‘changing’ its very ‘changelessness’. The paradoxical appearance of such statements is only
paradoxical within a framework of either Cartesianism or non-Cartesianism. The paradoxical
appearance of such statements evaporates when examined from within a model of Cartesianism
located within non-Cartesainism. The paradoxical appearance of such statements evaporates when
examined from within a model where the Cartesian not only exists but powers the very region
within which it is found to exist.
In short we have first hand knowledge regarding the existence of the abstract for the abstract is
immersed within the physical.
To deny the abstract’s existence is to initiate the doubt regarding the validity of our very being.
This is not to say one should not ask the questions regarding the validity of our abstractual
existence nor is it to say one should not ask the questions regarding the validity of our physical
existence. Both are important questions to ask. Both questions lead us to examine the whole of
reality which in turn leads us to knowledge and as we have discussed previously in these Q & A
sections, knowledge leads to the understanding regarding the very purpose for existence be it
physical existence or abstractual existence.
The abstract exists. To deny the existence of the abstract is to deny our individual souls and to
deny our individual souls, our ability to rise above materialism through actions of free will, is to
deny our very existence. The lack of an abstractual existence of individuality/the individual soul is
to deny one’s own existence. All becomes simply a temporary existence of the physical, which
evaporates within the eternity of time itself.

The point: The denial of what it is our souls experience through our senses/observations/sciences
and experience through our ability to reason/philosophies is to undermine our ability to believe
what it is we observe and reason. To deny our individual soul’s abilities to observe, reason, and
believe is nothing short of absolute nihilism. In short we have first hand knowledge regarding the
existence of the abstract for the abstract/our abstractual existence is directly immersed within the
physical, within our bodies.
Again it must be emphasized: The very point of his work is to reverse the very concept of
nihilism, which is running rampant throughout our particular point in history. .
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27.

Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677) – Q1:

What is existence?

… This perfection would be achieved when humankind could perceive the universe in
all its “wholeness.” Spinoza was a pantheist in that he perceived the universe to be a
single and infinite “substance.”
S: ‘Pantheism’ literally means ‘pan’ – all, theism – God/the whole. The present position of the
pantheism has been twisted to mean God in all. If God is the ‘substance’, which makes up the
universe then Spinoza’s perception regarding the metaphysical model of the whole of reality
becomes: all is God. If such is the case, then the concept of ‘nothingness’, the concept that we are
able to conceive of a ‘location where God does not exist becomes an impossible situation. If on
the other hand we use the present philosophical perception that pantheism means ‘God is in all’
then the same paradox arises: Humanity has been able to conceive of a concept that does not exist
either within the physical or abstractual and thus must exist ‘outside’ the whole which be
definition makes the whole/God incomplete or in essence makes the whole/God no longer the
whole/God.
Such a model would defy the very definition of God, which St. Anselm established: God is the
greatest concept of which the individual, any individual can conceive.
Such a model, pantheism, would defy Ockham’s principle: … A vital principle in his (Ockham’s)
philosophical method was that “plurality is not to be posited without necessity.” This economy of
thought is often referred to as Ockham’s Razor
The plurality posited by Spinoza is that there are two forms of existence: The existence of
‘something’ and the existence of ‘nothing’. Heidegger would say such is not the case since
nothing is nothing but if nothing is nothing in the pure form of nothing including the very
existence of nothing, how is it we can discuss nothing, how is it we have come to rely upon
nothing as a significant element of our mathematical systems, how is it we express the very
fundamental principle of physics as the product, quotient, sum, difference, limits, reducing to
zero/nothing?
How then do we incorporate nothingness into a metaphysical model, which accepts the singularity
of Spinoza’s ‘substance’ and yet accepts the multiplicity of the physical? We can do so by
expanding ‘pantheism’ – all God/’God in all’ to panentheism.
Panentheism literally means: ‘pan’ – all, en- in, theism – God/the whole. The model of reality
labeled ‘panentheism’ accounts for a location where God is not present/nothingness. Panentheism
accounts not only for the existence of nothingness but accounts for the existence of the
individual/multiplicity and the whole/God/singularity, free will and determinism, predestination
and pre-destination, the physical and the abstract, matter/energy and space/time, Cartesianism and
non-Cartesianism, real numbers and imaginary numbers, …
Symbiosis on the other had accounts for the function of something and nothingness,
individual/multiplicity and the whole/God/singularity, free will and determinism, predestination
and pre-destination, the physical and the abstract, matter/energy and space/time, Cartesianism and
non-Cartesianism, real numbers and imaginary numbers, …
It is the combination of the two, existence – panentheism and function/purpose – symbiosis, which
best describes the metaphysical model examined throughout this work.


The point: Symbiotic panentheism does not reject the thoughts of Spinoza. Symbiotic panentheism
folds Spinoza’s model into itself. No philosophical concepts, efforts, or creations are wasted with
the model of symbiotic panentheism.
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27.

Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677) – Q2:

Do we possess free will, or are
our actions determined?

… But if everything is determined, as Spinoza maintained, how can we then speak of
good or evil? If our actions are predetermined strictly by cause and effect, how then
can we speak of human freedom and choice? By acquiring an adequate knowledge of
the desires and emotions that are the “causes” of my “effects”, I become free. This
freedom is my reward, because it allows me to see that I am a significant “mode” in the
greater reality.
S: Spinoza’s model of reality clearly demonstrates that the individual is not ‘free’ until they
acquire an adequate knowledge of the desires and emotions that are…’ In essence Spinoza’s
model exempts one from the responsibility of ‘free will’ until one obtains such knowledge if in
fact such knowledge is available.
Within Spinoza’s metaphysical model, responsibility for one’s action has no sense of timelessness
attached to it. Social perception that one is responsibility for one’s action is the key ingredient for
stability, order, civility as opposed to what Hobbes characterized as ‘… the life of man in the
“state of nature” was “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.” Spinoza’s model lacks the key
ingredient of responsibility for one’s actions.
Without free will the individual has no responsibility for their action.
Within the model of the individual acting within God, symbiotic panentheism, the individual
attains free will once the abstractual aspect of virgin abstractual individuality/the soul/awareness
enters the essence of the physical ‘being’. Free will is not something the individual gains with
knowledge. Such a gift, the gift of free will and the responsibility, which comes with it, is no gift
at all. The characteristic of free will is a responsibility and responsibilities are work not recreation.
Living a responsible life is quite different from living a carefree, fun seeking, physically
hedonistic life.
Spinoza’s metaphysical model would provide the individual the impetus not to learn, not to gain
knowledge. Such an impact would destroy civilizations not strengthen them. Such an impact
would negatively impact the drive of our specie to gain knowledge. The impact a metaphysical
system has upon society and the individual is important in terms of validating the model. A model,
which negatively impacts society and individuality, gains little support for its validity (See
Volume III, Tractate 14: Principle Three, Introducing the Problems of Principles One and Two.
As such, responsibility must have its own benefits and Spinoza’s metaphysical model is strikingly
void of such benefits.
Within the model of Cartesianism within non-Cartesianism, symbiotic panentheism, the benefits
of living a responsible life are strikingly present. One lives the responsible/moral life because one
will live with the repercussions of one’s life and all the ripples such a life generates throughout the
timelessness of the whole of abstraction itself.

The point: In short there is a timeless existence within which one exist, a timeless existence
within which one can never undo what it is one has done, a timeless existence whose ambience is
dependent upon ones very
use of the free will one has been given the responsibility to use. (See the book: You and I Together
Have a Purpose In Reality)
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28.

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) – Q1:

What is truth?

… In the field of philosophy, he was the first to distinguish between “truths of fact”
and “truths of reason.” In so doing, he sought to draw a distinction between the
“contingent” world of observation, with that of the logical or empirical world of
reason. By applying rigorous and formal reasoning, Leibniz believed that we could
attain knowledge of the ultimate structure of reality.
S: There is no such thing as ‘truth of fact’ nor is there such a thing as ‘truth of reason’ if one
defines ‘truth’ to be an indubitable concept which is beyond question. There is no way to ‘prove’
anything in the absolute sense.
There are, however, ‘truths of fact’ and ‘truths of reason’ in the sense that they are ‘truths’ as best
we can determine through observation (‘truths of fact’) and as best we can determine through
reason (‘truths of reason’). The statement suggests science, representing observation, and
philosophy, representing reason, can establish ‘truths’ to the best of our ability. Observation and
reason, however, are only two of the three means we have at our disposal for developing ‘truths’.
We also have the perceptual tool of ‘belief’.
To deny our perceptual tool of faith/reason the same latitude in determining ‘truths’, in this case
the ‘truth’ of faith/belief/intuitive sense, is to create a double standard. The double standard is
accepting the validity of ‘truths of fact’ and ‘truths of reason’ based upon establishing such truths
as best we can and moving on from there and not doing the same for belief/faith/the intuitive
sense.
We accept the concept that ‘truths of fact’/scientific facts may ‘change’ as we gain more
knowledge. We accept such ‘truths’ as ‘truths’ and then believe in them, rely upon them, use them
as ‘truths’ in order to ‘advance’ our quest for knowledge. We do likewise for reason. But for some
reason we are unwilling to do the same for faith.
This work removes this double standard and is based upon a single standard: There are ‘truths of
fact’, there are ‘truths of reason’ and there are ‘truths of faith’.
The quest to understand the whole of reality is too important to leave any of our perceptual tools
behind. The formation of our understanding regarding what the whole of reality is leads us to
understanding where it is we as individuals are located. Understanding where it is we are located,
understanding the whole of existence, leads us to understanding what our existence is as well as
understanding our very function/purpose for existing. It is only through understanding our
function/purpose for existing that we can reduce if not basically eliminate the controversial issues
conflicting forms of morality create.
In fact the understanding of our location within reality and our function/purpose for existing
within reality is the only means of developing a consistent/universal form of morality/ethics.

The point: The first step to developing a universal ethic/universal morality is to eliminate our
double standard and the first double standard we must eliminate in our quest for a universal
morality is the different standard we apply to religion as opposed to the standard we apply to
science and philosophy. To develop a universal morality based upon a universal truth as to what
reality is and what our function within reality is, we will have no choice but to include religion in
the process for religion is the dominating element representing our perceptual tool of faith.
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28.

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) – Q2:

What can we know?

… Unlike Descartes, whose system was dualistic, and Spinoza, whose system was
monistic, Leibniz proposed a system based upon plurality. Within this plurality, there
existed an infinite number of “monads.” These “monads” were unique unto
themselves, and each experienced the universe from a unique perspective. This view
was in stark contrast to Spinoza, who viewed the universe as a single substance.
S: Descartes system was dualistic, composed of multiplicity. Spinoza’s system was monistic,
composed of singularity. Leibniz’s system was pluralistic, composed of both multiplicity and
singularity. Symbiotic panentheism is likewise simultaneously composed of multiplicity and
singularity. What then is the difference between symbiotic panentheism and Leibniz’s system? A
few of the similarities and differences could be demonstrated as follows:

the individual acting within God
Symbiotic panentheism
The passive state of being (not italicized)
1. Plurality
2. Singularity/the whole
3. Multiplicity/individuality
4. The physical may or may not be
permanant

Liebniz
The passive state of being (not italicized)
1. Plurality
2. Singularity/the whole
3. Multiplicity/monads
4. The physical is permanent

5.

5.

One region of existence
a. The universe within which the
monads exist

Two regions of existence
a. The universe within which
individuality develops
b. The abstract within which the
universe begins, ends, and
exists and within which
individuality eventually rests

The active state of being (italicixed)
1. Singularity ‘grows’
2. Individuality begins, completes
itself through experiencing
3. Individuality has purpose – they
grow the whole of singularity
4. Multiplicity/individuality is in a
symbiotic relationship with
singularity/the whole/God

The active state of being (italicixed)
1. Singularity is stagnant
2. Monads ‘grow’/experience


The point: Descartes’ system, Spinoza’s system, and Leibniz’ system are all enfolded into the
metaphysical system of the individual acting within God. It would seem logical that these three
men had extraordinary intuitive abilities. To deny them the basic elements of their systems would
be to suggest otherwise. Only the model of symbiotic panentheism melds their intuitive insights
with those of the other thirty-seven deep intuitive thinkers and groups outlined in Tractate
eighteen. Only symbiotic panentheism melds all forty great philosophical insights in a manner,
which is overwhelmingly supported by our other two perceptual tools: our ability to
observe/science and our ability to believe/religion.
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29.

Isaac Newton (1642-1727) – Q1:

Is there a difference between
‘appearance’ and ‘reality’?

… The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, which he completed in 1687.
This publication sought to create, by applying the principles of logic and mathematics,
the first great synthesis of mathematics with nature.
S: ‘Appearance’ and ‘reality’. Again we look at such concepts as either/or. Is the physical real and
‘appearance’ an illusion or is appearance real and ‘reality’ an illusion. Perhaps the thousands of
years of debate regarding which is which still exists because the perception, our understanding of
just what reality is has been in error for these same thousands of years.
The problem, the debate, the controversy simply evaporates if one replaces the either/or scenarios
with the ‘and’ scenario. There is a location of physicality and there is a location of abstraction.
The ‘and’ scenario not only resolves the ‘appearance’ or ‘reality’ issue, the ‘and’ scenario
accounts for the realization that we are able to describe the physical through the abstractual
language of mathematics. To use mathematical abstractual concepts to discuss the physical seems
a little ludicrous if there is no such existence as the abstractual.
Now one may say: Well the physical exists and I will concede the existence of the abstract but
only in a model of reality where the abstract exists ‘within’ the physical. Such a concession brings
us halfway to accepting the model of the individual acting within God. The half we can then agree
upon is the region indicated by the solid lines:
A
Universal
Fabric
Of:

No
Universal
Fabric
Of
No Time
No Space
No Matter
No Energy

Abstractio

*

The Physical

Time
Space
Matter
Energy

Abstraction within the Physical

The problem the solid line generates is a lack of reasonable reply to the questions: What exists if
the universe in fact dissolves as the Hindus suggest? What takes the place of the universe if the
universe eventually collapses upon itself? Is there such a thing as ‘nothingness’ and if so what
possible function could ‘nothingness’ have? If ‘nothingness’ does not exist because nothing is
nothing/non-existent does that mean that we limited entitles, relative to the whole, are capable of
conceptualizing a concept that does not exist? If ‘nothingness’ exists and has no function does that
mean the whole creates ‘things’ which are superfluous to its own being and if so what possible
reason would such a nonessential existence have that would cause the whole to generate such a
‘thing’ or at the ‘least’ generate the concept of such a ‘thing’.

The point: Half a model regarding the whole of reality by definition produces half a morality. The
question becomes: Is half a moral act a moral act? No wonder our society is confused and filled
with half-truths.
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29.

Isaac Newton (1642-1727) – Q2:

What is truth?

… By utilizing many of the ideas found within the work of Spinoza, Leibniz, and
Descartes, Newton attempted to apply these new principles to the natural world.
Newton’s own work had a revolutionary impact in the 18th century. Because of him,
there was a renewed interest in applying the tools of logic and mathematics to the
natural world. In these, the 17th and 18th centuries, natural science gained prominence
over purely abstract mathematical reasoning as a means of understanding reality.
Along with
S: The question becomes: Is the existence of the physical a ‘truth’? We may find that our
perceptual tool of reason/philosophy finds it greatly amusing speculating whether or not the
existence of the physical is a truth but the two other perceptual tools, observation/science and
faith/religions find such an argument, for the most part, to be quite annoying.
It is for this very reason that ‘truths’ to be considered ‘truths’ must be a matter of science, religion,
and philosophy coming to a consensus, all agree, upon a ‘truth’ being a ‘truth before we move on
and consider other ‘truths’.
Now as the newest member of the team, science may object to the concept of the abstract existing
‘outside’ the physical but science may have to temporality compromise itself. Science may have to
temporarily agree to the existence of an abstract location existing beyond the physical until it can
‘scientifically prove’ otherwise, until it can reasonably demonstrate just how unreasonable such a
concept is. In short, science may have to concede the existence of the whole of the physical being
within the whole of the abstract/God if science is to obtain religion’s help in convincing
philosophy to concede that the physical exists.
Philosophy may then have to temporarily agree to the existence of the physical until it can
reasonably prove otherwise, until it can reasonably demonstrate just how unreasonable such a
concept is. In short, philosophy may have to concede the existence of the physical, concede the
existence of the physical being within the whole of the abstract/God if philosophy is to obtain
science’s help in convincing religion to concede that the ‘I’ exists within the whole, that as such
the individual is divine.
Religion may then have to temporarily agree to the existence of a symbiotic relationship between
the whole/singularity and the individual elements/multiplicity until it can reasonably prove’
otherwise, until it can reasonably demonstrate just how unreasonable such a concept is. In short,
religion may have to concede the existence of the dynamics existing between the whole and its
parts and the dynamics between the parts and the whole within the whole of the abstract/God if
you will if religion is to obtain philosophy’s help in convincing science to concede that the
whole/God exists as the singularity of the whole, that God/singularity exists.

The point: A universal understanding, consensus, awareness regarding the existence of, the
function of: the whole, individuality, dynamic action, passive action, complexity, chaos,
multiplicity, singularity, ‘being’ (noun), ‘Being (noun), being (passive state of existing), being
(active state of being), symbiosis, location of singularity, location of multiplicity, ‘appearance’,
‘reality’, ‘real illusions’, illusions, ‘nothingness’, matter, energy, time, space, abstraction, the
physical, paradox resolution, conflict resolution, singularity of morality, universal ethics, multiple
universes, existence if the universe collapse, timelessness, spacelessness, imaginary number,
‘truths of fact vs. truths of reason’, ‘truths of faith’, monads, …, all depend upon a consensus. But
a consensus between what entities becomes the question. A consensus between the three most
powerful representatives of humanities perceptual tools: science, religion, and philosophy working
through a cooperative effort.
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30.

John Locke (1632-1704) – Q1:

What is knowledge?

John Locke was greatly impressed with the achievements that were being made in the
natural sciences, and wished to extend these achievements
… Locke proposed the principle of empiricism, which states that all our knowledge is
derived from experience. This “experience” is obtained either by sensation (from the
external world) or by reflection (from the inner world of the mind).
… Locke’s first question was “How to we acquire knowledge?” In his An Essay
Concerning Human Understanding (1690), he began by studying what our knowledge
consists of. It is made up of ideas. These ideas can take many forms. They encompass
perceptions, emotions and reflections. Locke’s primary assumption about ideas was
that they were not innate. They were derived solely from our experience.
… by creating a complete theory of knowledge. This theory of knowledge would be
based on a careful and rigorous study of nature. His goal was to establish a
comprehensive epistemological foundation for knowledge - one that was devoid of
superstitions or uncritical assumptions.
… Anticipating the eventual emergence of linguistic philosophy, Locke showed the
relationship of words to ideas. For Locke, words signify ideas. Disputes arise when
words are used carelessly, without clear “signification.” Therefore, the “word” and the
“idea” can only be meaningful if both co-exist. To use a “word” without reference to a
particular “idea” is meaningless. There was also on additional problem:
S: Lock’s perceptions say it all. Knowledge is not physical. Knowledge is abstractual/ideas. The
two exist: the physical ‘and’ the abstract which is a case of ‘and’ not ‘either/or’.
We have made, relative to our past strides, ‘great’ strides in perceiving the physical.
Knowledge/experience: This “experience” is obtained either by sensation (from the external
world) or by reflection
Ideas are not innate. Ideas are not entities of existence, which dissipate with the dissolution of the
physical.
We cannot understand what knowledge is if we do not include in such an examination the physical
itself from which our experiencing, at least in our present form of existence, comes. Semantics has
taken on a life of its own. As is the case of any entity, semantics, is therefore prone to the basic
laws of survival all living entities must face. As such, semantics, to protect its position of
influence within the philosophical world, has taken the position that it, semantics, is vital to the
debate regarding what it is reality is, where it is we as individuals are located, what it is our
function within this reality is, why it is we as unique entities of existence exist, and finally how it
is we are to attain such a purpose i.e. what is morality.
Ultimately knowledge is the very source for our definition of morality and morality in turn is the
linguistic verbalization of the means by which we are capable of attaining our purpose for
existing.

The point: Linguistically there is no denying the importance of semantics in the debate regarding
what our existence is and how it is we are to achieve such a task: the reason why we exist for a
purpose. We can accomplish the task of defining our location of existence, our essence of
existence, and our reason for existence but in order to do so we must control semantics rather than
allow semantics to control us.
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30.

John Locke (1632-1704) – Q2:

What can we know?

… The Extent of Knowledge. Locke understood that our knowledge is quite limited. If
we can only achieve knowledge when we have a genuine understanding of the
“essence” of things, then it follows that our knowledge will always be limited. Locke
had to finally conclude that achieving a completely epistemological foundation for
knowledge was beyond our reach. We must content ourselves with relative or probable
knowledge. But this, according to Locke, was sufficient for our purposes. We have,
within our grasp, access to knowledge, which will secure our “great concernments.”
These “great concernments” relate to our survival in everyday life. … We can exist and
prosper, even with partial knowledge.
…Regarding morality and our relation to a creator, Locke held that our partial
knowledge of things was sufficient for our needs.
S: We will most likely never fully understand everything because no individual entity is the
‘whole’ of knowledge’. If ‘an’ individual were the whole of knowing, that individual would not be
an ‘element’ of the whole but the whole itself.
Granted within the model of symbiotic of panentheism, the whole exists and granted within the
model of symbiotic panentheism the whole is ‘an’ entity of individuality, however this
metaphysical work is an examination of ourselves, knowing elements of individuality, and what
being an individual element of the whole means.
Although this work examines the ‘reason’ the whole would need its part, the second half of
symbiosis, this work does not examine the whole, the purpose of the whole, the location of the
whole, and what it means for the whole to have its own personality, its own purpose. The
examination regarding the personality of the whole is the task of ontology not metaphysics. The
purpose for the existence of the whole lies in a totally new field yet to be fully defined and
linguistically identified. As of now this work identifies such a daunting task as theoretical
metaphysics. The preliminary steps to developing such a study are found within Tractate 16:
Wrong Again, Introducing the Problem of Being Right and Tractate 17: The Beginning,
Introducing the Problem of the End.
As such this work is the examination of the individual acting within God as opposed to the
individual acting within God. These two concepts the individual acting within God and the
individual acting within God are the two halves of symbiosis. It may be a long time before we are
ready to develop an in-depth understanding regarding the half of symbiotic panentheism known as
the individual acting within God for we do not have the knowledge available to us to do such an
in-depth examination, however, we do have the knowledge to initiate a serious beginning of such
an examination.
The beginning understanding regarding the ‘needs’ of the whole begin with Leibniz’ verbalization
regarding the scientific permanent equilibrium of knowledge as opposed to the ‘growth’ or ‘decay’
of knowledge. Leibniz’ eloquent verbal depiction of permanent equilibrium of knowledge was
expressed as: ‘eternal recurrence’, or what we generically may define as stagnation, eternal
boredom, ‘… oh that again?’, ‘… is that all there is?’,….

The point: We may not be able to semantically ‘know’ anything but we can define knowledge as
best we can and move on from there. This process of being able to accept our ability to define
what it is we know as best we can and moving on from there can provide the impetus necessary to
get philosophy out of its present rut of stagnation emerging from the confusing chaos generated by
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the perception: We cannot know anything for a ‘fact’. To understand the excitement such a
process generates one need look no further than the exhilaration the field of science generates.
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31. George Berkeley (1685-1753) – Q1:

Is there e a difference between
‘appearance’ and ‘reality’?

… We must discard the notion that material objects are real since we cannot confirm
their existence - in a truly empirical sense – simply by the act of observation.
S: To suggest the concept that we discard the physical as a non-existent part of reality is the
opposite extreme that we discard the abstract as a non-existent part of reality. These two concepts
form two opposing positions with a common denominator.
The two positions are in essence the opposite extremes of the same position.
Group A believes the physical is real and the abstract is an innate characteristic of the physical.
Group B believes the abstract is real and the physical is an innate characteristic of the abstract.
The common theme that runs through both groups is the concept of homogeneity through
exclusionism. Group A will not concede the independent existence of the abstract as a viable,
functional, independent existence. Group B will not concede the independent existence of the
physical as a whole, functional, independent existence.
The two groups are exclusionary because they take the stand wherein they will not, under any
circumstances, accept the other as being ‘correct’. The two groups each wish to embrace their own
arguments and will only be satisfied when the opponent’s arguments have been discarded.
The position of symbiotic panentheism on the other hand is not exclusionary but rather symbiotic
panentheism is pluralistic. The model of the individual acting within God, symbiotic panentheism
is based upon both Group A and Group B being correct. The model clearly supports each Group:
The physical exists and the abstract exists
The abstract depends upon the physical for its animated existence and the physical
depends upon the abstract for its animated existence.
The physical is located within the abstract and the abstract is located within the physical.
The abstract emerges from the physical and the physical emerges from the abstract.
The physical is made unlimited through abstraction and abstraction is made unlimited
through the physical.
The abstract is a ‘real’ illusion and the physical is a ‘real’ illusion.
The physical is real and the abstract is real, etc.
When one cuts through to the crux of the debate, eventually the question arises, which came first,
the physical or the abstract? The model of symbiotic panentheism suggests two possible answers:
1.
2.

The abstract came first since the physical is one of many elements of the whole.
Neither the abstract nor the physical came first but rather ‘something’ other than the
three - elements: abstraction, the physical, and the lack of both the physical and
abstraction – nothingness - came before any of the three

The point: Yes there is a difference between ‘appearance’ and ‘reality’. If there was no
‘difference’, there would be no debate. The question is: Do both the abstract, what ‘appears to
exist’ and the physical, what we call ‘reality’, exist. The model of symbiotic panentheism
demonstrates the simultaneous existence of both and demonstrates the simultaneous existence of
the two in a manner where each is independent of the other while simultaneously being dependent
upon the other. The statements, once examined as illustrated throughout this work, are neither
paradoxical in nature not circular in argument.
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31.

George Berkeley (1685-1753) – Q2:

Do we exist and why?

… In fact, the model put forward by Locke changes from:
Perceiver

Ideas

Material Objects

To Berkeley’s model of…
Perceiver

Ideas

S: Berkeley rejects the physical as real. If this work, the War and Peace of a New Metaphysical
Perception, does as it suggests, which is to enfold the ideas of past philosophers within its model,
how is it the model agrees with both Lock and Berkeley?
The model of symbiotic panentheism is a model where semantics becomes the means to pluralism.
The model clearly states the physical and the abstract are both real, both exist simultaneously
independent and dependent one upon the other. Both have specific locations, literally, where they
exist. However, to better understand such a concept this work identifies the relative perception of
one region regarding the other, identifies region A as being real when one literally stands within
region A. While standing within region A the second region, B, is perceived to be a ‘real’ illusion
but in fact is real versus being an illusion. Likewise, while literally standing within region B,
region A is perceived to be a ‘real’ illusion but in fact is real versus being an illusion. The
complete details are addressed in Volume I: Tractate 1: The Error of Aristotle, Resolving the
Problem of Cartesianism, Volume II: Tractate 8: The Error of Einstein, Resolving the Problem of
‘i’, and Volume II: Tractate 9: The Error of Russell, Resolving the Problem of Non-Members.
The point: if the physical exists and the abstract exists then our ultimate purpose would logically
appear to lie with the ultimate fabric of existence. On the other hand, our means of accomplishing
our purpose for existing would appear to lay within that region to which we are most closely
affiliated. The model of symbiotic panentheism identifies the ultimate fabric of existence as the
abstract and the region within with which we are most closely affiliated as the physical.
The conclusion would then follow that it is through a physical existence that we are to achieve an
abstractual goal. It would, therefore, appear to be a logical conclusion that it is abstractual
hedonism which supercedes physical hedonism rather than physical hedonism superceding
abstractual hedonism: Altruism supercedes materialism rather than materialism superceding
materialism in terms of one’s timeless existence.


The point: If we accept Berkeley’s claim that materialism leads to atheism, then the converse is
also true: that immaterialism can restore our religious faith.’ While such a statement may be true
and comforting to religions, one must keep in mind that such a statement is ‘religiously’ biased.
Metaphysically the statement would more accurately be stated as: A metaphysical model, which
identifies the ultimate universal fabric as being physical, matter/energy/space/time, in nature
generates materialism leads to physical hedonism, while a metaphysical model recognizing the
physical as a ‘real’ region existing within the abstract whose universal fabric is non-physical, not
matter/not energy/not space/not time, in nature generates altruism which
leads to abstractual hedonism.
But one does not establish a model for existence and a description regarding the reason for
existence based upon one’s preconceived desires as to what the end product of the model will
generate. One builds a model regarding the structure of reality based upon what one perceives
through observations to be reasonable, what it is one perceives through rational discussion to be
reasonable, and what it is one perceives through faith/believability to be reasonable, which is
exactly what this work does.
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32.

David Hume (1711-1776) – Q1:

What is our function within society?

…Mere metaphysical speculation, according to Hume, had become outdated. …
…The subjective nature of its premises can lead just as easily to negative behavior.
S: Our feelings cannot provide a ‘reasonable’ goal for behavior. There are as many ‘feelings’ as
there are individuals. Each individual is unique and as such individuals have their own unique
feelings based upon their own unique set of experiences and chemical configuration.
To rely upon ‘feelings’ to act as the legitimate directional guide for the individual is to accept as
legitimate the social actions of the Holocaust, the Cambodian killing fields, South African
segregation, …
Society is the summation of individual cooperation. To permit ‘feelings’ to define group action is
in essence the act of acceding to the metaphysical model of monism/Cartesianism/empiricisms/the
physical/the abstract is an innate characteristic of the physical. To allow ‘feelings’ to act as the
guide of moral behavior for the individual in essence creates an ambiance for society based upon
emotion rather than based upon reason since society is the sum action of multiple individuals.
Such a society impulsively reacts with actions such as vigilantism, war, mob mentality, …
In a society where ‘feeling’s rule, our function within society becomes defined by emotions. There
is no denying such societies can exist. We have, within our annals of history, pages and pages,
chapters and chapters, volumes and volumes filled with the records of such societies.
If we take the next step in our exploration of the outer limits of the universe, if we take the next
step and join the club of intergalactic travelers, do we wish to repeat this form of history?
The only alternative we have to allowing ourselves to be ruled by ‘feelings’ is to allow ourselves
to be ruled by reason. Our perception regarding our function in society determines our perception
as to the function of society itself. In essence it is our perception regarding our purpose for
existing which generates our perception regarding our function in society, which in turn generates
our perception regarding the function of society, which in turn generates our perception regarding
our function as a specie.
Perceptual understandings regarding function/purpose lead to action and action leads to reactions
(plural) and reactions lead to ambiance. Ambiance is the summation of our actions with which
every thing, living or non—living, with which we come into contact must endure. Stepping back
one-step further in the sequential development of functionality, one begins to realize that it is what
we perceive reality to be which drives our perceptions which in turn drive our actions, which in
turn drive our…


The point: To define positive and negative behavior in a universal sense, which is important if we
are to step into distant realms of the universe, we must learn to define morality based upon a
‘universal’ perception of the whole of reality. If our ability to reason ultimately tells us the whole
of reality is simply our personal physical universe then we will ultimately develop a universal
society based upon ‘feelings’. If on the other hand our ability to reason ultimately tells us the
whole of reality is more than the physical, is ultimately the physical located within the abstract, is
ultimately multiple universes located within a ‘universal fabric’ of abstraction, then we will
ultimately develop a universal society based upon metaphysics. As such it is much to early in our
development to discard metaphysics.
It is therefore not as Hume believes a question of ‘why’ and then ‘what’ do we believe but rather a
question of ‘what’ and then ‘why’ we believe what it is we believe. Our function within society,
therefore, is in essence a metaphysical question not an emotional question.
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32.

David Hume (1711-1776) – Q2:

Do we exist, and why?

… Even the existence and autonomy of a “self” comes under attack. … But where,
according to Hume, is the “I” that I refer to when I say, “I believe…” … Thus, our
belief that there is an “I” within our minds is an illusion… The idea of the “self” or
the “soul” is thus an illusion.
… Yet another illusion we possess, according to Hume, is our faith in the existence of
the external world.
S: Skepticism in the existence of existence itself becomes a major component of philosophical
debate. There is no doubt that we cannot unequivocally prove our existence, nor can we
unequivocally prove the existence of the external world, nor for that matter can we unequivocally
prove the existence of an existence outside the external world itself.
We cannot ‘prove’ we exist. We cannot ‘prove we have a reason for existing. We cannot prove the
sun exists, the stars exist, and the planet exists. We cannot prove there is a whole. We cannot
prove singularity exists any more than we can prove multiplicity of elements comprising the
whole exist.
Science represents one of our three primary perceptual tools. Science represents our ability to
observe and measure. But science does not operate upon the bases of unequivocal proof. Science
relies upon observation/measurement. Science operates on the base that observing and measuring
the unequivocal provability regarding the physical is an impossibility. Science operates on the
bases that we must define the physical as best we can and move on from there.
And what of religion? Religion represents a second or our three primary perceptual tools. Religion
represents our ability to believe and have faith in…
But religion like science does not operate
upon the bases of unequivocal proof. Religion relies upon beliefs/faith. Religion operates on the
bases that unequivocal provability regarding the non-physical is an impossibility. Religion
operates on the bases that we must define the non-physical as best we can and move on from there.
Why then does philosophy place such an impossibly burden upon itself? Why does philosophy,
why do we, expect our third primary perceptual tool, our ability to reason, to operate upon the
bases of ‘unequivocal’ proofs. Why can’t philosophy, as do religion and science, accept the
concept that there are no unequivocal proofs as to what does and does not exist, as to whether or
not the very concept of existence itself is a ‘fact’?
If philosophy were to accept the concept that, at least presently, there is no such thing as an
‘unequivocal proof’ then philosophy would be able to come to terms with itself, find some inner
peace, and accept science’s premise that the external world does exist and accept religion’s
premise that the non-physical does exist and move on from there just as religion and science do
within their own field’s of study.
With this willingness to accept its limitations, philosophy would find itself in a position to support
three basic premises: I/you/multiplicity of individuality exists. The physical/action/process exists.
The non-physical/the whole/singularity exists.

The point: This work is the product of a philosophical acceptance of reason’s inability to establish
unequivocal proofs. The result is clearly a rational, clearly a reasonable, clearly a demonstration
not only that we exist but that we exist for a reason.
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33.

George Wilhelm Hegel (1770-1831) - Q1:

What is knowledge?

… His aim was to construct an entirely comprehensive system of knowledge about
reality.
S: A comprehensive model/system of knowledge about reality must encompass all knowledge to
be ‘entirely’ comprehensive. Such a system requires the creation of knowledge to remain as
knowledge in some form or other. Within a system of ‘entirety’ knowledge must be timeless.
But is it possible to develop an ‘entirely comprehensive’ system of knowledge within the limits of
a physical existence. The answer is: No, for if knowledge is an innate characteristic of the
physical, then as elements of the physical are destroyed and replaced by other elements of the
physical , so to is the knowledge which is the innate characteristic of that element of the physical
destroyed and replaced with other innate characteristic elements of knowledge.
The question then becomes: Is it possible to develop a model of reality where knowledge is
retained both as ‘the whole of knowledge’ and as ‘multiplicity of knowledge generated by the
multiplicity of individuality’.
Hegel suggests that ‘knowledge as a whole’, absolute consciousness’ exists. However, the process
of folding all kowledge into a form of singularity/totality/summation/the whole may resolve the
mathematical issue regarding ‘the whole’ but such a process eliminates some forms of knowledge
just as surely does the concept that knowledge is an innate characteristic of physical. The
knowledge that is lost in the process of creating ‘absolute consciousness’ is the knowledge of
one’s self.
To retain knowledge, to prevent knowledge from dissipating, dissolving, being lost, the system has
no choice but to incorporate three elements into its model. Singularity/the whole of knowing must
be incorporated into the model as Hegel suggests, the multiplicity/individuality of knowing must
be incorporated into the model as Hegel rejects, and the physical from which new knowing
emerges must be incorporated into the model as Hegel again rejects.
Aristotle’s metaphysical system of Cartesianism accepts the physical but does not incorporate the
whole of knowing nor the individuality of knowing. Hegel’s metaphysical system of nonCartesianism accepts the whole of knowing but does not incorporate the physical from which the
new knowing emerges nor the individuality of knowing.
The new metaphysical perception of symbiotic panentheism, ‘being’ being ‘Being, Cartesianism
operating within non-Cartesainism is a viable model which incorporates the validity of all three
elements regarding what we perceive we know of knowledge. Symbiotic panentheism
incorporates: the singularity/the whole of knowing, the multiplicity/individuality of knowing, and
the source of new knowing/the abstract within the physical. In addition, symbiotic panentheism
does one other thing no other Western metaphysical model does and that is to incorporate into its
dynamics not only the existence of nothingness but a functionality for nothingness. As such the
new model supercedes, by the definition of Ockham’s Razor, both the Cartesianism and nonCartesianism.


The point: Knowledge exists as a part of existence itself. Knowledge is abstractual/non-physical
in nature but finds one source of its emergence being the physical. What is knowledge?
Knowledge is an existence but as such exists only through the means of knowing, through an
entity capable of knowing. Knowledge is the noun, knowing is the verb, and knowing is the entity
doing the knowing of knowledge. This work examines the details of the metaphysical model: the
individual acting within God, ‘knowing’ knowing ‘Knowing’. This work examines the issues
regarding the existence of knowledge itself.
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33.

George Wilhelm Hegel (1770-1831) – Q2:

Why is the individual important?

… Hegel held that reality must be rational. The multiplicity of things is an illusion, for
they are all part of a singularity or unity. This “absolute consciousness” contains
everything that is knowable, or that can be experienced.
S: If the whole is the summation of all knowledge then the elements which provide the means by
which ‘summation’, ‘absolute consciousness’, comes into being, has importance to the whole, to
summation, to ‘absolute consciousness’...
But the question of concern to ourselves/the individual actually is not: Why is the individual
important? Rather the question is: Why is the individual important to itself? To exist ‘for’ a
different existence than one’s self and then dissolve into non-existence is a drastic form of
nihilism. Such a form of existence does not provide much of a motive to expend the energy and
effort that the burden of living a ‘moral’ life requires.
One cannot deny the concept that living a moral life, living a responsible life, fulfilling one’s
function/purpose in life is at times a high energy and difficult task requiring tremendous effort.
One cannot deny that living a life of ‘wine, women/men, and song’ is a much more carefree,
happy go lucky, living for the moment type of life.
Responsibility is at times an awesome burden for the individual to shoulder. If the individual has
no function/purpose for existing, if the individual is simply an existence in the moment but in the
blink of an eye dissipates into non-existence, then the act of being responsible becomes in fact
simply and strikingly an act of pure lunacy.
Any metaphysical model which describes the individual as unimportant or describes the individual
as simply here to day and gone tomorrow does nothing short of creating the nihilism of
individuality, does nothing short of reducing the significance of the individual to the level of
complete insignificance.
One of the many problems associated with both the Aristotelian Cartesian model of reality and the
Kant/Hegelian non-Cartesian model of reality is that both models reduce the significance of the
individual to pure and absolute insignificance. The Aristotelian model of Cartesainism reduces the
individual to insignificance through reducing the individual to a limited existence defined by time
and the Kant/Hegelian model of non-Cartesainism reduces the individual to insignificance through
reducing the individual to limited existence defined by the existence of only an ‘absolute
consciousness’ and no multiplicity of individuality/the individual’s existence exists in a timeless
fashion.
It is only the model of symbiotic panentheism, which incorporates Hegel’s concept of ‘absolute
spirit’ as a part of the system, Aristotle’s absolute physical existence as a part of the system,
individuality as a part of the system, and
nothingness as a part of the system, and then demonstrates the functionality/dynamics each plays
as an intricate part of the system, symbiosis.

The point: The significance of the individual cannot simply be ‘granted’ the status of being a
principle of a metaphysical model of reality. Simply saying it is so does not make it so. A
metaphysical model has little option but make the statement and then support such a statement
through observable, believable, and reasonable means. All three means, scientific, religious, and
philosophical, must enter the arguments supporting any metaphysical model if the model is not to
become nihilistic in some form or other. Is a nihilistic system possible? Absolutely, but a nihilistic
system is not a very reasonable perception
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34.

Soren Kierkegaard (1813-1855) - Q1:

What is truth?

… Kierkegaard distinguished between two types of truth: objective and subjective.
S: How can there be two types of truths? Truth is truth. There may be different quantities of first
truths (See Volume I, Tractate 2: The Error of Aristotle, Resolving the Problem of Cartesianism)
but it is in the quantity and relative position of truths, one to another, which is relative not the very
existence of ‘truth’ itself. Granted we may not be able to state unequivocally that a truth is in fact
a truth for we cannot even unequivocally state there is an existence of existence itself. We can,
however, define truth as best we can and move on from that point in our efforts to define reality.
Science takes such an approach, religion takes such an approach, and there is no reason
philosophy should not take such an approach. In fact when the three – science, religion, and
philosophy - work in cooperation to define truth through consensus, cooperation, and mutual
compromise, they must all three take such an approach.
The remaining two perceptual tools immediately regard truth defined by any single perceptual tool
–observation/science, faith/religion, and reason/philosophy – suspiciously. Perceptual tools
generate their own infrastructure, support groups, vested interests, authority figures, academic
facilities, governmental agencies, sponsors, and individual followers.
As such, one cannot expect any perceptual tool to relinquish their status, viability, or power base.
to any of the other two perceptual tools. It is only through teamwork between the three that truths
will finally be defined as fundamental truths. It is only through establishment of a 1st truth for
religion – God/the whole exists, a 1st truth for science – the universe/the physical exists, and a 1st
truth for philosophy – you and I/individuality exists, that we will be able to gain the full
cooperation between all three of our perceptual tools.
The process of developing three 1st truths has been fully explored within Volume I, Tractate 2.
Scientifically

-

1st truth

•
The physical/action/process
The Universe
Exists

Religious
1st truth
•
The whole/Singularity
God
Exists

Philosophically
1st truth
•
I/you/multiplicity
Individuality
Exists

Abstraction

The Physical
Abstraction within the Physical

The point: Truth exists as best as we are able to determine and each field of study – philosophy,
science, and religion – acknowledge what they in particular define as truths. The point of
contention between the three is where the opposition to cooperate lies. The problem as to how to
resolve the issue regarding which 1st truth is in fact 1st truth has been explored and resolved in the
dialect regarding Aristotle, Tractate 2. The process lies in the development of what is called
‘relativistic first truths’
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34.

Soren Kierkegaard (1813-1855) - Q2:

What is morality?

…Given the limits on our ability to discern what are, in absolute terms, objective
truths, we should instead embrace subjective truths. It is more important, according to
Kierkegaard, how we believe something, rather than what we believe. Most
importantly, are we acting in an authentic or inauthentic manner?
S: What is morality if not truth? What is morality based upon if not truth? To base morality simply
upon what it is we ‘believe’ to be truth is to generate a form of fleeting morality.
On the other hand, to base morality upon any foundation and then to believe in it unequivocally, to
embrace a morality unquestionably, is to create a foundation of behavior that will crumble with
the introduction of any significant contradicting observations, significant contradicting competing
beliefs, or significant contradicting reasonable arguments.
The “how’, unequivocal acceptance, creates an unstable moral foundation for an intelligent,
reasoning, observant, believing entity such as ourselves.
But if one does not base morality upon what it is one believes, than just what does one base
morality upon.? It is not being suggested that one should not base morality upon what it is one
believes. It is being stated that one cannot base morality ‘simply’ upon what it is one believes for
to do so is to develop no morality at all. To build a fleeting morality is not morality but rather a
fleeting morality is nothing other than the establishment of rules by which one accomplishes one’s
personal goals, ambitions, and desires.
Morality to be rational, reasonable, universal, truth based, lasting has no choice but to be based
upon what it is we believe ‘and’ what it is we observe ‘and’ what it is we reason. Morality based
simply upon believability, measurability, or reasonability is a fleeting concept, which becomes
replaced through turmoil, violence, abuse, …
Many would argue there is no such thing as an unbiased morality, there is no such thing as a
morality generated without underlying ulterior motives. We may not have experienced such a
morality, we may never have seen a universal philosophy, but that does not mean such a concept
does not exist nor does it mean we cannot generated such a concept.
In fact this work does just that. This work has developed an unbiased foundation for morality and
the means of doing so have been briefly summarized in the Introduction to Volume II: A New
Tool for Conflict Resolution.

The point: Morality is a guideline for behavior. Religious morality is a guideline for behavior
based upon religious beliefs. Scientific morality is a guideline for behavior based upon scientific
observations. Philosophical morality is a guideline for behavior based upon rational arguments.
None of these forms of behaviors are stable forms of morality. All these forms of morality not
only find themselves competing with contradicting moralities existing outside their own field of
study – science, religion, and philosophy – but competing with contradicting moralities being
generated within various disciplines of study. Morality is a guideline for behavior based upon our
perception of reality and our function/purpose for existing within that reality. The only form of
morality capable of long-term stability is a morality emerging from a interdisciplinary effort on
the part of science, religion, and philosophy. If we wish to develop a stable form of morality we
will have no choice but to unite the efforts of our three perceptual tools: science, religion, and
philosophy. This is not an impossible task, but it, like all tasks and journeys, begins with the first
step and this work is just that: The first step.
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35. The American & British Idealists – Q1: What is our function within society, ………….
35. The American & British Idealists – Q2: ………………………………………, and why?
… In the 19th century, the study of idealism continued to prosper.
S: Idealism originates from a region of ‘ideas’, ‘perceptions’, ‘truths’, ‘principles’, ‘reason’,
‘values’, ‘judgments’, ‘hopes’, ‘dreams’, ‘emotion’, …
Idealism emerges from an active state of abstractionism.
Scientifically

-

1st truth

•
The physical/action/process
The Universe
Exists

Religious
1st truth
•
The whole/Singularity
God
Exists

Abstraction

Philosophically
1st truth
•
I/you/multiplicity
Individuality
Exists
The Physical

Abstraction within the Physical

The society to which the question, What is our function within society and why? refers is not ‘just’
our society, human society, but societies found anywhere within the galaxy which are composed
of ‘knowing’ beings governed by the laws of ‘free will’ be they entities confined within ‘physical
bodies’ or be they entities unconstrained by the physical itself. In fact the question applies to all
entities governed by the laws of free will be they found in our galaxy, our universe, or the whole
of abstractual existence.
The function of the individual within the model presented, symbiotic panentheism, becomes
defined, as altruistic/abstractual in nature for the individual exists to ‘create’ newness through the
process of ‘becoming’. The entity, which ‘became’ then enters the whole as a unique entity of
experiencing which in turn expands the potential number of permutations of awareness open to the
whole of knowing as well as the potential number of permutations of awareness open to each
individual entity of knowing. In essence eternal recurrence is avoided as the secondary issue
confronting both the metaphysical model of Cartesianism and the metaphysical model of nonCartesianism.
If eternal recurrence is the secondary issue confronting both the metaphysical model of
Cartesianism and the metaphysical model of non-Cartesianism, then what is the primary issue
confronting these two metaphysical models?

Continued on next page…
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35. The American & British Idealists – Q1: What is our function within society, ………….
35. The American & British Idealists – Q2: ………………………………………, and why?

Cartesianism:

Scientifically

-

1st truth

•
The physical/action/process
The Universe
Exists

Philosophically
1st truth
•
I/you/multiplicity
Individuality
Physically Exists
Generates the perception of a nihilistic existence, insignificance for existing, for the individual, for
you, for the ‘I’.
Non-Cartesianism:

Singularity
The Absolute Spirit
Absolute
Consciousness

Abstraction
Generates the perception of a nihilistic existence, insignificance for existing, for the individual, for
you, for the ‘I’.

The point: It is only the metaphysical model of Cartesianism located within and powering nonCartesianism which eliminates the nihilistic existence of the individual, eliminates the
insignificance of the individual. It is only the model of symbiotic panentheism which defines three
truths, establishes three relativistic 1st truths, satisfies the primary needs of all three – science,
religion, and philosophy – simultaneously, clearly details the difference between active action and
passive action, clearly details the difference between singularity and multiplicity, clearly details
the concept of ‘nothingness’ and the function of ‘nothingness’, demonstrates three new fields of
metaphysics – metaphysical engineering, practical metaphysics, and theoretical metaphysics,
while establishing a totally new realm of exploration: the realm that lies beyond the summation of
the physical, the abstract, and nothingness.
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36.

Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) & John Stuart Mill (1806-1873): Utilitarianism – Q1:
Why the individual important?
… the “utility” of an idea as a guide to its intrinsic merit.
… What are the consequences of certain types of behavior? What are the positives, and
what are the negatives? Those actions that extend human happiness - as opposed to
those, which prevent human unhappiness - are deemed the most utilitarian.
… Because a society consists of individuals, those actions which increase the
happiness of the greatest number is considered to be the most beneficial. However, this
did not mean that there should exist a “tyranny of the majority.” Every individual has
the right to choose their own lifestyle, as well as possessing freedom of thought and
action. The state could only legitimately intervene in curtailing this freedom if the
freedom of other individuals was threatened.

S: Again the question becomes: ‘But why?’ Why is individual ‘happiness’ important? If the
individual has no significance than surely the happiness of one individual over that of another
individual has no particular merit.
And does happiness, pleasure and the lack of pain, supercede altruistic/idealistic endeavors that
cause one to undergo pain and forego pleasure.
The metaphysical model of symbiotic panentheism would concur with the concept regarding the
‘right’ of the individual to travel life unimpeded by others. The difference between symbiotic
panentheism and utilitarianism, however, is that utilitarianism lacked the fundamental
understanding regarding ‘why’ such a concept is valid and lacked the fundamental understanding
that one cannot gauge the rights of the majority as a simple numbers game. Symbiotic
panentheism on the other hand fully defines, illustrates, and explains the model from which the
concept of individual ‘rights’ to travel unimpeded emerge, defines the rationale regarding the
‘reason’ such rights exist, and outlines the first two rules of morality and their sequential order of
priority.
In short the model of symbiotic panentheism does not exist in a vacuum of intuitive ‘belief’ but
rather emerges from a wellspring of scientific concepts, religious commitments, and philosophical
dialectics.
But what of the concept that one can measure the merit of an idea using the instrument of ‘utility’?
To suggest one idea is of greater intrinsic value than another idea is to suggest that ideas are not
abstractual in nature but rather innate characteristics of the physical and thus capable of being
assessed in terms of their application at any point in history. Such a concept suggests ‘ideas’ are
not timeless, do not exist in their own realm of reality, but rather suggests ideas are simply
byproducts of the physical to be used by the physical. The net result of such action is ultimately a
reintroduction of all philosophical, scientific, and religious past arguments supporting monism
over the arguments supporting dualism. Such an action ultimately reintroduces all the past acts,
which initiated and instigated the violent confrontations between the monists and the dualists.


The point: If the concept of judging an idea is based upon its utilitarian characteristic, then what
becomes of ideas that have no perceived utilitarian purpose such as string theory, complexity
theory, chaos theory, topology, …? What are we to say regarding actions which do not appear to
‘give’/generate any form of happiness or pleasure such as justice, altruistic acts, selfless acts,
principled acts, …? Are such fields of study and such forms of action to be discarded in favor of
the short-term goal of ‘…live for the moment?’ The new metaphysical model presented within this
work provides the rationale regarding why we should reject physical utilitarianism as our longterm goal.
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36. Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) & John Stuart Mill (1806-1873): Utilitarianism – Q2:
What is morality?
… Mill understood that “pure” or “idealistic” utilitarianism was unrealistic. Hence, he
proposed a secondary form of utilitarianism. A set of moral rules, decided upon
collectively, would provide a reasonable (but always revisable) guide to our moral
decisions
... However, Mill was mindful of the abuses of state power. In his book On Liberty, he
clearly states that “The only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over
any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others."
S: A categorical imperative is a universal ‘law’/definition succinctly detailing universal morality.
Universal morality is not action which applies to ‘a’ human being, nor is universal morality action
which applies to humanity. Universal morality is a definition of action/behavior, which applies to
all humans, all of humanity, all entities governed by the laws of free will be they within our
personal universe or be they in other universes.
Mill had a general intuitive sense of what the first categorical imperative was. It would appear
from the statements above that the first categorical imperative for a ‘utilitarian’ would be to seek
happiness and pleasure. Such is not the case, however.
The first categorical imperative that emerges from Mill’s intuitive thinking was an act of
responsibility to others:
The 1st categorical imperative: To protect the ‘right’ of the individual entity, entities
governed by the laws of free will, to travel life unimpaired by the actions of others.
Or as Mill indicated: “The only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any
member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others."
The second categorical imperative becomes an act of responsibility to one’s self:
The 2nd categorical imperative:

To travel life as one’s self.

The full metaphysical dialectic detailing the concept of the two categorical imperatives as well as
detailing the order of priority of the two categorical imperatives is found within Volume I, The
Error of Kant: Resolving the Problem of Universal Ethics.
Intuitively Mill ‘… understood that “pure” or “idealistic” utilitarianism was unrealistic’, but
Mill did not understand why this was so. Mill lacked a metaphysical model, which would explain
the function/role of ‘utilitarianism’ within the physical as it applied to the abstractual region
within which the physical existed. The model of symbiotic panentheism in fact details how it is
that a ‘pure’, an ‘idealistic’ utilitarianism is realistic as best we, limited humans, are able to
implement. Utilitarianism is the ultimate means by which happiness and pleasure within a timeless
existence becomes the ultimate goal of the individual as opposed to happiness and pleasure of the
flesh, happiness and pleasure within the limited scope of physical existence.

The point: The model of symbiotic panentheism completely embraces the concept of
Utilitarianism but not physical Utilitarianism but rather altruistic/abstractual Utilitarianism. It is
the long-term ramifications of abstractual/timeless existence that the individual must consider not
the short-term ramification of physical/finite time existence.
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37.

Fredrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) – Q1:

What is our function within society?

Like Kierkegaard, Nietzsche was also deeply concerned with the plight of the individual
within a social setting. How are we to act? Are we to be part of the herd, or can we live
independently?
… How can we act in an authentic manner? Civilization - according to Nietzsche - was
guilty of indoctrination. Habits and customs are substituted for true individualistic
independence.
S: The model: Symbiotic Panentheism:

The individual
Scientifically

-

1st truth

•
The physical/action/process
The Universe
Exists

Religious
1st truth
•
The whole/Singularity
God
Exists

Abstraction

Philosophically
1st truth
•
I/you/multiplicity
Individuality
Exists
The Physical

Abstraction within the Physical

demonstrates that the physical aspect of the individual is found within the physical and as such the
physical aspect of the individual is limited/mortal in terms of existence. The model also
demonstrates that the abstractual aspect of the individual is found within the abstract and as such
the abstractual aspect of the individual is timeless/immortal in terms of existence.
As such our physical aspect is secondary in terms of our personal long-term considerations as to
our functionality. Our function in existence is oriented towards what it is impacts us in the longterm. The model clearly demonstrates that in the long-term we impact the whole. The question
then becomes: How do we as individuals impact the whole of abstractual existence? We impact
the whole in two ways:
1.
2.

We impact the whole as individuals.
We impact the whole as a group.

The second means by which we impact the whole is in actuality a summation of individual actions
found within society. Summation of action is our responsibility because we are a part of that
summation of action. We, therefore, are responsible for society’s actions because we as a part of
society ‘allow’ such actions to occur either through our direct participation or through our
acceding to society’s action through our inaction. Either way, direct action or passive
acquiescence, we are responsible. Our function within society therefore is to take responsibility for
our actions.


The point: One of our primary functions within society it to take responsibility for our actions.
We, each and everyone of us, assign our own function to society and we, each and everyone of us,
are responsible for those actions be they in the form of individual action or summation of social
action.
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37.

Fredrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) – Q2:

What is truth?

1. … We surrender our autonomy for the comforts of slogans and propaganda.
Nietzsche rejected traditional values - both social and religious – and was committed to
restoring the deep and passionate instincts of our nature.
2. … We attach ourselves to organized religions, according to Nietzsche, because we
have become cowards. Values, codes of behavior, morality: these are illusions.
3. … We have no certainties, and the belief that we do or could acquire them is a cage
we choose to live inside.
4. … Because of his austere and nihilistic outlook, many consider Nietzsche to be
outside the realm of proper philosophy.

S: Taking the items in reverse order:
4. Nietzsche was not outside the realm of proper philosophy. Nietzsche in fact was meeting the
intended purpose of philosophy ‘head on’ which is more than we can say of philosophy both in his
day and today. Philosophy has no choice but to address the three questions: Where are
we/individuals? What are we/individuals? Why do we/individuals exist? To not address these
three questions in an ‘austere’ and pointed fashion is to lose track of the questions through rhetoric
in an attempt to give the illusion of tackling the questions which haunt each and every individual
at some point in their life.
3. We have certainties in life, at least we have certainties as best we able to deduce, and that type
of deduction is the best we can do. That type of deduction, developing certainties, as best we are
capable, is the only form of deductive certainty we have. We may not be certain we will be alive
tomorrow but we can be certain, at least as certain as any form of certainty can be established, that
there is such a thing as ‘existence’ in one form or another, and we can be certain that we, the
individual, are a part of that existence. Likewise we can be certain that the physical universe exists
and we can be certain the ‘whole’ exists. These three concepts, certainties, ‘truths’, are the
cornerstone of the metaphysical model of symbiotic panentheism.
2. We attach ourselves to organized religion for the same reason we attach ourselves to organized
science and organized philosophy. We have three means of developing perceptions, we have
reason represented by its dominate subject area – philosophy, we have observation represented by
its dominate subject area – science, and we have faith represented by its dominate subject area –
religion. Religion, representing faith, being one of three dominate means of perceiving reality is
therefore a logical area for us as individuals and as a specie to become attached.
1. Presently we may…surrender our autonomy for the comforts of slogans and propaganda. But
it is time to reconsider such acts and begin to embrace our autonomy through the act of ‘reason’.
The process of doing so is not through the abolishment of religion, science, or philosophy, but
rather through the process of uniting the three.
Religion, science, and philosophy have never in the past formed a cohesive model of reality
acceptable to all three. The process of doing so is a process of building a universal philosophy,
universal morality, universal ethics, …

The point: We can reach a consensus regarding our purpose for existing. The greatest obstacle in
the path to doing so is making the decision to do so.
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38.

Logic and Mathematical Foundations: Logical Positivism - Q1:
What is the purpose and meaning of life?
Early in the 20th century, logic and mathematics began to gain prominence within the
field of philosophy. … The purity of their approach had enormous repercussions. …
They rejected metaphysical speculation. What the “formal system” couldn’t synthesize,
it rejected. … Like science, it offered philosophy a chance to move beyond the neverending debates that dominated its history, and to make “progress” in our knowledge.
If the statement cannot be verified, it is meaningless.

S: What the system couldn’t ‘synthesize’… But the system ‘synthesized’ abstractually unique
entities over and over and over. The system generated billions of entities governed by the laws of
free will. The system may have been physical but the physical acted as the ‘wrap’ of the
abstractual. The physical acted as the means by which ‘virgin consciousness’/abstraction, as the
noun, experienced. The physical was in fact what this particular form of abstraction used as its
very means of moving from being ‘virgin’ to being unique in its perceptual form.
For our form of abstractual existence, our purpose is to develop uniquely as ‘distinct entities of
individuality’. Our function in existence is not to be ‘the physical’ for our existence is
immeasurable in the physical sense. No one of us is capable of being reproduced, never has been
reproduced, never will be reproduced. We are more unique one from the other in our abstractual
being than each snowflake is different from another snowflake.
It may be possible in the future for science to ‘duplicate’ the genetic configuration of ‘a’ particular
individual but even perfect duplication of the genetic structure of ‘a’ particular individual is a long
way off. Granted we are on the verge of cloning but cloning is a ‘close’ reproduction’ not ‘perfect’
reproduction of ‘a’ particular genetic configuration.
Exact replication of the abstractual perceptual configuration composing each unique individual on
the other hand is beyond our comprehension at this point in time and for the foreseeable future, if
not forever. In fact the philosophical implications of ‘abstractual cloning’ leads to as many
interesting philosophical questions as does the fundamental question: Do I exist?
If our purpose is to develop uniquely as an individual abstractual entity then what is the meaning
of such a task? In short what is the meaning of life in light of such a perception. Symbiotic
panentheism demonstrates that we are to develop uniquely as an individual abstractual entity
because, for entities governed by the laws of free will, our purpose for existing is to ‘grow’ the
whole. We, individuals, are to grow the whole through a process that allows each individual to do
so uniquely. Our uniqueness is a part of the whole, which, due to of each of us being unique, does
not become subjugated to ‘eternal recurrence’. The meaning of life for the entity governed by the
laws of free will is to be the means by which the whole avoids permanent equilibrium/stagnation
and by which the whole avoids decay.
Since we cannot produce ‘an outside’ to the universe, we may not be able to verify the existence
of ‘an outside’ to the universe. Since we cannot produce ‘a universe’, we may not be able to verify
the very existence of the universe. Since we cannot produce/duplicate ‘an’ individual, we may not
be able to verify the existence of individuality. Be that as it may, reason tells us we, the universe,
and a ‘beyond the universe’/metaphysics exists. Faith in our belief that we, the universe, and a
‘beyond the universe’/metaphysics exist leads us to continue to ask the questions: Where are
we/individuality? What are we/individuality? And Why do we/individuality exist?


The point: Being governed by the laws of free will, we, individual humans, individuals governed
by the laws of free will, have a choice as to what it is we will make of the whole itself, make of the
region we will enter as a form of timeless existence existing in the whole of timelessness itself.
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38.

Logic and Mathematical Foundations: Logical Positivism - Q2:
What is the purpose and meaning of life?
… Metaphysics draws some of its inspiration from abstract speculation. We make
educated guesses. We make observations. We formulate a hypothesis to demonstrate a
“truth.” The principle of “verifiability” is almost entirely absent from metaphysics.

S: The concept of ‘verification’ becomes a semantic issue. To suggest we ‘verify’ through
physical measurement when we cannot determine if the physical exists is a contradiction of
perceptual ‘truths’.
We can ‘verify’ the physical through what we call ‘physical means’. We can verify what it is we
‘see’/’observe’/’sense’ through our five senses/ through physical means but we cannot verify
whether such observations are ‘real’ in the physical sense or abstractual sense. We know we
physically sense pain and we know we are aware of pain when it occurs but do we feel pain if our
‘consciousness’ is absent? The question goes back to the philosophical concept: If a tree falls in
the woods and nobody is there to hear it, does the falling tree make a noise.
Reason would tell us the tree did make noise even if no one was there to hear the sound. We are
fairly confident of our reasoning since we are fairly confident that the physical exists and since the
physical exists that the physical adheres to the laws of physics. We cannot verify the fact the tree
made a noise. One may suggest we can in fact verify the tree makes a noise by ‘recording’ the
sound. But ‘recording’ the sound effects of a falling tree is in essence the same as ‘being’ there for
the machine is a product of manipulating the physical with the presumption of a physical event
occurring.
The point is that we accept ‘physical verification’ through observation. Why then do we regard
‘verification’ of reason and ‘verification’ of faith to be ‘substandard’ forms of verification when
they emerge from the same stringent scrutiny as observation?
‘Purpose’ and ‘meaning’, when referring to the physical cell structure of mitochondria is ‘verified’
by ‘physical observation’. ‘Purpose’ and ‘meaning’, when referring to the abstractual concept of
life, as in the purpose and meaning of life, is by definition abstractual in nature and as such should
be ‘verified’ by the abstractual concept of ‘reason’. To suggest abstractual concepts are not
verifiable through reason because abstractual reasoning is not a form of ‘real’ verification is no
different than one suggesting physical concepts are not verifiable through physical observation
because physical observation is not a form of ‘real’ verification
The advocates of the Cartesian/physical model of reality and the advocates of the nonCartesian/abstractual model of reality have been at odds with each other for a long time. The
argument of either/or continues with the concept of physical verification being the only means of
verification. The resolution to the two models of reality will never end without an alternative
metaphysical model being suggested.
Symbiotic panentheism/the Cartesian located within the non-Cartesian; the Cartesian powering the
non-Cartesian is just such a model. In fact it is a model which establishes the reality of both the
physical and the abstract while detailing how it is the two together provide the necessary logic to
explain the meaning and purpose of life both in the physical form and the abstractual form.

The point: The meaning and purpose of life can be logically explained both in terms of physical
existence and abstractual existence through the new metaphysical perception of the individual
acting within God, symbiotic panentheism, and, at this point in time, only through the
metaphysical perception of the individual acting within God, symbiotic panentheism.
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39.

Karl Popper (1902-1994) – Q1:

Do we exist and why?

An interesting rejection of the purity of logical positivism was put forward by Karl
Popper. Unlike the greatest proponents of logical positivism, Popper believed that even
verificationism – the foundation of logical positivism - was itself an illusion. According
to Popper, even a scientific fact isn’t absolute. It is a hypothesis only.
S: There are four questions being asked here not one as it appears and there is only one way to
answer the question wherein a consensus of opinion can be reached. It becomes obvious that any
other answer will simply lead to an impasse between science, religion, and philosophy, which is
impossible to overcome.
The four questions are:
1. Do we physically exist?
2. Do we abstractually exist?
3. Why do we physically exist?
4. Why do we abstractually exist?
Questions 3 and 4 might better be phrased as:
Why would we exist in a physical form?
Why would we exist in an abstractual form?
Cartesians, those who believe reality is the physical and that the abstract is simply an illusion that
is an innate characteristic of the physical, have never been able to answers the four questions to
the satisfaction of the non-Cartesians, those who believe reality is the abstract and that the
physical is simply an illusion that is an innate characteristic of the abstract and vice versa.
With the two opponents, the Cartesians and the non-Cartesians, facing off, there is no possible
resolution to the debate other than a fusion of the two. Such a model of reality has been examined
in great depth and detail throughout the three volumes of this work, The War and Peace of a New
Metaphysical Perception, as well as in the first trilogy: You and I Together Have a Purpose in
Reality.
Within the framework of the new metaphysical perception being put forward by this work, the
questions and answers then become:
Do we physically exist?
Yes we physically exist.
Do we abstractually exist?
Yes we abstractually exist.
Why would we exist in a physical form?
We exist in a physical form because it is
only through experiencing the physical that our particular type of unique abstractual
emergence can develop.
Why would we exist in an abstractual form?
We exist in the abstractual form because it is
only through unique individual entities of experiencing/awareness of unique
experiencing, that the whole can avoid two of the three forms of existence: decay and
permanent equilibrium/stagnation/eternal recurrence.

The point: It is possible to rationalize a reasonable understanding regarding the very concept of
individuality/multiplicity existing, being a ‘truth’ and it is possible to rationalize a reasonable
understanding regarding ‘why’ the existence of multiplicity/individuality is a functional necessity
to the whole. The means of accomplishing such a task lies in a slight modification of the
technique Hegel introduced: Thesis, Antithesis, and Synthesis. (See Tractate 7: The Error of
Hegel, Resolving the Problem of Non-Cartesianism.
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39.

Karl Popper (1902-1994) – Q2:

Do we posses free will, or
are our actions determined?

… A scientific hypothesis is true only until it can be proved false. By continually
applying the principle of “falsifiabilty”, we gradually attain a more accurate picture of
reality.

S: Again there are four questions being asked here not one as it appears and there again is only one
way to answer the question wherein a consensus of opinion can be reached and again it becomes
obvious that any other answer will simply lead to an impasse between philosophy, science, and
religion, which becomes impossible to overcome.
The four questions are:
1. Do we physically exist?
2. Do we abstractually exist?
3. Are our actions determined?
4. Do we possess free will?
Questions 3 and 4 in this case initiate two questions of their own. In essence we now have six
questions:
5.
6.

If our actions are determined why would the whole of reality need this to be the
case?
If we possess free will why would the whole of reality need this to be the case?

Again, Cartesians, those who believe reality is the physical and that the abstract is simply an
illusion that is an innate characteristic of the physical, have never been able to answers the six
questions to the satisfaction of the non-Cartesians, who in turn believe reality is the abstract and
that the physical is simply an illusion that is an innate characteristic of the abstract.
And again we have no option but to suggest: With the two opponents, the Cartesians and the nonCartesians, facing off, there is no possible resolution to the debate other than a fusion of the two.
Such a model of reality has been examined in great depth and detail throughout the three volumes
of this work, The War and Peace of a New Metaphysical Perception, as well as in the first trilogy:
You and I Together Have a Purpose in Reality.
Within the framework of the new metaphysical perception being put forward by this work, the
questions and answers then become:
1. Do we physically exist?
Yes we physically exist.
2, Do we abstractually exist?
Yes we abstractually exist.
3. Are our actions determined?
Some of our actions are determined.
4. Do we possess free will?
Yes we possess free will.
5. If our actions are determined why would the whole of reality need this to be the case?
To exist experience purely/uninfluenced by unlimited abstractual existence ‘to be’ a
unique emergint entity must exists where unlimited abstractual existence does not
exist. The physical is such a ‘region’. The physical in its purity of being the physical
is, in itself, void abstractual characteristics and thus capable of being a ‘region’
where virgin abstraction can emerge untainted and emerge as truly unique, emerge as
itself.


The point: 6. If we possess free will why would the whole of reality need this to be the case? To
emerge from ‘virgin’ awareness into being uniquely individualistic in our personal abstractual
existence, we, by definition, have no choice but to emerge abstractually through the process of
free will or by definition we do not emerge as ‘ourselves’ but rather emerge as ‘someone else’s
self’.
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40.

Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951) – Q1:

What is knowledge?

Analytic philosophy took many forms. The logical positivism of philosophers … was
quickly succeeded by another variation: the analysis of language. … Unlike the logical
positivists, Wittgenstein felt that most philosophical problems were not genuine
problems at all. They resulted from a confusion of language.
S: The problem the field of philosophy has is that it perceives its problems are ‘philosophical
problems’. ‘Philosophical problems did not emerge from philosophy. Philosophical problems
emerge as haunting issues, emerge as issues that haunt our specie, emerge as issues that haunt the
individual. It was philosophy, the act of reason, which was created as a process of removing the
emotions of the situation, preconceived ‘beliefs’, and preexisting biases, and replacing such
preexisting forms of primal preconditioning with pure reason.
Philosophy has attempted to immerse itself in the purity of reason but when it did so philosophy
was confronted with a dilemma it has not been able to resolve. Philosophy confronted the issue of
‘proving through reason’ that ‘existence itself, being in the passive sense, was in fact ‘a’ ‘real’
concept. In essence philosophy found itself perplexed at formulating a process by which it could
use reason as its fundamental tool of developing perceptual models.
Philosophy has never moved beyond this point and as such philosophy has never developed the
answers to the twelve questions it was created to resolve. (See introduction Q1.)
Philosophy had but to look towards religion and later towards science to understand how to
resolve the issue. Philosophy had but to implement the principle that although we do not ‘know’
anything to be a ‘fact’/an absolute, we can define what we perceive to be ‘facts’ and move on from
there until we can show our premises regarding what is a ‘fact’ to be a false perception since our
new perception better meets the new knowledge we have regarding existence.
If philosophy followed the process science and religion use to answer the questions which face
them, what fundamental principles would philosophy put into play?
Cartesianism would suggest the fundamental ‘fact’/knowledge with which to begin would be: The
physical exists. The physical ‘I’ may not exist, the physical ‘you’ may not exist, but at a minimum,
the whole of the physical exists.
Non-Cartesianism would suggest the fundamental ‘fact’/knowledge with which to begin would be:
The abstract exists. The abstractual ‘I may not exist, the abstractual ‘you’ may not exist, but at a
minimum the whole of abstraction exists.
Cartesianism found within and powering non-Cartesian, symbiotic panentheism, the very
existence of the individual acting within God being would suggest the fundamental
‘facts’/knowledge with which to begin would be: The physical ‘I’/’being’ exists. The abstractual
‘I’/’being’ exists. The physical ‘you’/’beings’ exist. The abstractual ‘you’/’beings’ exist. The
whole of the physical/action – process/reality/being – verb of action exists. The whole of the
abstraction/God exists. The existence of existence/being in the passive sense exists.

The point: Until philosophy is willing to resolve its fundamental dilemma regarding the difference
between ‘proving absolutes’ and accepting principles to be ‘temporary absolutes’, philosophy will
never overcome the problem Wittgenstein identified as:
…most philosophical problems were not genuine problems at all. They resulted from a
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40.

confusion of language
Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951) – Q2:

Is there a difference between
‘appearance’ and ‘reality’?

… Much of the confusion we have about truth and reality, according to Wittgenstein,
is due to our poor understanding of language. The absence of precision in how we
formulate statements is the problem, for these distort our perceptions of reality. But are
subjective statements – statements that cannot be verified empirically – worthless?
…. We use “language games” to communicate with each other.
S: Games, be they children games or ‘language games’, are not what comprise the serious study
of science and religion nor should ‘games’ be the foundation comprising the serious study of
philosophy, yet that is exactly the state within which we find philosophy immersed.
When a metaphysician declares their life’s work is the study of ‘what lies beyond’ the universe,
the general demeanor of other philosophers is ‘how quaint’. When a philosopher declares ‘a’ truth
to be ‘I exist.’ the immediate response is ‘How do you know you exist?’
We as philosophers do not take anything seriously. We as philosophers would rather spar with our
fellow academics than to take our own subject area seriously. We compensate for the vacuum a
lack of a foundation creates regarding the seriousness of our subject area, of our work, creating
what appears to be an ‘appearance,’ with highbrow banter.
We do not acknowledge the significance our work has in regards to human behavior in terms of
the individual, in terms of our societies, in terms of our specie, and soon to come – in terms of our
near neighbors in space.
The lack of confidence we have in our subject area, reason/philosophy, leaves our fellow humans
swirling in an eddy of confusing perceptions regarding the twelve questions:
What is existence?
What is the purpose and meaning of life?
Do we exist, and why?
Why is the individual important?
What is reality?
What is our function within society?
What can we know?
Is there a difference between “appearance” and “reality”?
What is knowledge?
Do we possess free will, or are our actions determined?
What is truth?
What is morality?
and we philosophers are responsible for the resultant social confusion which overwhelms the very
id of our fellow travelers through life: our neighbors, our children, our very selves.

The point: Science accepts its basic premises and moves on from those principles until it finds
such principles to be ‘false’. Philosophy should do the same. Resolving the age old seemingly
irresolvable conflict between the Cartesian and the non-Cartesian advocates is the place to begin
and it is the metaphysical model presented in this work which can do just that.
Resolving the debate between the two opponents, the Cartesians and the non-Cartesians, each of
whom profess their model of reality to be ‘reality’ and their opponents position to be simply an
‘appearance’ of reality would allow us to formulate three new fields of philosophy, metaphysics in
particular: Practical Metaphysics, Metaphysical Engineering, and Theoretical Metaphysics. We
have a responsibility in life, one of which is to take our field of study seriously since
it/philosophy/reason is the dominant representative of our third form of perpetual development.
We as individuals and as a specie have a very limited number of perceptual tools with which to
work. We, the professionals, the thinkers, are being irresponsible to the whole/singularity/God
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itself not to mention being irresponsible to ourselves and other forms of
multiplicity/individuality/’beings’ if we do not take our work, take philosophy, seriously.
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41.

Symbiotic Panentheism: A Brief Overview – Q1:
Q2:

Do we exist and why?
What is reality?

Simply put, "symbiotic panentheism" follows the basic, most widely accepted concepts
of present-day science, religion, and philosophy. The following is the general flow
symbiotic panentheism takes when integrated with the most generally accepted concepts
held by today's sciences, religions or philosophies. Some items are embraced as basic
components by only one of the three fields, some by two, some by all. The bold face
concepts are what symbiotic panentheism adds to the general logic flow to cause a
perceptual shift for the future of our species, society, and the individual.
The whole/God and Panentheism
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Reality exists
The initiating force - causative factor - of reality is "The whole/God."
The whole/God is omnipresent; as such, all things are in The whole/God,
including our known reality.
The whole/God is bigger than reality.
The whole/God is omnipotent; It has the power to create new, original
knowledge.
The whole/God is omniscient; it knows how to create more knowledge. It
cannot create new, creative, untainted knowledge within itself.
The whole/God is omnipresent; It cannot create outside itself.

Symbiotic panentheism fully addresses the paradox of numbers five, six, and seven.
Panentheism accepts the concepts of omnipotence, omnipresence, and omniscience while
at the same time acknowledging the full significance of omnipotence, omnipresence, and
omniscience by recognizing the whole/Gods ability to become even more so.

The individual/’being’ and Symbiosis
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Humankind exists.
Humankind exists in the universe, in "reality."
The essence of the individual is neither the body nor the brain.
The essence of the individual is the individual/’being’.
The individual/’being’, being within reality, which in turn is within The
whole/God, is a part of The whole/God.
The individual is not the whole/God.
The individual is a part of the whole/God.
Reality separates the individual from the whole/God and lies between the
individual and the whole/God.
Humankind, the individual/’being’s, are creative and can experience.
The individual/’being’ separated from direct contact with The whole/God can
create and experience untainted by the whole/Gods knowledge.
The individual/’being’s can learn and grow.
The whole/God can learn through the journey of the individual/’being’s.

Under the "symbiotic" portion of symbiotic panentheism, the significance of the human
species, the significance of the individual, is placed at the level of the whole/God and
given an importance to the whole/God. Thus emerges the rationality for respect due to the
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individual. Symbiotic panentheism places the individual/’being’ in a symbiotic
relationship - a mutually beneficial, close association - with the whole/God.

Human Significance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Humanity's perceptions of itself as a species and as individuals determine its
behavior.
The higher the level of significance we have of ourselves, the higher the level of
our behavior.
Predestination relieves us of responsibility.
Free will raises our level of responsibility.
A level of perception we can assign to ourselves is to be able to have the free
will to assist the whole/God in the one thing the whole/God cannot do as the
whole/God - grow.
The individual/’being’ being a part of the whole/God but separated from
the whole/God (being non-omnipresent, non-omniscient, non-omnipotent)
has the ability to learn, experience, and create isolated from the whole/God.
The highest level of significance we can assign to ourselves is to help the
whole/God, ourselves, become even more omnipotent, omniscient, and
omnipresent.

Human significance now becomes something it has never before been. Human
significance now becomes defined. Not only does it become defined, it now becomes
defined as significant for it becomes significant beyond human needs. Human
significance now becomes significant to the whole/God Itself.

Social Ramifications
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The essence of all individuals is the individual/’being’.
The essence of all individuals is a part of the whole/God, a piece of the
whole/God.
All individuals are important to the whole/God and deserve to be treated as such.
The individual/’being’, a piece of the whole/God, is important to and
needed by the whole/God.
The individual, a piece of the whole/God, deserves to be treated with the respect
due the whole/God.
All individuals are equally important.
The individual, the whole/God, is not in a hierarchical relationship to itself.

Symbiotic panentheism provides the logic needed to dismantle all hierarchical systems
and perceptions of relative worth. Symbiotic panentheism eliminates the most
fundamental hierarchical system created by humankind for humankind - the hierarchy
system created between the whole/God and humans. It eliminates the status levels
between beings. Symbiotic panentheism does not destroy what humanity has; it adds to
what humanity has. Symbiotic panentheism accepts the significance of the whole/God to
the individual and to the species. It also adds the significance of the individual and of the
species to this one way concept of the whole/God.
Through the fusion of panentheism and symbiosis, we form symbiotic panentheism, a
philosophical, perceptual shift for the new millennium that actually defines a purpose for
humanity, for the individual, for the environment, and for our relationship to the
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whole/God. Under symbiotic panentheism, it is our job to see that the whole/God grows.
We have the free will to determine the direction the whole/God grows. This is truly an
awesome responsibility, an awesome task for humankind and for the individual.
However, just as children rise to the level of expectations we place upon them, humanity
will rise to the level of expectations it places upon itself. There is little doubt that society,
families, and individuals could use more human, humane, altruistic compassion in their
journeys. To begin to understand this logic, one must examine the four forms of theism
and their treatment of the three most universally accepted characteristics of the
whole/God: omnipresence, omniscience, and omnipotence.

Omniscience
Atheism assigns the least knowledgeable form to the whole/God. According to atheism,
the whole/God does not exist and the whole/God as an entity has no knowledge.
Pantheism enlarges the whole/Gods knowledge base over atheism. Under pantheism, the
whole/God and reality are one and the same size. The whole/God has size and the
whole/God has knowledge. However, the knowledge has limits. The whole/God is
limited to the knowledge found within the universe, whatever that size may be. Classical
or traditional theism enlarges the whole/Gods knowledge base over pantheism. Classical
and traditional theism, however, hold that the whole/God knows everything that has been
known, is known or could be known. This places limits on the whole/God. Since the
whole/God knows everything, it closes the door on the possibility of knowing what could
be, but isn't, for all things.
Panentheism is in sync with classical or traditional theism in terms of what The
whole/God knows. But whereas classical and traditional theism puts an end to the
concept of omniscience and leaves the whole/God in a state of permanent equilibrium,
panentheism goes on to expand the whole/Gods possible knowledge base through
accepting the scientific principle that permanent equilibrium is an unnatural state - even
for the whole/God. Panentheism applies the concept regarding the growth of knowledge
to the whole/God. Of the four theisms, only panentheism assigns the complete
characteristic of omniscience to the whole/God, for it is the only theism to assign the
knowledge of how the whole/God gains more knowledge, grows.

Omnipotence
Atheism basically purports the concept that there is no whole/God. Since The whole/God
has no size, It has no power. The whole/God is powerless. Pantheism magnifies the
whole/Gods power over the perception of atheism. Within pantheism, the whole/God and
reality are one. The whole/God has all the power of our universe and no more, for that is
all there is. Calssical and traditional theisms suggest the whole/God is greater in size than
physical reality, it follows that the whole/Gods power is greater than what pantheism
professes. Classical or traditional theism again increases the whole/Gods power by stating
that the whole/God is all-powerful; however, it limits the whole/Gods power to that of its
total power. Under classical and traditional theism, the whole/God is all-powerful but is
limited, for it is not powerful enough to become more powerful.
Panentheism magnifies the whole/Gods power above all theistic perceptions through
incorporating the concept that if The whole/God is truly all powerful, then the whole/God
has the power to use Its knowledge to become even more so. This is not a factor tied to a
location in time, for time most probably is a factor of universes and physical realities not the whole/God. Time is the factor allowing the existence of the beginning-end
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concepts built into universes. Panentheism suggests the whole/God, by definition, has no
characteristic concept of beginning-end. Of the four theisms, only panentheism assigns
the complete characteristic of omnipotence to the whole/God, for panentheism assigns the
ability and power of the whole/God to gain more knowledge.

Omnipresence
Again, atheism basically purports the concepts that there is no whole/God, the whole/God
is omnipresent, the whole/God is infinitely small, and its nothingness can be found
everywhere. The whole/Gods absence is everywhere. This is clearly the smallest possible
form for the whole/God. Pantheism enlarges the whole/God over atheism by suggesting
there is one the whole/God and suggesting the whole/God physical and reality are one
and the same size. The whole/God has size and is limited to the size of physical reality,
whatever that size may turn out to be. Classical or traditional theism enlarges the
whole/God over pantheism by stating there is one whole/God and the whole/God is
greater in size than physical reality. Classical and traditional theism suggest the
whole/God and physical reality are separate items from each other. The whole/God
transcends physical reality. The whole/God is everything except reality.
Panentheism enlarges the whole/God over classical or traditional theism. Panentheism
purports that the whole/God is omnipresent. The whole/God incorporates everything;
therefore, the whole/God is everything and thus, there is no place for physical reality to
be other than within the whole/God Itself. Of the four theisms, only panentheism assigns
the complete characteristic of omnipresence to the whole/God, for it assigns not only an
omnipresence incorporating all of our physical reality, but all realities that may exist and
what lies beyond and between these realities.
Even more significantly, only symbiotic panentheism proceeds to accommodate the
characteristics of omnipotence and omniscience of the whole/God that, in turn, through
increased awareness, expands omnipresence itself.
Omnipresence, omnipotence, and omniscience are three characteristics twentieth century
humanity appears to universally affix to the whole/God. Of the four theisms, only
panentheism manages to do so. Panentheism is the foundation for symbiotic panentheism,
for without the "panentheism" the "symbiosis" becomes illogical. Symbiotic panentheism
establishes a metaphysical model that accepts, while at the same time dismantles, the
paradoxes of omnipresence, omniscience, and omnipotence. In addition, it is a model that
circumvents the state of permanent equilibrium we have assigned to the whole/God, a
state we often refer to as stagnation.
Panentheism, defined as the location of reality in terms of the whole/Gods location, is
seemingly insignificant, but the subtlety leads to the initiation of enormous perceptual
and behavioral shifts for our specie, society, the environment, and the individual.
Understanding the differences between the four basic perceptions of a causative force
(atheism, pantheism, classical or traditional theism, and panentheism) allows us to move
forward and begin the examination of symbiotic panentheism in particular.
The whole/God
Whatever one professes, humans have always oriented their philosophical discussions
around the whole/God. Whatever one's belief, the fact remains that humans have, to our
knowledge, always conceptualized a form of the whole/God in some sense. Is the
whole/God the originator of physical reality? The original force? The source of the
beginning? Whatever one's belief, there are only two premises with which to identify:
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either there is a whole/God, an originator, an original force, a source of a beginning, or
there is not. In all of our observations within reality, there is only one observation at this
point in time that we cannot directly rationalize and support through observation having a
beginning, an origination, and that is the whole of physical reality.
There are two options to consider. The first option is the premise that if all things, except
reality, appear to have an identifiable beginning, then physical reality must also have an
identifiable beginning and thus, an originator, Creator. Another way of expressing this is
that all things in reality appear to be affected by time and thus, it is most probable that
physical reality itself is affected by time or, in essence, most probably has a beginning
and an end.
The second option is to reject the logic of option one and embrace option two. The
second option is the premise that physical reality itself is different from everything within
it and has no origination, has no beginning. Thus, one would accept the concept that an
originator of the physical is illogical. This thought process would allow one to reject the
inference to which all of our observations point. It would allow one to conclude and
embrace the direct opposite inference that there is no originator of physical reality.
Physical reality has always existed.
The premise that physical reality had a beginning, that there is a creative originating
force, that there is a whole to physical reality is supported by an almost infinite amount of
direct observations and logic. The premise that reality had no beginning, that there is no
creative originating force, is supported by nothing we have observed. Is the concept of
physical reality having no beginning possible? Certainly anything we conjure in our
minds is "possible" but not probable.
Assuming we accept the premise of the existence of an originator of physical reality, an
original force, a source of the beginning, we can then move to examining consciousness,
awareness, aware beings, individuality, and where it is the individual fits into our
understanding of the whole of reality. The picture we have of the whole/God is still out of
focus. As time passes and our knowledge expands, we will gain greater resolution
regarding our physical reality. In the meantime, keep in mind that the Creator of physical
reality is the Creator of physical reality and will remain so regardless of what we do or
wish to believe.
We cannot create a creator. We cannot insist that a creator is whom we have, through
time and custom, drawn it to be. Rather, we must understand that whom we have drawn
the Creator to be, through time and custom, was what we needed a Creator to be in order
to define our niche in reality. The Creator is what the Creator is to ourselves because we
needed it to be such in order to find comfort in our lack of knowledge and to assuage our
fears regarding our perceptions of mortality.
Religion and science orient around one universe. Science and religion still have not fully
accepted the concept of other life forms and have not done so because they do not know
how to fuse them into their doctrines. Symbiotic panentheism can help science and
religion their perceptual problems without destroying their essences, identities or
uniqueness. It is only under classical or traditional theism that we could assign a greater
significance to ourselves, to our home, and to our planet over other entities and their
homes and planets.
With increased knowledge (omniscience) comes increased power (omnipotence) and as
knowledge grows, so grows awareness (omnipresence). Growth, equilibrium, decline -
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three choices we can comprehend for the state regarding whole/God. Scientifically
speaking, permanent equilibrium appears to be an unnatural state of being. Religiously
speaking, an omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent whole/God appears to be a
contradiction unless it is omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent enough to become
even more so without changing. Therefore, permanent equilibrium is not an option. Being
tied to a whole/God that exists in a state of decline is not a preferable or advantageous
choice to bestow upon a Creator. The only rational state of being we can comprehend for
the whole/God is that of a growing whole/God. It is only the metaphysical model of
symbiotic panentheism that can resolve such issues without generating paradoxical
positions.
In a symbiotic relationship, beneficial or damaging contributions are two possibilities that
could exist between two identities. Understanding our significance for being within
physical reality and to its Creator would definitely help us understand what actions we,
humans with freewill, should take while functioning within our physical reality. Our
actions affect not only the whole/God but, in essence, ourselves. Under the model of
symbiotic panentheism, nothing, not even the annihilation of our reality's physical
mechanism, can diminish our purpose for existence. Nothing, not even total annihilation
of our physical reality itself, can destroy our accomplishments as individuals/’being’s, for
our accomplishments transcend physical reality and embrace - fuse - with the very
essence of the whole/God.

Three Ultimate Paradoxes
1.
2.
3.

Being omnipotent - all-powerful - but not having the power to become more so
Being omnipresent - everywhere - but limited within the confines that already
exist
Being omniscient - knowing everything - but not knowing how to learn more

The Creator of our physical reality did not create these paradoxes. We, humanity, defined
these paradoxes ourselves.
We, humanity, give these paradoxes a life of their own. And then, we, humanity,
perpetuate our irrationality into absolutisms. Eliminating the paradoxes of omnipotence,
omnipresence, and omniscience does not alter or call for the elimination of our rich
history of traditions or beliefs. Eliminating these three paradoxes expands our view of our
place in the universe, our purpose in the scheme of things, and our tolerance for
uniqueness. Expansion of our present concepts of omnipotence, omnipresence, and
omniscience into a concept that can become even more so does not bring down the
foundations of our society; rather, it provides a foundation to our foundation.
Omnipotence, omnipresence, and omniscience are paradoxes only because we have made
them so.
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Panentheism, the picture grows:
A-theism
Our universe, physical reality, is alone.
Pan-theism
Our universe, physical reality, is not alone; something else exists within it.
Pan-en-theism
Our universe, physical reality, is part of a greater Reality.
Are classical and traditional theisms complete theisms? No, they are just theisms waiting
for a prefix.
"Symbiotic" is the portion that provides the significance. It provides the other half to,
"The whole/God is significant to humanity." The other half is, "Intelligence’s within
realities – physical or otherwise, humanity, the individual, is significant to the
whole/God."
We have the free will to recognize our power - our significance - and dismantle the
hierarchical and, therefore, oppressive systems we have created. We are all a part of the
whole/God and continually contribute to the whole/Gods knowledge and awareness. We
create what we choose to create. Indeed, we all have an awesome responsibility.
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